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Abstract of Thesis 

This thesis takes as its starting point the marked rise in interest in the earlier schools of 

Italian painting in the English art world during the 1840s. Over the course of this 

decade. the study and co llection of so-called 'primitive' painting was transformed from 

a marginal pursuit to an aspect of mainstream taste. The thesis defines the critical 

discourse lormulated in order to rat ionalise the taste for art works which failed to 

confo rn1 to the principles which had governed the appreciation of old mast..:r painting 

in previous decades. lt also studies the ramifications o f this discourse with regards to 

broader conceptions of art history, both in works of criticism and in spaces of display. 

The discussion focuses upon the writing of A.r.Rio, John Ruskin and Anna Jamcson. 

and the displays of the National Gallery. British Institution and Manchester Art 

Treasures Exhibition of 1857. It is my contention that the taste for early Italian 

painting and the theories which supported it gave fresh impetus to the cause of 

popular education in art history; in terms of galleries at least, this manifested itself in a 

new concern with historiography in the composit ion and arrangement of public 

colkct ions of ancient art. Acceptance of the discourse and the art it championed was 

far from universal, however. Objections and difficulties regarding religious 

denomination were persistent, due to the prominence of tensions relating to this issue 

in England during this period, and the fact that much ' primitive' art drew its 

iconography from Catholic dogma. In the 1850s, objections to the discourse on a 

conceptual leve l also mounted, and the revi.~ion of its tenets was widespread in works 

of crit icism and literature. Particular attention is given to developments in the theories 

of Rusk in, the controversy which surrourxlcd the Pre-Raphaclitc Drothcrhood. and the 

positions taken in Robcrt Drowning's ~fen and Women and George Eliot's &lrnula. 
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Introduction 

This thesis takes as its starting point the marked rise in interest in the earlier schools of 

Italian painting in the English art world during the 1840s. Over the course of this 

decade. the study and collection of what was known as 'primitive· painting was 

transformed from a marginal pursuit to an aspect of mainstream taste. In 1847. for 

exan1ple, John Ruskin wrote to Joseph Severn of the 'violent current of feeling· that 

had developed in recent years, leading larger numbers of art lovers to Italian pictures 

produced in the thirteenth. fourteenth and fifleenth centuries. 1 The thesis will define 

the critical discourse fonnulated in order to rational ise the taste for art works which 

failed to conform to the princ iples which had governed the appreciation of o ld master 

painting in previous decades. It will also discuss the ramifications of this discourse 

with regards to broader conceptions of art history, both in works of criticism and in 

spaces of display. It is my contention that the taste for early Italian painting and the 

theories which supported it gave fresh impetus to the cause of popular education in art 

history; in terms of galleries at least , this manifested itse lf in a new concern with 

historiography in the composition and arrangement of public collec tions of ancient art. 

t\cccptancc of the discourse and the art it championed was far from universal, 

however. and both had their persistent critics. Even those who adopted them 

encountered a range of diflicultics, of which the question of religious denomination 

was among the most tenacious, due to the prominence of tensions relating to this issue 

in England during this period, and the fact that much 'primitive' art drew its 

iconography from Catholic dogma. In the 1850s, there were many objections to the 

discourse on a conceptual level also, and the revision of its tenets was widespread. 

1E.T.Cook and A.Weddcrburn (eds.), The Complete works ofJohn Rus.!:;.in, 36 vols .. 
London and New York, George Alien, 1906, vol.36, p.68. Letter to Joseph Severn. 
from some time early in 1847 (precise date unknown). 



Chapter one opens by establishing the background to the increase in interest in the 

earlier Italian schools, wit h attention initia lly given to the role played by the rise in 

tra, ·e l to Italy during the late 1830s and early 1840s. The discussion then moves on to 

the recognition of the ' primitives' in works of fo m1al criticism This primarily invo lves 

the contrast between the minor position allotted to them by critics such as Franz 

Kugler, and the assertions of the French critic Alexis Fran\ois Rio. Whereas Kugler 

characterised the early schools as an incipient stage in the development o f Italian 

painting towards the High Renaissance, Rio regarded them as the purveyo rs of a 

spiritu:~l and religious purity which was polluted and ultimately lost in the productions 

of painters who introduced naturalism into artistic practice. In Rio·s 0 !.! la Pocsie 

Cbrcticnne of 1836, technical appreciation was rejec ted in favour of an explicit ly mo ral 

approach to Italian painting. A polari ty is established between the mo rally pure ·mystic 

school' , and the degenerate ' naturalistic school' , and the Renaissance interpreted not 

as an elevation of art. but as a fall into depraved sensuality. which perverted the 

religious subjects and scenes its painters continued to depict. Rio· s theo ries and 

conclusions. which I have termed ' moral art history' , proved influential among the 

majo r Brit ish art critics who emerged over the course of thc 1840s: discussion in the 

chaptc.:r is focused on th.::ir ut ilisation by Ruskin. Anna Jamcson and Ak.\and..:r 

Crawford. Lord Lindsay in particular. The 111ain characteristics of the discourse as it 

\\ US developed in the works of these \Hiters are defined, and their spcc;!ic adaptations 

of Rio ' s principles idcnti!icd, spcci!ically with regards to the employment of artists· 

biographies to reinforce the moral dimension ofpainterly production. Ini tial problems 

encountered with the discourse by British critics arc also discussed; these prirn .. 'lfily 

invoh·ed the concerns of religious denomination, as mentioned above. The react ions o f 

Roman Catholic critics such as August us Wclby Pugin and Nicholas Wiscman to Rio 

arc studied, both with regards to their responses to his theories. and their views on the 

adoption of these theories by Protestant authors. Other complications covered by the 

thesis involve the rami!ications of the discourse regarding not only general conceptions 
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of art history, but also the progress and development of the modem British school of 

painting. 

In chapter two, the focus of the thesis shifts to the effects of moral art history upon 

at titudes towards the private collection and public exhibit ion of old master paintings in 

England. I will argue that the influence of this discourse encouraged commentato rs to 

reassess the role of ancient art in society, and to question the traditional means by 

whic h the paintings themselves were contro lled and appreciated. This argument will 

involve development s in the commercial art market following the intellectual 

legitimation of 'primit ive ' paint ing, as well as reactions in the periodical press and 

elsewhere towards the acquis itions policy of the Nat iona l Gallery. which arc ofien 

clearly inOected by the principles expounded by Rio. Througho ut the 1840s and early 

1850s, frustration was repeatedly expressed with the continued purchase of later art, 

which was characterised as morally degenerate and sensual, and the fai lure of the 

trustees to invest in the early schoo ls on behalf of the nation; corrective act io n was 

eventua lly taken by the Government in the mid- 1850s fo llowing a series o f o fficial 

inqu iries into the affairs o f the Gallery by Parliamentary select committees. The 

d iscussio n also encompasses the extent to which this discourse conditioned responses 

tu the aruwal Summer Exhibitio n o f oki masters at the IJritish Institut ion. Inadequacies 

in this display of loaned paint ings led to a growing hostility among reviewers towards 

the !igure of the private collector, who was characterised as an igno rant follower of 

fashion whose ill-informed endeavours were both inimical to the cause of art 

education, and an abuse of privilege. This concern with education is also discussed in 

relation to the Nat ional Gallery, which many thought had a duty to the public to 

present a historiographic illustration o f the progress of painting, of which the early 

schools formed an essential part . There was a lack of consensus over the stance the 

Gallery should adopt, however, with opinion divided between the concerns of 

populism, and those of intellectua l instruction. 
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Chapter three continues this study o f theories and practices relating to the 

art-historical education of the populace in a considerat io n of the Manchester An 

Treasures Exhibit ion of 1857. This event represents a concentration of all of the 

issues, debates and concerns o f the previous chapter, in that it featured a display 

composed ofloans fro m private collectors, which was exhaustive in scope and 

arranged in accordance with historiographic principles fo r the benefit of the population 

o f England"s fo remost industrial town. The Exhibition inspired much idealism. and 

many critics predicted the moral elevation of the industrial working class through their 

experience v.ith a rt , which. it was hoped. would school them in good citizenship and 

make them a more compliant and productive workforce. It was also intended as an 

exercise in social unity, with visions of the various classes harmoniously engaged in a 

common pursuit being frequently entertained in the press at the outset of the 

Exhibition. However, the undertaking was plagued w ith difliculties which prevented it 

from achie\ing these anticipated triumphs. Reviewers faulted the intellectua l rigo ur of 

the system of arrangement adopted in the halls of the Exhibition. and also complained 

at length over the quality and authentic ity of the works submitted to the display. This 

led to expressions of host ility towards the private collector that were even more 

vehement than those encounte red in reviews o f the British Institution, as the ignorance 

of t he rich was here seen to deny the public at large a rare opportun ity to improve 

themselves before genuine examples o f great art. T he lower classes were a lso seen to 

fail the occasion, e ither by not reacting to the display in an appropriate manner, or not 

attending the Exhibit ion a t a ll, which earned them the contempt of a number o f 

middle-class commentators. lt was even suggested by some that rather than proving 

morally elc\·ating. exposure of the multitude to the Catholic S)m bols and dogmas of 

the earlier schools could have an injurious eflect. and encourage Papist S)mpathics. An 

attempted exercise in the consolidation of the social order, it \\ill be argued, actually 

resulted in the revelation o f the depths of the divisions in British society. This chapter 

ultimately concerns the failure of the educational a tt itudes inspired by moral art 
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history. due to the inncxiblc and limiting ro les they imposed on the various strata of 

society. 

The primary focus of chapter four is the rejection or revision of the discourse itself in 

works of criticism. art and literature during the 1850s and early 1860s. Moral art 

history came to be seen by many Y.'Titers as too confming in its strict definition of good 

and evil. and too limited in the conclusions which could be dram1 from the broad 

judgmental sweep of its theo ries. The chapter opens with a discussion of the 

contradictions and connicts involved in the activities of collectors and art experts in 

Italy. and the publications ofthc Arundcl Society in England. J\!!cntion is then gi,en 

to the Pre-Raphaeli tc Brotherhood, and the controversy that surrounded it, especially 

regarding the accusation o f stylistic revivalism frequently made by its enemies. In the 

wake of the restoration of the Papal hierarchy in 1850, the movement was associated 

with both Catholic sympathy and the taste for 'primitive' art. Vicious al!acks in the 

press on Ruskin. Rio and the early Italian painters, often informed by anti-Catholic 

sentin1ent, are interpreted as attempts to undermine Pre-Raphaelitism, as well as to 

discredit and ridicule moral art history. I will argue that the connection made by hostile 

commentators between the artistic movement and the critical discourse was a specious 

one. Ruskin and the l're-Raphaclitcs, in their concern with an anistic truth alla incd 

through the st udy of nature, actually represented a significant move away from the 

precepts of Rio. which prioritised the spiritual quali ties of art. Rusk in's for111al 

challenge to the binary opposit ion of mysticism and naturalism of mo ral art history 

found in 'The ~aturc of the Gothic ' !Tom the second volume ofThe Stones of Venice 

( 1853) is then considered. He here established a new, more versatile system of 

evaluation, which identified three rather than two classes of painting. of which 

naturalism, the ·central' class. was the greatest; it is contended that Ruskin·s notion of 

the ' imperfect' constituted an antithesis to moral art history. The similar conceptions 

encountered in the poetry of Robcrt Browning, particularly his 'painter poems· from 

Men and Women ( 1855), the short story ' Hand and Soul' by Dante Gabricl Rossetti 
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from the first issue of the Pre-Raphaclite journal the Gron ( 1850), and Georgc Eliot' s 

novel Rmno..la ( 1863 ), arc also studied. All these works, I wiU argue, sought to replace 

the divine ideal held by Rio and his followers with a more complex human version 

which celebrated the earthbound, and therefore sinfu~ aspects of both art and the 

mortal soul. These aspects were regarded as a vital factor in all great creative 

endeavour, and the means of achieving liberation from the perceived sterility of the 

religious perfection admired by moral art history. 

There was still a pronounced moral dimension to these theories and conceptions. 

however; the evil was to lx: admitted, but it was ultimately subordinated to the good in 

the greatest works of art , or the noblest human characters. The conclus ion of this 

thesis features a brief discussion of the origins of the Aesthetic movement. focusing on 

Waiter Pater's Studies in the History ofthe Renaissance (1873), which is interpreted 

as representing a total departure from the structures of moral art history. Pater 

removed the moral element from art criticism, and discarded the idea of obedience to 

the theories laid down in such writing by the reader or viewer. He instead stressed the 

importance of the concerns of the ego when before art, and the utilisation of the 

experience for the extraction of the utmost personal pleasure, rather than for a lesson 

in morality and sclt: improvcmcnt. The Renaissance can thus be regarded as signalling 

the fmalliberation of the art-loving public from deference to the rigid theories of 

earlier decades, of which moral art history was the prime example. 

6 



Chapter One 

The Appreciation of the Spiritual: The English Moral 

Art History of the 1840s 

The 1840s can be ident ified as the decade in which Italian paintings from the period 

be lo re Raphacl received their first real measure c f crit ical attention in England. In 

ea rlier years such works hatl been viewed merely as curiosities. undeserving of any real 

recognit ion due to their perceived technical inadequacies, which were taken to signify 

ignorance and incompetence on the part of those who had produced them. The English 

appn:ciation of old master painting in genera l had been orientated around the twin 

conccms of pri\'ate ow11crship and contemporary art ist ic practice. Pictures were 

cstimated in tenns ofpainterly accomplishment and fmancia l \'alue. the latter being 

dependent upon the fomlCr. Connoisseurial structures were in place which prevented 

thc 'primitives·. as they were known. from occupying anyt hing more than an ex tremely 

marginal position in the established canon of ancient art. In this chapter I will argu..! 

that thc rise in the taste lo r early Italian art , and the widespread a<;scrtion or it s 

importance in m rious publications, was the primary manifestation of a new art 

hi~to rical discourse. This discourse was fonnulatcd as a dircct pokmical rcsponsc to 

thcsc existing critical structures and challenged the principles on which thcy were 

based. lt found exponents among the most prominent art critics of the 1840s, 

including 1\nna Jan1eson and John Rusk in, whose works were instrumental in the 

crea tion of an indcpendcnt intellectual discipline that rcbtcd to the apprec iation of 

paintings. The focus on early Italian art in their \\Titing was grounded in a fundamental 

redefinition of cxecllcncc in painting: the motives of artists were valued above their 

aesthetic achie,·emcnts. the critical emphasis being shi fted from technical to more 

ethereal qualities. 'Primiti,·c· art was seen to possess a spiritual and religious purity 
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said to b.! absent from the more naturalistic productions of later schools, and the 

appreciation of such art essentially became the appreciation of this unblemished moral 

state. De,·cloped naturalism had long been the prerequisite of both authorities on art 

and the vast majority of picture collectors; the refutation of this fundamental principle 

by the new historical discourse constituted an open challenge to connoisseurial 

tradition. On an ideological and intellectual level, this contradiction can be viewed as 

the \\Testing of the control of ancient art from a stagnating establishment; this is 

certainly the role some of its practitioners regarded their work as playing. 

I. Early Italian Art Discove red: The English Abroad 

,\n important factor in the gro\\1h ofintcrest in early Italian art in Victorian England 

was the marked increase in travel to mainland Europe that occurred in the 18--IOs. The 

English !locked abroad in larger numbers than ever befo re, aided by expansions in the 

European rail system. and in the course of their tours encountered not only a multitude 

of 'primitives· in continental galleries, but also the fresco cycles that were to be found 

in the churches. chapels and convents of Italy. The guidebooks which were produced 

to cater fo r this new general ion of tourists accordingly contain a wealth of information 

on the earlier sc hoo ls and the sites of their principa l works, in addition to accounts of 

artistic monuments of more established repute. 

Murray's Handbook to Noohem Italy of 1842 was perhaps the foremo st example of 

such a text. commissioned by Jolm Murray' s publishing house from franc is Palgrave 

in order to supply the perceived de ficiencies of earlier versions. The book was 

extremely popular. going thro ugh four editions in the ten years following it s initial 

publication. lt was intended primarily as a practical travel guide, listing specilic hotels 

and prices. but also offered an entirely revised and updated account of the cultural and 

artist ic attractions avai lable to the traveller in each location. Palgrave announced in his 

introduction an intention to provide extended description and explanation of the 



·aJiegorical and Scriptural pictures ofthc Middle Ages', including Giotto 's frescoes in 

the Arena Chapel in Padua, and the paintings of the Carnpo Santo in Pisa, 'in order to 

allow the traveller to understand and to set the proper value on those singular 

composit ions·. ! Given the extensive audience for which he was writing, Palgrave·s 

inclusion of such early works is significant, but the promised explanation of the 

pictures amounts to little more than a basic assertion of their worth. Much praise is 

given to fresco as a medilll11. its luminosity and intelligibility making the works of 

Giotto 'as legible as Hogarth or Wilkie· ; the painting of a little-known Italian artist 

from the fourteenth century was thus legitimated through a favourable comparison 

with English art .2 Such a parallel wo uld effective ly nullifY any possible object ions by a 

reader. as it claimed common virtues for the superlative art of all eras. The language 

applied to the description of specific works is similarly guarded and vague. The Arena 

chapel. for example, is said to have a 'striking and intelligible manner' . and is 

pronounced as ' possessing the very highest interest' .3 Although pioneering in temlS of 

inclusion, Muaay's Handbook to Northern Italy lacked a developed critical approach 

through which the 'primitives' could be understood. 

The largely utilitarian guidebook was not the only form of travel literature produced in 

the early tu mid-1840s. Equally popular were more light-heaned travelogues such as 

Franees Trollope's A Visit to Italy of 1842, and Charles Dickens· Pictures from Italy 

of 1846. These books were far more anecdotal in nature than a standard guidebook, 

but although ostensibly more trivial, they contain a great deal of cultural corrunentary 

and observation that is less fcttercd by notions of usefulness and relevance. Both 

aut hnrs were already seasoned travellers. and published travel \\Titcrs. by the time 

1 Franeis Palgrave, Murray's Handbook to Northem Italy, London, John Murray. 
1842, introduction p.xi. 
2ibid.. p.xxv. A similar approach to legitimation is fo und elsewhere in the book. for 
exan1ple p.292. The allegorical figures in the Arena chapel are proclaimed to be 
' exactly like those executed in mosaic upon the tomb ofEdward the Confessor in 
Westminster Abbey'. 
3ibid.. p.290. 
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their accounts of Italy appcared;4 this perhaps explains their confident approach to 

their subject maller, which is nowhere more evident than when describing encounters 

with works of art. Throughout both texts, a degree of defiance is shown towards \\hat 

Trollope refers to as 'learned opinion' . She boldly declares her intention to 'like or 

dislike, according to my own fancy, without troubling myself to discover what wiser 

folks thought about the maller',5 and expresses a number of opinions that appear to 

have been formed not necessari ly in ignorance, but rather in deliberate opposition to a 

notion of what an expert might think. The works ofMichelangclo earned a particularly 

large measure of her disdain. Before the Holy Family in the Uflizi, for example, she 

stated that iradmiration o f the work : 

be necessary to the establishing of a reputatio n for taste, then I must withdraw 
all claim to such a reputation, for if it were ten times Michael Angelo·s (sic.). I 
should still be of the opinion that this lloly fami ly, independent ofhis nan1e. 
would not be considered worth £5 by any collector in the world.6 

Significantly, the connoisseur and the collector arc here presented as acting entirely in 

each other' s interests; the former assigns a name to a picture, and then the latter 

ascribes a fmancial value to it that matches this attribut ion, thus endorsing it. Tro llopc 

was entirely contemptuous of what she regarded as hollow name worship and was 

prepared to dcnuum:c cvcn the mightiest of monuments; the Sistinc Chapel ceiling. tor 

example, is dismissed as a ' shower ofarnlS and lcgs' .7 

4Jane Robinson. Yia~1rd Women· A Guide to Women Travellers. Oxford. New 
York, Oxford University Press, 1991 , p.l97. Tro llope had already produced~ 
Domestic Manners of the Americans ( 1832), Belgium and Western Germany in 1833 
( 1834). Paris and the Parisians in 1835 ( 1836), and Vienna and the Austrians ( 1838). 
Dickens had published American Nvtes for General Circulation (1842). 
5Eranccs Trollope, A Visit to Italy, 2 vols., London, Richard Bentley, 1842, vo l. I, p.2. 
6a .. : -1 

ll.lllL.. p. I 3 I. 
7ibid., vol.2, p.270; also vol. I , p.98. Elorcncc is here described as generally 
disappointing visually .. and the Duomo 'abominably ugly' . 
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Dickens displays similar views in Pictures from Italy when delivering judgement upon 

the widely acknowledged masterpieces of the High Renaissance, and even expresses 

them in similar language. Before Corrcgio's frescoes in Pa.rma Cathedral, for instance, 

he rc.:marks: 

Connoisseurs fa ll into raptures with them now: but such a labyrinth of anns and 
legs: such heaps of foreshortened limbs, entangled and involved and jumbled 
together: no operat ive surgeon, gone mad, could imagine in his wildest 
ddirium.8 

The imagery employed by Dickens and Trollope suggests confusion and turmoil. a 

chaotic mess of limbs that 'connoisseurs· chose to consider the pinnacle of 

compositional harmony and pictorial beauty. The stance taken by both in relation to 

old master painting was founded in an evident belief in the inadequacy of established 

critical practice regarding it. Neither were prepared to feign admiration in order to 

conform with the dictates of· Jcarncd opinion' and thus lay claim to ·a reputation for 

taste·. Their frequent iconoclasrns can be understood as an attempt to expose what 

they regarded as the specious and pretentious nature of much of what was involved in 

the time-honoured connoisscurial appreciation of the Ita lian masters. Dickens was 

dismayed by how little was left o f Leonardo da Vinci's Last Supper in Milan. 

rcmarl..ing that only a broad notion of it s composit ion could oc determined. and that all 

trace of its original colouring. expression and fini sh had been obliterated. lie noted. 

howe,·er, ' an English gentleman· before the picture. who was 'at great pains to fa ll 

into what I may describe as mild convuls ions, at certain minute details of expression 

"hich are not left in it. ·9 

This informal style of travel \\Tiling had its opponents, o f whom Nicholas Wise man 

was a prominent exarnpk. In 1843 he wrote an art icle for the Dublin Review cnti tkd 

'Superficial Travelling', which scornfully identi fied Dickens and Trollope as be longing 

8Charles Dickens, Pictures from Italy. Lo ndon, Bradhury and Ev:111S. 1846, p.91 . 
9a .. : .~ 

I..L!UL.. p. 13 5. 
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to 'a very common class of travellers ... who skim over the surface of the land, who sec 

it out of carriage windows ... who penetrate no further than the very shell and outside 

of things. ' Wiseman declared that the two authors provided ' their o~n notion of 

things, but not the things themselves' 10 in their work; he judged that they had 

compromised their subject in order to make their accounts entertaining. The 

'superficial traveller' was not interested in genuine cultural investigation and 

interpretation. W~Seman opined, but rather in the creation of an egocentric narrative 

full of frivolous sniping at various symbols of authority. which included the recognised 

masterpieces of Renaissance art. As perhaps the most prominent Catholic in England, 

Wiscman·s prinlaf)' concern regarding Trollopc was her r~presentation of the Roman 

Catholic church: this will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter. It is sufficient 

here to state that he saw her religious att itudes as part of a general and all-pervading 

ignorance in A Visit to Italy; this ignorance was also judged to be strongly present in 

the travel \•Tiling of Dickens, thus making the work of both authors utterly devoid of 

intellectual worth in Wiscman's view. 

This criticism could easily be applied to Pictures from Italy, which is formed from a 

series of vivid and diverse accounts, all clearly designed to amuse rather than to 

instruct. Unqualilicd approbation for painters or works of art is rare. hut what little 

there is reveals that despite his evident aversion to the postures of the ' connoisseur· , 

Dickens' taste was conservat ive to the point of being reactionary. High hut vague 

praise is given in his chapter on Rome for the paintings ofCorreggio, Titian, Guido 

Rcni. Carlo Dolci and Raphael; 11 the only paintings mentioned in the entire book 

which predate 1500 arc Bcnozzo Gozzoli' s frescoes in the Carnpo Santa, which arc 

10Nicho las Wisernan, Essays on Various SuQiccts, 3 vols .. London, Charles Dolman. 
1853, vol.3, p.443. The essay entitled 'Superficial Travellers' originally appeared in 
the Dublin Review, February 1843; it was an extended review ofTrollopc's A Visit to 
llaly. and Dickens' American Notes for General C irculation. 
11 Dickens, ~. p.211. 
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desc ribed simply as ' very curious'. 12 Dickens' apparent reluctance to embark on any 

lengthy considerat ion ofartworks is perhaps explained by the opinion given in his 

introduction that there is ' not a famous picture or statue in all Italy but could be easily 

buried under a mountain of printed paper devoted to dissertations on it'. 13 Pictures 

from Italy clearly indicates that its author felt trad itional connoisscurship, which 

induced people to ccstasize over shambolic Correggios and defaced Leonardos. and 

produce a surfe it of ' printed pape r' to justifY their hollow posturing. to be exhausted 

and redundant. 

t\ Yi, it to ltilly demonstrates a greater awareness of the newly extended stope of old 

master appreciation than Pictures from Italy. This aspect ofTro llope's book was 

entirely overlooked by Wise man in his derogatory characterisation of it in the I2ublin 

~- perhaps because the positive comments it conta ins on certain examples of 

·primitive' paint ing at least partially undermine his accusations of ignorance and 

narrow-mindedness on the part of the author. Trollope was widely thought to belong 

to a class of ' lady-tourist", as the 1852 edition of Murray's handbook dismissivcly 

refers to thcn1, 14 remarkable only fo r their limited engagement wi th the countries they 

visit ..:d and wrote about. The author herself declares at the outset of her vo lumes that 

tky ha\c been brought into existence by her ' longing to gossip a little about this 

ltaly". 15 a comment which creates a misleadingly trivial initial impression of her 

project. As Sherman and Holcomb have indicated, travel literature was an important 

step for female \\Titcrs into the male-dominated world of art crit icism, and a number of 

12i.hi.d... p. l 54. The possible artist ic merits of the frescoes o f the Campo Santo arc left 
undiscusscd in favour of the author's droll observation that any collectio n of painted 
heads in It aly. from any era and in whatever context. seem to contain a portrait of 
Napoleon. 
13 i.bi_~, p.2. 
14P<IIgrave, Murray's Hamloo.o.k, 4th.ed., 1852, Introduction p.ix. The editors stat~: 
that their aim is to provide a practical guide: 'Reflections not seeming to contribute to 
this end have been excluded: those who desire remarks o r reflections on Italy can find 
books containing them in plenty, from Forsyth down to the latest lady-tourist. ' 
15Trollopc, lLY.is.i.t.. vol. I. p.2. 
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authors, notably Anna Jameson, established themselves in this field before producing 

works exclusively devoted to painting.16 Although she would not take this additional 

step. there is an attempt in Trollope 's book to establish a view of art that was not 

he ho lden to the time-honoured judgements of male English connoisseurs. Like 

Dickens. her experience of the most re\·ered productions of the High Renaissance was 

coloured by a lack of faith in the authorities which had bestowed such a lofty status 

upon them. Unlike him, she did not seek to distance herself from the entire business of 

art appreciation as a result, but rather reserved her praise for the paintings of less 

widely adored schools. 

The scope ofTrollope's assessment. although not as broad as Palgrave's, nonetheless 

includes a number of major pre-Renaissance works, of which favourable accounts 

were o llcn given. The frescoes of the Arena Chapel gratified her habitually sceptical 

eye; she lauded the 'chaste and beautiful simplicity' of the figures, and the 'power o f 

conception· demonstrated in the cycle as a whole. This appreciation was enriched by a 

h:ls ic awareness of the art historical imponance assigned to Giotto. Trollopc remarked 

that it was 'impossible not to feel reverence, deep and sincere, for the hand which first 

led the way to results so conducive to the embellishment oflife.' 17 This 

..:ha;;n: tcrisation ofGiotto as the origimtor o f modern art in all its fo nns wo uld tx: 

adopted and developed by many other commentators in the years to come. In amongst 

the many anecdotes of her adventures and asides on aspect s of the Italian nationa l 

character, Trollope's book therefore contains a denunciation of High Renaissance 

works of a grandiose and naturalistic character, and praise of earlier pictures for their 

simplicity and conceptual power. lt can thus be regarded as a precedent of the moral 

art history which was to develop in England over the course of the 1840s. Her blunt 

I(".Clare Shennan and /\dele Holcomb (eds.}, Women as Interpreters of the Vi<oual..Arls 
1.8.2ll=.l9.12, Westport, Connecticut, London, Greenwood Press, 1981, introduction. 
p.IO. 
17Trollopc. A..Yis.il. vol.2, p.61 . 
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and opinionated style, however, was rejected by later \Vriters in favou r of a more 

considered and theoretical approach, which was primari ly derived fi-om the work of 

the French critic Alcxis Franr;ois Rio. 

11. Tragedy and Comedy: The Moral Art History 

In his editorial preface to franz Kuglcr's Handbook of the History of the Italian 

Schools of Painting. which was translatLxl from the Gem1an and published in England 

in 1842, Charles Eastlake remarked that ' the want which it was intended to supply in 

Gcm1any has long been felt by English lovers of Art'. 18 There was indeed a dearth of 

English allcmpts to provide an account of the various Italian schools prior to the 

1840s. whilst con! inental historians and critics such as Kugler, Rio and Emst V on 

Rumohr19 produced erudite tomes on the subject. This lack of activity can be partly 

allributed to the judgements of Joshua Reyno lds in his Discourses. He declared in 

Discourse eight that: 

The Art in its infancy, like the first work of a student, was dry, hard and simple. 
But this kind of barbarous simplicity would be bcller named penury. as it 
proceeds from mere want, from want of knowledge. want ofrcsourccs, want of 
abilities to be otherwise; their simplicity wa'i the oOSpring not of choice. but 
neccssity.:w 

This notion of infancy was adopted by many English commentators seeking to explain 

the importance of early art in the 1840s and 1850s, and the pervasive and enduring 

influence exerted by Reynolds' views is perhaps indicated by the repeated 

republicat ion ofthe Discourses throughout the first half of the nineteenth century.21 

18Franz Kugier. A Handbook of the History of the Italian schools of Painting. 
Translated from the German by a Lady (Mrs.M.Hutton), edited ''ith notes by 
C.L.Eastlake, London, John Murray, 1842, Editor's Pref.1ce p.ix. 
19 Author of llaJicnischc Forschin~eo of 183 1. 
20 John Bumell (cd.). The Discourses of Sir Josbu.a..Reyuolds, London, l ames 
Carpenter, 1842. · Discourse Eight'. delivered on the I Oth December 1778. 
21Ed .. • 1t1oos were printed, for example, in 1820, 1826, 1837, 1838 and 1842 (above). 
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The level o f Rcyno lds' analysis is pure ly stylistic, and he generally co ncentra tes upon 

what he perceives to be the most admirable qua lities of the most advanced schoo ls in 

order to best guide the painters o f the Royal Academy, to whom his Discourses we re 

o rigina lly addressed. The recommendation of artists is usua lly made to direct the 

paintc rly studies o f his audience; they are warned o fT those schools which do no t 

exhibit the pinnacle o f technieal accomplishment. The first principle o fReynolds· 

instructio n was idealisation. to which naturalism was to be subordinated. but the laller 

quali ty was still assigned cons iderable importance in the Discourses. In ·Discourse 

Two·. fo r example, he advised the imitation of Raphael and the Caracci. but reminded 

his nudience that 'you cannot do bcllcr than to have reco urse to Nature herself. "22 

Many English amateurs accordingly accepted naturalistic effect as a s ignificant 

component of artistic genius. thereby excluding a ll art prio r to the late fi fteenth 

century fro m their 'canon o f greatness·. 

Several crit ics allackcd Re)nolds in the decades fo llowing the init ial publication o f the 

Discourses. and directly challenged his considerable authority in their work . Foremost 

among these was William Hazlill. described by Hersc he l Baker as ·a critic given to 

detrac tion' .23 He delibe rate ly set hin1self in oppositio n to Re)110lds on a number o f 

points. ~eking to establ ish his own reputatio n through the dissection and allcmptcd 

discrediting of the dominant authority of the previo us era.24 Hazlill took issue with 

Rc)110 ids over the extent to which the idealisatio n and generalisation o f nature in art 

should be permitted , in the belief that the President o f the Royal Academy had not 

re~n insistent enough upon the o bservation of the part iculars of the actua l world. In an 

entry \\Tillen for the Encyclopaedia Britannica in 18 17. for example. he described 

22Bumell (ed.), ~. p.24. 'Discourse Two ' de livered o n the 11th December 
1769. 
231-fcrschel Baker, William Hazlill , Cambridge Massae husells. Harvard University 
Press, 1962, p.270. 
24See \V. P.Albrccht, Hazlitt and the Creative Imag inatio n, Lawrence. University of 
Kansas Press, 1965 , pp. 70-79 fo r a full discussio n of Hazlill 's disagreements with the 
judgements of Reyno lds. 
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perfection in painting as being the result of a combination of quality of execution and 

fidelity to nature, or ' the truth and identity of the imitation with the reality' _25 If the 

\\Titing of Hazlitt is to be viewed as any gauge of critical opinion, English taste in the 

llrst decades of the nine teenth century can be said to be even more approving of the 

naturalistic in painting than at the time of the Discourses. 

lt was not only an adherence to the aesthetic standards of earlier connoisseurial eras 

whic h had prevented major art historical investigation of the Italian schools from being 

undertaken in England. There was, as Eastlake had noted, a marked lack of 

precedence. Neither Reynolds nor Hazlitt had wTittcn an)1hing npproa~:hing a cohesive 

history. and in the decade prior to the English publication ofKuglcr' s Handbook the 

most popular texts to engage with old master painting on any level had not been 

considered historical works, but guides to the nation's private collections. The most 

notable of these was not even written by an English connoisseur: the director of the 

Berlin Gallery. Dr.Gustav Waagcn, produced his exhaustive three-volume catalogue of 

the nation's collections in 1838, entitled Works of Art and Artists in EnGland. This 

work revealed the enormous wealth of the English private collection, and also its 

social exclusivity, with the author reliant upon various letters of introduction to 

gua rant.:c his admiss io n Ill ccnau1 gallcries.26 Ncvcrthdcss, his preface includes a 

special expression of gratitude for ' the extreme libera lity with which so many 

possessors of collections of works of art allowed me free access to them', and goes on 

to say that their willingness to submit their prized belongings to his scrutiny ' indicates 

a degree of intellectual culture as elevated as it is rare ' .27 Waagen' s experience of the 

art was restricted by this need to consider its owners, and the conditions they placed 

25 William Hazlitt, Criticisms on Art. London. Saunders and Ottley. 1844, p.156. From 
' On the Fine Arts' , written originally for the Encyclopaedia Britannica in 1817. 
26Gustav Waagen, Works of Art and Artists in England, 3 vols., London, John 
Murray, 1838, vo1.2, p.301. Ofthe Grosvenor gallery: ' A letter from His Royal 
Highness the Duke of Can1bridgc to the Marquis of Westminster procured me access, 
which is o therwise very dillicult to be obtained this year.' 
J?a .. :A I I ... 
- J.llliL., VO . , p .Xlll . 
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upon the viewing of their possessions; the judgements he could draw were s imilarly 

fettcred, and the occasional reattribution of a work is done with great care in temlS of 

etiquette, rather than o f connoisseurship. Works of Art and Artists in England is 

arranged in ternlS of collections. in order to give a sense of the collectors' tastes and 

respective statures. This prevents the formulation of any kind of art his torical 

narrative, and gives the text the aspect of a connoisscurial reco rd; this impression is 

reinforced by the oflen imprecise nature of the commentary pro,ided.28 English art 

historians had to look elsewhere for their scholarly exemplars. 

The English translation of Kugler's Handbook pro,;ded its readership with a vast ami 

highly detailed account of Italian art from the Roman catacombs to the Naturalistic 

school of the se\·enteenth century. Kuglcr exhaust ively traces the careers not only of 

major artists. but also o f their assistants, pupils and followers, in a painstaking attempt 

to plot the overarehing patterns o f the development of painting in Italy. He came from 

a historical rather than a connoisscurial background. and had already written works of 

royal and constitutional history.29 His text accordingly bears evidence of the influence 

of continental historical theory, part icularly that ofGeorg Hegel. Hegel asserted in his 

Philosophy of History ( 1830) that the history o f mankind is a history of progressive 

tlc,·..:lopmcnt. and that :.~n i.!pparent chaos o f f<1cts not only has a fom1. but manifests a 

plan. In its diachronic aspect, this could be conceived as a transition from a lower 

condition to a higher one; in its synchronic aspect. as a coherent system of exchange 

between a principle of savagery and one of civi lisat ion. An image of chaos was. in the 

words of Hayden White, ' replaced by a succession o f fom1S or types of cultural 

28ihi.d... vol. I , p. l60. Critic ism of individual works is oflen confined to vague 
approbation; for example, a St Cecilia fro m the Wells co llection attributed to Allori is 
simply described as 'very fine '. 
29For example. he had produced the llandbucb der Gesc bicbte der Malere i in 183 7. 

and then the Gescbichte Friedricbs des Grtisscn in 1840. 
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achicvemcnr .3° Kugler dec lares his allegiance to this Hegclian conception of historica l 

evolution at the outset of his volume: 

In the study of history in general, the circumstances which rnark the periods of 
development -the first quickening of the gem1, the gradual expansion and 
formation of the influences that check and disturb advancing growth. and the: 
successful struggles through which they arc overcome- have always a particular 
interest. and this is especially the case in the history of Christian art. 3 1 

The term 'Christian art ' refers to the painting of the pre-Renaissancc, which bccan1e 

the general appellation given to the earlier Italian schools. Kuglcr·s adherence to 

Hegclian theory demanded a careful study of the 'primitives', as its centra l no tions of 

the development of the human spirit emphasised the teleological importance of every 

epoch of history. History in general was to be interpreted as the development of this 

spirit in time. and the various achievements of a civilisation would realise this spiritual 

evolution; White argues that ' the actualisation of the spirit in time figures the grov.1h 

of the principle of freedom' .32 Every histo rical episode. therefo re. could be seen to 

realise a limited freedom. Hegel stated in the Philosophy of History that it was the 

historian's duty not to proudly dismiss seemingly minor periods as unworthy of study, 

but to work hard in order to 'discern their real import and value.' 33 

Hugh 13rigstocke has argued that Rio ·s De la Pocsie Chn!tiennc of 1836 arose from an 

established trend in Gem1an criticism, whose exponents included Willian1 Hcinrich 

\Vackenroder. Friedrich Schlegel, von Ruhmor and Kugler.34 1t certainly shared a 

30Haydcn White, Metahistory; The Historicallmngination in Nineteenth-Century 
~. Baltimore and London, The John llopkins University Press, 1975, p.ll 2. 
3 1 Kugler, Handbook, p. I. 
32 \Vhite, Mctahistory, p. l 05. 
33Georg llegel, The Philosophy of History. trans.J.Sibree. New York. Dover 
Publications, 1956 ( 1830), p.36. 
34Hugh Brigstocke, 'Lord Lindsay and the Sketches of Christian Art ' . Dulletin of the. 
John Rylands University of Manchester. vo1.64, 1981 -2, p.28. Rio acknowledged vo n 
Ruhmor in 1892 as 'moo verit able initiateur·. 
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number of features with Kugler·s Handbook and its Hegelian principles. Ooth sought 

to instate early Italian art in the art-historical canon of Europe. and to establish a 

criticism of it that did not merely interpret it diachronically. as an infant stage of later 

schools. They argued that it also deserved to be considered synchronically. and its 

significance assessed in relation to the context for which it was originally produced. 

Rio in particular contended that the true meaning in Christian art had been lost as a 

result of the High Renaissance and the tradition of technical crit icism it had generated. 

Of the frescoes of the Umbrian and Sienese schools of the fourteenth century he 

remarked: 

We generally pass with supercilious disdain before these miraculous paintings. 
which have exercised the most soothing influence over a multitude of human 
souls.35 

Religious works, he asserted. should be assessed in terms of religion as well as art ; the 

fom1er could even be more important than the latter. Kugler was not as radical. and 

his style more detached and scholarly. Ooth writers recognise a fundamental division in 

fiflecnth-ccntury art, but the language used by each testifies to the different nature of 

their projects. Kugler writes of the ' two principal tendencies' ofthe century: ·in one 

the intellect predominates. in the other the feelings· . The intclkctual. or allegorical 

tendency is associated with Florence, and the emotive. or lyrical tendency with 

Sicnna.36 Rio. in contras t. describes a loss of unity in the Florentine schoo l. due to the 

influence of paganism. Not only did painting become ' subservient to all the profane 

tendencies of the period ' . but artists began to strive for naturalism in their work. which 

Rio tem1S the 'great element of decadence· . Opposed to this trend were the painters of 

the mystic school. who ' persisted in drawing their i11Spiration from a higher source·. 

·far from the prosaic inspirations of paganism and naturalism·. in pursuit of a 

35Aiexis Franr;ois Rio. De la Pocsie Chretienne (or The Poetry ofCiu:i.ilian..lill}. 
~rans lated from the French, London, T.Oosworth, 1854 ( 1836), p. l24. 
j
6Kugler. l:laml.bQQk.. p.44. 
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'transcendental aim'.37 Rio 's narrative is the vehicle for his own cnthusiasms. and his 

conclusions arc deeply inflected by moral.ity; De la Poesie Cbrct iennc can thus be 

regarded as the origin of the moral art history which was to exert a profound influence 

upon English art appreciatio n in the mid-Victorian era. 

The most basic difference between the two histories concerns their respective narrative 

cmplotmcnts. Reference can again be made to the theories of Hegcl; his apprehension 

oft he historical process is defmed by White as 'a sequence of tragedies', but this is 

incorpo rated into a broader philosophical mission to 'just ifY the transition from the 

comprehension oft he Tragic nature o f every specific c i\·ilisation to the Comic 

apprehension ofthe unfolding drama ofthe whole ofhistory. •38 Tragedy in history 

im·o lvcd the end of a cu lture, but this was regarded as a necessary part ofthc 

inexorable business of development, which can only occur through change. In his 

Philosophv of History Hegel stated that: 

while change imports dissolution, it involves at the same time the rise of a fllli 

li.fu- that while death is the issue of life, life is also the issue of death. Spirit -
consuming the e nve lope of its existence- does not merely pass into another 
envelope, nor rise rejuvenescent from the ashes of its previous form: it comes 
forth exalted, glo rified, a purer spirit. It certainly makes war on itself- consumes 
its very 0\1.11 existence: but in this very destruction it works up that existence 
into a new torm, and each successive phase becomes in its turn a material on 
whic h it exalts itself into a new grade. 39 

Life is thus ultimately affirmed by the historical process, as every 'death' makes 

possible the more superior incarnation of the spirit that inevitably follows it. The 

cmplotmcnt of Kuglcr's Handbook, predictably e no ugh, closely follows this I !cgclian 

paradigm. The ' Tragedy' of the narrative is that of the Renaissance as a who le: 

although Kuglcr had studied the earlier schools at length. his ultimate conclus ion was 

37R· , IO.lli:Ja, p.76, p.IJJ , p.J79. 
~8 \\'hite . M~lahi!i~, pp. 11 6-1 17. 
J 
911 c g c I. 12b.il.u:;o_pl1)', p. 73 . 
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that their importance was limited. He delivered a genera Uy favourable account of the 

progress of art up to the time of the ' two principal tendencies' of the fifteenth century. 

but after the divergence of naturalism and spiritualism he lost patience v.ith the latter. 

\Vhcn writing of the Sienese schoo l of the fifteenth century, so treasured by Rio as a 

last bastion of moral purity, he co mments that 'Art seems to have retrograded in 

Sienna during this period in a striking degree' .40 The major development of t he 

century is later identified as 'the correct delineation of form, guided by the study of 

nature ' . and Masaccio is praised as 'the first who gave a decided impulse to the new 

direction of art' .4 1 After the nomination of one ' tendency' as aUied to the cause of 

. art -historical progress. the other is discarded; the 'gem1' o f which Kuglcr wrote a t the 

outset of his volume was that of naturalism. and the main object ofhis history was to 

provide an account of its development. 

Over half the Handbook is devoted to sixteenth and seventeenth-<:entury painting, with 

particular praise being lavished upon the works of the Roman High Renaissance . At 

the beginning of the sixteenth century aU the qualities necessary to 'a consummate 

practice o f art ' were united; the ' most e levated subjects ' were represented in 'the 

noblest form'. ' with a depth of feeling never since equaUed'.42 Tragedy had struck by 

the end of the century how..:vcr. wh..:n, following th..: bricf flourishing of the Vcnctian 

school. all painting declined 'in a deplorable manner' .43 There was something of a 

resurrectio n of the spirit in the first half of the seventeenth century in the hands of the 

Eclect ic school. whose formidable discipline in matters of draughtsmanship was to 

'counter the lawless caprice of the mannerists' .44 They reportedly failed, however. to 

recapture the glory of the High Renaissance, the ultimate manifestation of the spirit 

4°Kugler, Ilandbook, p.8 1. 
41 : ~-.:.-~ 

llilll., pp. l 03- 1 05. 
42:1-.:..1 

llilll., p. I 73. 
43:~-.:. 1 

llilll., p.382. 
44:1-.:..1 

J.1illl., p.390. 
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occurring elsewhere. This relocation was to be treated by Kugler in his next work. the 

Handbook of t he German Flemish and Dutch Schools of Painting of 1846. 

Rio could entertain no such Comic conception of the histo rical process. 13rigstocke 

has described the french critic as ' both simpler and more extreme· in his approach 

than the German \\Titers on the Italian ' primitives· who had preceded him; his love for 

the early was accompanied by a revulsion for the late. and he made 'sharp moral 

dist inctions'45 between the two. He also spoke of the pullulation of the germ of 

naturalism in De la Poesie Chret ieonc, but as a 'germ of decadence·, which would 

·develop itself slowly and almost imperceptibly, whilst in othe r respects painting \\i ll 

rapidly advance towards perfection' .46 His narrative extends to the end of the fift eenth 

century. with many of the most esteemed works of the High Renaissance deliberately 

excluded. The Tragedy of his work was the gradual corruption of religious art. and the 

irreco\·erablc loss of the moral purity it embodied. Unlike the 'death' of the 

Renaissance. no Comic design could be read into the end of Christian art; it 

represented an almost biblical loss of innocence for Rio, and there could be no return 

to a prelapsarian state. Kugler' s assessment of the denouement of his Tragedy was 

dispassionate and technical; by 1600, he states, ' Art was de!ifaded to the lowest 

mcchanical!Jbour·. capable only of hollow copies of the style ofMichelangelo:17 .l2.c. 

la Pocsie Chrcticnnc was relatively unconcerned with such analyses of the externals of 

painting. or indeed any conception of a !lfand human Comedy that could be imposed 

upon perce ived cycles of rise and fall in art. The text presents a spiritual Tragedy, 

which is characterised by the passionate emotional identification displayed for what arc 

bclie\'ed to be the pure motives of the mystic school. to this sense, it is a Ro mantic 

account . founded in empathy; a noble and holy purity is revealed in all its exalted 

splendour. only to be gradually destroyed by an inexorable turpit ude. Such an involved 

4513rigstockc. ' Lord Liodsay'. pp.28-29. 
46Rio. Ikla. p. 71 . 
47Kugler, Uand.OO.o.k. p.382. 
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approach presented critics with far more scope for imaginative interplay with their 

material. which perhaps explains its popularity among English \\Titcrs of the 1840s. 

The detailed stylistic analysis found in the Handbook certainly deterred some, notably 

Lord Lindsay. who read Kugler's book \\hilst in Italy researching his Sketches of the 

History of Christian Art in 1842. He described the German critic as ' flowing on a 

continuous stream of criticism. unre~cved by break or rapid. anecdote or biography. 

criticism. criticism. criticism to the end. ·48 

Kugler·s Handbook did have its supporters, however, most notably in Eastlake. who 

held the posts of Keeper and then Director of the Nat ional Ga llery. and President o f 

the Royal Academy at various times during the period covered by this thesis.49 The 

German historian's detached style and concentration upon the technical issues of 

painting accorded with Eastlake 's 0\\11 approach; inl840. for example. he had \\Tittcn 

in the Quarterlv Review of 'the Christian painters who underrated the physical 

elements of the art ·.50 As this quotation indicates, he had reservations concerning the 

\·alue of the paintings of the mystic school. In his editor's preface to Kugler·s 

Handbook. East lake even \\TOte reprovingly of the 'indulgence' \\ith which the 

productions of the earlier artists were treated, which may 'perhaps convey too exalted 

an itka u ft hcir merit' . In order to mitigate this pen.:eived error. he emphasises the 

transitional character of such painting, reminding a reader that they ·prepared the 

brightest era of Art ', for which they arc to be valued. if for nothing else. 51 

Eastlakc's views were shared by the journalist Ralph WornunL \\ith whom East lake 

composed the first catalogue of the National Gallery in 1847.52 Jn the same year. 

48quoted ])rigstocke, ' Lord Lindsay', p.44. From Lindsay's journal, April 1842. 
~9Sce chapter 2. section !1 , pp.l 01-7, section V 16 1-9. 
)°Charlcs East lake, 'Life of Raphael ', in Contributions to tbc_Litc_rnturc of the fine 
&ls., London, John Murray, 1848. The essay was originally published in the Quarterly 
lkY.im. June 1840. 
51 

Kugler. Handbook, Editor's Preface, p.ix. 
52

David Rohcrtson, SiLChaill:s..Eastlakc and the ViciMiaiLArLWmld.. Princeton. 
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Womum produced The Epochs of Paintin~: . a vo lume which claimed to offer a general 

,·iew of the history of art from the c lassical world to that of Victorian Britain. 

However. the great majority of the text is devoted to the Italian schools, and the 

influence of both Kuglcr and East lake can lx: detected. The overall scheme o f the 

progress of painting which Womum adopts is llegelian in conception. conforming 

"ith notions of what White describes as ' the twofo ld nature of history as a cycle and a 

progression·.53 The his tory of art is presented as a continual process of change. of the 

developing manifestation o f human genius, but every artist is identified with a 

particular school and. as Womum states in his introduction, 'every school has had its 

rise and fa11". 5-l Like Kugler. he is exhaustive in his plotting of the dissemination anJ 

c\·olut io n o f schools and s tyles, and his analytical approach is primarily technical. His 

conc lusions regarding early art arc thus heavily qualified. in a manner akin to 

East lake's. Womurn was careful not to provide an overestimation of the painting of 

the pre-Renaissance. and concludes his account of it with the foUo,,ing judgement : 

There was nothing definite or finite in the style of this period from Cimabue to 

Masaccio; it was essentially one o f transitio n or passage. and did not even altain 
to a decided comprehension either ofthc crudest principles of objective 
representation or the simplest rules of dramatic composition. 55 

Such reasoned, dis passionate assessment o f technical aptitude was entirely opposed to 

the more emotive attitude of Rio and his followers. Womum identi fies the zenit h of art 

as occurring at the same point as Kugler. wit h the Hig h Renaissance in Rome. His 

praise. like his crit icism. is directed towards the ou tward aspect: the early sixteenth 

cemury is described as the time which saw ' the perfect development of paint ing in its 

essential principles.' 56 The decline of art is simila rly said to begin at the san1c point as 

Princeton University Press. 1978. p. 140. Womum would be appointed secretary of the 
ational Gallery in 1855. 

53 \\1Jite, Mctahistory, p.l20. 
5

-l Ralph Womum, The Epoclls_illain.Ling, London, C.Cox, 1847. p. ll . 
55;1,;,1 
~.p. l84 . 

56;\,; ,1 
l.Ll.I.\L.. p.2 15. 
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in the Handbook, with the apex o f the Venetian school. Epochs of Painting can be 

considered the representat ive text in England of a rational art history committed to the 

stylistic evaluation of paintings. Its priority was to relate the productions of various 

c.::ras to one another in order to form a cogent narrative which would span the whole of 

modem history. The critical discourse inspired by De la Pocsje Cbrctjenne was 

somewhat different in both intention and tone. 

Ill. A Spi ritual Dissent : The Influence of Rio in England 

The influence of Rio upon English criticism was more immediate and fur-ranging than 

that of Kugler; Brigstocke states that the circulation of the French critic's works and 

ideas in England was 'surprisingly rapid'.57 Among the ftrst texts to demonstrate the 

impress of Rio"s thought was the second edition of Contrasts by the architect 

Augustus Welby Pugin, published in 1841 . The basic thesis of the first edition. which 

had appeared five years earlier. was also sin1ilar to De la Poesie Chn!tienne in some 

basic ways. despite its exclusive concern with architecture. Pugin. like Rio. located a 

purity in the productiort~ of the middle ages which had been besmirched and therefore 

lost during the Renaissance; he proclaims that all subsequent architecture has been 

·utterly 1\anting in that sentiment and feeling· tlmt distinguishes Gothic d.:sign.58 The 

second edition openly admits the influence of Rio, whose ·admirable production ... must 

produce many converts to ancient art. •59 Accordingly. the text features some 

discussion of Christian paint ing as well as architecture, and many of the judgements 

made and concepts employed echo those found in De la Poesie ChrCtiennc. For 

example, Christian art is defined in the first chapter of the second edition by the 

57n · ungstocke, ' Lord Lindsay', p.28. 
58Augustus Welby Pugin. Contrasts· Or a Parallel between the Noble Edifices of the 
Mi.d.d.k.Ages and Corresponding Buildings of the Present Day. London. printed for the 
author and published by him at St. Mary's Grange, Wilts., 1836, pp.!-3. 
59 

August us Welby Pugin. Contmsts· Or a Parallel between the Noble Edifices of the 
Middle Ages and Correspondinll 13uildings of the Present Day· Sbe,,jng the Present 
Decay ofiaste. London, Charles Dolman, 1841 ( 1836). p.l K. 
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juxtaposition of its devotion to 'the spiritual and divine' with the 'sensual or human· 

bias of all other painting. which was inevitably tainted to some degree by paganism. 60 

Pug in also identifies a fall in the history of painting which is akin to that described by 

Rio: it came about, he claims. due to ' the pestilential influence of pagan ideas and 

taste•6l which spread through Europe at the time of the High Renaissance. Pugin. 

however. was not attempting to create a work of art history, but to rather mount a 

historically literate assault on the practices of the British cultural establishment. 

principally with regards to architecture; as the title of the book suggests, this was 

achieved by comparing degraded modem design with the pure and 'mystical' styles of 

the past. Contrasts is primarily concerned with the edifices and practices of Britain, 

and its author sought to instigate change. and even a stylistic revival. by means of his 

criticisms and comparisons. A pronounced religious agenda can be observed 

throughout the text also. Pugin. a Catholic convert. had much to say about the 

crcati,·ity of Catholicism, and the destructiveness of Protestantism: this will be 

discussed later in the chapter. 

The effects of the ideas contained in De la Pocsie Chretienne can also be detected in 

two books of a genre which did not typically allow for any theoretical radicalism. 

t-- lary Shdley' s Rambles in Germany and Italy of 1844 is the work of a ·lady-tourist ·. 

similar in many ways to Trollopc's A Visit to Italy. It shares the same casual tone and 

anecdotal style, and also contains disclaimers regarding any claim to connoisseurial 

authority on the part of the author with regards to the accounts of art provided. 62 

Shelley inherited little ofTrollopc's defiant individuality. however, and rather than 

deliver personal judgements on art with a declared independence from any critical 

structure, she adopted the arguments of Rio. She actually met him in the course of the 

60 ;~,;,.1 
ll.!J.\L., p.7. 

61;~,;,1 
l.l.illl.., p.Sl . 

62
for example, Mary Shelley, Rambles in Germany and Italy, 2 vols., London, Edward 

Moxon, 1844, vo1.2, p. l40: ' I have not the remotest pretension to being a 
connoisseur' . 
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journey which the book recounts, while in the Dresden Gallery, and she relates how 

they decided to travel down into Italy together. Shelley's willingness to accept critical 

guidance is clear; she comments that 'his knowledge and taste would inform my 

ignorance and correct my judgement'. 63 lt could be argued that this acceptance of an 

inferior status in the presence of a figure of authority was due to inexperience. 

Rambles in Germany and Italy was Shelley's first (and only) work of travel 

literaturcf>-~ and it is possible that she purposefully sought out guidance as a result of 

this. Whatever the reasons for her adoption of moral art history, its precepts led her to 

several conclusions which were at variance with the rulings of Kuglcr and his English 

followers. Most prominent among these was an unqualified enthusiasm for earlier art: 

when in Florence. she \\Tote ofhow the fourteenth-century painters 'excelled in 

portraying the human countenance lighted up by the nobler passions'. Similarly, the 

frescoes of this era in Padua are proclaimed 'admirable for the artless gesture- the 

earnest rapt expression- the power of showing the soul breathing in the face'.65 These 

judgements arc informed not by technical appreciation. but by the perception of more 

intangible qualities which pertain to piety and sincerity on the part of the painters who 

had created them. That which is seen to be 'artless' , yet morally pure and religiously 

motivated, is here valued abo\·c the painterly accomplishments of the later schools. 

/\nna Jamcson's Handbook to the Public Galleries ofAa In and /\round London of 

1842 was a project akin to Waagcn's Works of Art and Artists in England, probably 

conceived as a result of the earlier book's success. but which avoided the restrictions 

of the private collection due to its confmemcnt to collections which were open to all. 

There is a curious disjunction in the text between the lengthy introduction by the 

author and the catalogue itself. In the introduction, Jamcson mentions both Kuglcr and 

63·~-.:. 1 h.uu. ... vol. I. p.245. 
(l.(Robinson . .'Nanvard Women, p.245. !\brief account of Shelley's literary career is 
provided here. 
65Shcllcy, Rru.llhks. vo l.2 , p. \41 and p.l32 respectively. 
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Rio, and devotes this entire section to a discussion of the merits of early Italian art, in 

the process making it clear that her O Y.TI S)mpathics Lie with the French critic rather 

than the German one. Jameson. like Mary Shcllcy, was personally fami liar with Rio. 

"ho seems to have had something of a reputation among English readers even by 

1 &41 ;66 she was likewise receptive to his theories on Christian art . For example, at 

one point in the Handbook's introduction. she uses the example ofl3ologncse paint ing 

in order to demonstrate the value of the earlier schools; the later works o f the region. 

including those of the Caracci so admired by Kugler, are declared ' vulgar in 

comparison' with those of earlier epochs, such as the pictures of Francia. The reason 

for this preference. she explains. is the enormous moral difference between 'th.:: 

mannered elegance and grandeur' of the first, and ' the pure. intense feeling. the 

simplicity, the solemnity' of the second.67 An impat ience with those hostile to the 

·primitives' is expressed: 

There are people who. because they do not sec at once in a great work of art all 
that they are told is there. satisfy themselves that therefore it does not exist. 
Their perception of deficiency is transferred through predominant self-esteem, 
from themselves to the object they look on - very consolatory!68 

The detractors of early art arc nee used of indolence, complacency and arrogance; 

Jamcson here attacks the precepts of technical criticism, which she accuses of 

considering only the aesthetic qunli t ies of painting, with no real explanat ion or 

investigation of original function and significance. The polemical potential of Rio ' s 

moral art history is here touched upon. its principles being turned into rhetorical 

weapons with which the authority o f connoisseurial tradition can be challenged. In this 

66 Anna Jameson, Letters and Friendships 081 2-1860). Mrs.Stuart Erskinc (cd.), 
London. T.Fisher Unwin Ltd., 19 15, p.263. In Autumn 1841 , Jamcson had been in 
Paris; a letter to her sis ter Charlotte Murphy of October 15th states thJt ' the great 
CY.C.nl of my life here has been rllC'Cting with Rio '. 
67 

Anna Jameson, Handbook to the Public Galleries of Art In and Near London. 
London, John Murray, 1842, introduction p.xix. 
68a .. :.~ .. 

UIDL., p .XIIV. 
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introduction to what was little more than an an1algam o f catalogues, Jameson stated 

some of the art historical and theoretical concerns which would come to dominate her 

literary output. The handbook itself is something of an anticlimax. being generally 

similar in style and content to Waagen; the strangest aspect of the marriage of 

introduction and catalogue is the almost complete lack of early art in all of the 

collections listed.69 A more general evolution in English attitudes towards the nature 

of old master appreciation and the literature that should support it can here be 

observed in the mismatched parts of a single text. 

Over the course of the I R40s. several major art historical works were produced in 

England which bore the impress of Rio·s theo ries and conclusions. Foremost among 

these were Jameson's Memoirs oftbe Early Italian Painters of 1845 and~ 

I egcndary Art of 1848, the second volume of John Ruskin's Modem Painters of 18-t6. 

and Alexander Crawford , Lord Lindsay·s Sketches of the History of Christian Art of 

184 7. Concepts and preferences derived from De la PoCsie Chr~ arc displayed 

throughout all the above texts, and in several instances are of fundamental import to 

the structure and form of the arguments prcscntcd.70 Problems were encountered with 

this utilisation of Rio ·s theories by these British writers, notably \\i th regards to issues 

of religious denomin::ttion. which will be discussed l::t ter in the chapter. t\ll , ho\\ cvcr. 

accept the definition of distinc t mystic and naturalistic schools in the paint ing of the 

fifteenth centu ry. and the basic dichotomy thus created. If anything. the presentation of 

thi.~ cleavage is more pronounced and dramat ic in the English texts than in the French 

one. Jan1cson writes in Memoirs of ' the great schism of modem art. between those 

69 Jamcson, Handbook, p.J 72. The oldest work mentioned is the Triumph o(Juli.us 
~by Andrea Mantegna, at Hampton Court. said to be in a 'defaced and 
dilapidated condition'. Jameson states that, in that particular coilection, it is second 
only to Raphael's Cartoons in art historical interest. 
70Brigstocke, 'Lord Lindsay', p.28. Brigstoeke states that De la Pocsic Chrcticnne 
·not only inspired (Lindsay's) own detailed survey of early Italian art, but also 
provides us with the central clue to the aesthetic and philosophical ,·iewpoint which he 
would propound in Sketches of the History ofChris1iao Art. ' 
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who cu lt ivated ' the mental and mechanical aids without any aspiration than the 

representation of beauty fo r its own sake·. and others for whom an was a ' sacred 

\'ocation·. with the representation of beauty 'a means. not an end'.71 The language of 

Lord Lindsay is sinularly emotive; he identifies the pre-Renaissance as a blissful era 

·during which Spirit, or Christianity. ruled supreme·. which stands in contrast with the 

filleenth century ·during which Christianity batt led \\ith the pride and intellect o f 

resuscitated paganism.'71 Both conceived the conflict between these two schools as 

one between the decadent and the pious, and the empathy felt with the righteous ~idc 

is evident. 

Ruskin had read De la Poesie Chrctienne in the winter o f 1844, and the experience 

inspired him to re,·isit Italy the fo llowing year. The second ,·olume ofMrulcrn 

~- which he wrote upon his return to England, is accordingly saturated with 

Rioesque scntin1ent. Many of Rusk in's rulings on the nature of painting demonstrate 

that he favoured mystical mther than naturalistic painting; when writing on ornament. 

for example, he describes how. in the pictures of spiritual artists: 

the angel wings burn with transparent crimson, and purple, and an1ber, but they 
arc not set forth with peacock's plu111es, the go lden civilets glean1 with changeful 
light. but they nrc not beaded wit h [X'arls. nor set with sapphires. 

In the naturalists the opposite applies, with their supposedly holy pictures suffering 

from ·the degrading effect of the realised decorations and in1itated dress· .73 The same 

argument can be found in Jamcson' s Sacred and Legendary Art, the first book in a 

series of four in which the author attempted to identify and explain the iconographic 

71 
Anna Jamcson., Memoirs of the Early Italian Painters, 2 vols. , London. Charles 

Knight and Co., 1845, vo l.! , pp. IIO- lll. 
72 Lord Lindsay. Sketches of the ll istory of Christian Art. 2 vo ls. London, John 
Murray, 184 7, vol. I, p.296. 
73

Cook and Wedderbum (eds.). The Complete Works, vol.4. Modem Painters 11 
( 1846). p.324. 
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sources of religious painting in general. The drawing of dist inctions between the 

depictions of the same scenes by artists of diflerent schools, epochs and nationalities 

formed a central part of her project. When relating a history of angels in art, she 

tleclares the 'nondescript wings· given to these ethereal creatures by the earlier artists 

to be ·infinitely more beautiful' than anything produced later. The long, slender 

feathers and diYine colours leave a viewer in no doubt that these are ·angel wings. not 

bird wings·.74 She maintains that they were, in short. unearthly. a treatment that 

entirely befitted the subject matter. Like Rusk in, she contrasts the \isions of lovel iness 

fow1d in the work of painters such as fra Angclico with the more earthbound \'ersions 

of later art ists. In the pictures ofGuido Reni and the Caracci, the figure of the ange l is 

described as 'supremely elegant. nothing more', and the attempts of the 

sixteenth-century Italians as a whole are dismissed for exhibiting ·merely heathen 

grace and merely human sentiment. ·75 Judgements such as these litter Mud!;m 

Painters !I and Sacred and Legendary Art. both authors repeatedly emphasising that. 

like Rio. their admirat ion of art was independent of the technical conceptions o f 

progress and a preference for naturalistic eflcct that had ultin1ately dcfmcd the history 

of Kugler76 The approbation quoted here for ' primitive' art displays the influence of 

another of Rio's ideas, that of the ·incomplete work' which has the •treasures of 

Chri ~tian poetry· conc.:akd b.:ncath an unpromising cxtcrior_77 RusJ..in characterises 

excellence in the painting of angels as being the extent to which they are unrcaliscd: 

Jameson regards the most successful depictions as being those which arc 

·nondescript'. Early Italian art was thus seen to require considerable imaginative clfort 

74Anna Jan1eson, Sacred and I egendary Art, London and New York, Longmans. 
Green and Co .. 1891 (1848), pp.55-56. 
75ihid..., p.82. Fra Angelica's 'conception of the Angelic creatures remains 
unapproached, unapproachable' (p. 76 ). 
76For example. ihid.., p. ll 0. Writing of Rubens' St.Michacl, Jamcson declares the 
painting 'a perfect miracle of art: the fault is, that we fee l inclined to applaud as we do 
at some astonishing tour de f~: this is not a feeling appropriate to the subject.· 
77Rio f'l o I~ I '">8 · ~P-- -
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as well as learning on the part of the viewer, in order to ensure arrival at a full 

apprehension of its value and interest. 

The st inmlation of both the imaginations and the intellects of her readers was the 

1kclarcd intention of Anna Jameson in Sacred and J.e~endary Art . She urged the 

explo ration of the spiritua l in art , expressing a des ire to ' share the new- found pleasure, 

the yet unexplored region ofdelight '.78 There is a general sense in the introd uct ion to 

the book o f a new critical discourse having been created. which was entire ly different 

to all that had existed pre,;ous ly. This discourse would sen ·e as a replacement. she 

belie,·ed. for the outdated views and practices of the connoisseur-collector. Jameson 

defines this older approach as one which was essentially frivolous; the criticism it 

engendered is desc ribed as engrossed in ' hands. masters. schoo ls and tints ' , with 

questions o f authentic ity being the major concern. No thought was g iven to 'the spirit 

of the work'. or how it was influenced by ' the faith and condition of the age which 

produced it' . The ultimate interest in old mas ter painting for the new criticism is 

announced 10 be 'what was intended' by the artist.79 a factor to be dctcm1ined 

through carctul study and imaginative engagement with the works themselves. The 

opening of Sacred and Legendary Art presents an expatiation o f the po lemic 

encountered in the introduction of Jarneson·s Handbook. She rails at le ngth against the 

complacent attitudes o f the English art wo rld. and it s disregard fo r the true 

s ignificance o f the religious art it purchases with suc h alacrity: 

We have taken these works from the ir consecrated localities. in which they once 
held each their dedicated place. and we have hung them in our drawing-rooms 
and our dressing rooms, over our pianos and o ur sideboards - and now what do 
they say to us? That Magdalcne, weeping amid her hair, who once spoke 
comfort to the soul of the fallen sinner,- that Sebastian, arrow-pierced, whose 
upward ardent glance spoke of courage and hope to the tyrant-ridden serf - that 
poo r tortured slave, to whose aid St.Mark comes sweeping d0\\11 from above -
can they speak to us o f nothing save flowing lines and co rrect dmwing and 

78
Jameson, ~. p.37. 

79a .. :" 
l.l.!J.!.L., p.&. 
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gorgeous colour? Must we be told that one is a Titian. the other a Guido. the 
third a Tintorct. before we dare melt in compassion or admiration'.'- or the 
moment we refer to their anc ient religious signification, must it be with disdain 
or \\i th pity? 

Like Rio, Jarncson expresses concern over a perceived loss of meaning in modem 

interpretations of religious art, and an underestimation of the importance of the 

Christian faith in the history of painting in Europe. The scope of her interest. hov.cvcr. 

" as far \\id er than that of the French critic: she was not as quick to entirely d ismiss 

the productions of later schools, as v.i ll be discussed later in the chapter. Jameson also 

linds solace in the growing strength of the new criticism, stat ing that there is more 

investigation than ever before into the 'deeper significance' of ancient art. and an 

·awakening suspicion· that there is more to the o ld masters ' than has been dreamed by 

picture dealers and pic ture collectors, and even picture critics·.80 

Ruskin formed the ideas on beauty that are presented in Modem Painters po lcmically. 

as Gcorge Landow notes.81 in conscious opposition to concepts he wanted to refute 

or undermine. Unlike Jamcson, however, his preferred tactic in the second volume of 

his series was not a direct attack on those against \\hom he was de lining himsel f. but 

rather a savage iconoclasm towards their most revered exemplars of paintcrly 

excellence. Raphael w a<; an obvious target. as English authorities had long granted him 

a near-divine status. The means for this particular denouncement could be found in Ik 

la Pocsjc ChrCticnne. Raphacl is assigned a singu lar position in the history of painting 

presented in the text ; the fina l triumph of naturalism and paganism over the mystic 

school is identilied as occurring halfway through his career. I lis ocuvrc is thus divided 

in two, with the prc-Roman works having the power to transport the viewer to ·a 

region ofinnocenec, serenity and eternal peace'; his transition in the employment o f 

Pope Leo X to a more classical style is described as a 'defection', which had 

80a, :..~ 
Ulll.L., p. I 0. 

81
Gcorgc P.Landow. The AcsthcJic and Criticai..I.ill:ill.ics ofJobn Rusk.in. l'rinceton. 

Princcton Uni,crsity Press. 197 1. p.14. 
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·deplorable consequences'. Rio's interpretation of the life and work ofRaphael 

explains his lack of faith in the Hegelian conception of history as universal comedy. 

The contrast between the work up to and including the execution of the frescoes of 

Vatican stanze. and that which followed them, is declared 'so striking that it is 

impossible to regard the one as the development of the other. .. the former faith has 

tx:en abjured, and a different creed cmbraccd.'82 Jn Rio's account, spiritual art does 

not undergo a fall as such. but a sudden extinction: its cessation is so swift and final as 

to dispel any hope in a comic reincarnat ion in a subsequent era. The progress of art 

directed it away from the ethos o f the mystic school, as was proven by the sudden 

·defection· of its last notable member. 

Rio ·s estimation of Raphael"s work was entirely contrary to the traditional perceptions 

or English connoisseurship. Rcynolds had divided the painter's ocuvre in two. 

essentially before and after his arrival in Rome, but regarded these sections in a very 

different manner. Upo n arrival in the Italian capital the artist had abandoned his 'dry. 

Gothic and even insipid manner·. and taken up the 'grand st) IC ofpainting·.83 Later 

authors favoured a three part division of Raphael"s career; in his ·Life of Rap hac!" o f 

1840, Charles East lake defined the ' three periods' in tcmlS of the three geographical 

bases ofRaphacl's artistic acti\ity. The first was that ofUmbria and Perugia, the 

second that of Florence. and the third that of Rome: each period saw the painter"s 

productions develop in a manner distinctive to the region in which he was working. 84 

East lake was. however, keen to stress the incremental development of Raphacl's 

\\Orks from period to period. perhaps in reaction to Rio 's identification of sudden. 

almost unrecognisable change in his style. Of the final Roman period, Eastlake states 

that ' the original tendency o f his mind and taste, however improved and aggrand ised. 

S'R· 
: 10. Ikla. pp.225-226. 

8J13umctt (ed.). Discourses. p.9. From ·Discourse One' . delivered on January 2nd .. 
1769. 
84Eastlakc, Contributions, p.207. 
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is again prominent' .85 Kugler and Womum both adopted the three-pan di,·ision in 

their works. with the ultimate preference bestowed upon the fma l Roman period. The 

Gaman historian described the trans ition from the ftrst to the second period as 

Raphael's 'emancipation from the confmed manner ofPerugino's school', and judged 

the major Roman works to be those in which ' he reached the highest perfect ion'. 86 

\Vomum unsurprisingly concurs, stating that 'it is in the works of the last ten years of 

his life that he has established his claim to the tit le oft he greatest of painters·.&? 

The opinions expressed in De la Poesie Chrcticnne found acceptance elsewhere. 

however. Shelley dec lared hcrself'a convert - ent irely a com·crt' to the \·icw that 

Raphacl"s early works were superior to his later ones, echoing the religious term used. 

significantly. by Pugin in his estimation o f Rio's probable cftcct in the second edition 

of Contrasts. She compares an early Adoration of the Mag i in Berlin. which is 

described as 'all harmony, all love' , with the Transfiguration, held to be the final work 

of the artist; the later work is regarded as deficient. as it contains ' no face inspired by 

holy and absorbing passions·. The spiritual criterion for her judgements is carefully 

pointed out, as if to placate more traditionally minded readers. Shelly explains that 'it 

is not the art of the painter I admire- it is his pure. exalted soul. which he incarnated in 

these lovely forms· _ss The adoption of this non-technical precept as a foundation for 

an appreciation of ancient art drew many critics into a similar ident ification of a loss of 

moral purpose in the late works ofRaphacl. In Memoirs of the Early Italian Painter<:. 

Jarneson rules that the paintings executed for Leo X in Rome 'become more and more 

all.ied with the antique, and less and less cmbucd with that pure religious spirit which 

we fmd in his earlier work.s'_89 Despite the recognition of this division, and praise of 

the greater purity and piety of the earlier half of Raphael's career. Jamcson does not 

&Sa.:.~ 
illll.L., p.243. 

86Kuglcr. Handbook, pp.248-252. 
:~\Vornum, Epru;hs, p.238. 

Shelley, Rambles, pp.22 1-223. 
&91 M . ameson.emoJrS, p. l 05. 
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condemn the Roman paintings as Rio and Shelley did. opting ins1ead for a less 

controversial assessment. Her conclusion on the I lampton Court Cartoons. for 

.:xample. is that they arc ·as full of grandeur and grace as they are exquisitely fanciful 

and luxuriant.'90 The approbation here is obvious: Jameson clearly \\ishcd to avoid the 

iconoclastic assertions demanded by complett: adherence to the principles of Rio in the 

Memoirs. even at the expense of intellectual consistency. Rusk in. in contrast. did not 

balk at controversy: there is evidence to suggest that he actively courted it. \Vh~:n on 

his Italian tour of l 845. he \\TOte to his mother from Bologna of the di!Terence 

between Raphael's St Cecilia and Perugino's Madonna and Four Saints. both in the 

city"s J\ccademia di 13clle Arti. The comparison was: 

So much the worse the Raffaele. I have been a long time hesitating. but l have 
given him up today before the St Cccilia. l shall knock him down, and put up 
Perugino in his place. 9 ! 

Accordingly. Mm!em Painters 11 reveals a complete acceptance of Rio's conception of 

Raphaer s ocuHc. and a full utilisation of the polemical possibi li ties it allowed. The 

mlumc contains several comprehensive damnings of 'the corrupted Ra!Taclc ·. who is 

classed in one instance as one of the 'men who looked at their models not with 

intellectual or loving penetration. but took tht: outside of them, or perhaps took the 

C\ il and lcfi the good' 92 Moral art histo ry was entirely suited to Rusl-.in ·s revisionist 

purposes. as it enabled the theoretically justifiable demolition of several centuries of 

connoisscurial tradit ion: it rendered nothing as sacred but the sacred it self. 

Such an approach negated the authority of virtua lly all established sources of 

knowledge and taste regarding old master painting. even for the critic vvho only 

partially accepted its qualifications. Alternative structures were thus erected. based 

90a .. :.l 
WJ.\L., p.ll7. 

91
11arold I.Shapiro (cd.). Ruskin in Italy· Letters to his Parents 1845. Oxford. 

~lareodoo Press, 1972. p.l40. From a letter of July 9th. 
2Ruskin.. Modem Painters 11 , p. 189. 
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upon the principles of Rio: this process required considerable imaginative effo rt on the 

part of the authors involved. and accordingly the work of moral art hjstorians 

demonstrates a particularly overt fictionalisation in its construction of a new account 

of the progress of painting. The theories laid down by Hans Robcrt Jauss in his essay 

·The Use of Fiction in the Perception and Representation of History' arc pertinent 

here. Fiction, he maintains, is a vital and indeed ineluctable clement ofhjstory; 

aesthct icisation. or fictionalisation. are ' always at work in historical cxpcricncc:93 The 

early nineteenth century is identified by Jauss as the po int at wruch the classical 

separation that was believed to exist between the factual and the fictional was 

removed. and the two became openly and consciously com1rungled. This occurred 

most blatantly in the fic tional literature of the bourgeois era: the rustorical novels of 

Waiter Scott arc cited as an obvious example of this phenomenon. Jauss states that an 

ad,·anccd employment of the techniques and modes of fiction is also detectable in the 

works of history produced in the period. This is certainly true of accounts of early 

Italian art produced during the 1840s. in which the few accepted fac ts that related to a 

then lilllc-knowll episode of the history of painting were intertwined with fictions. The 

narratives created by Jamcson. Lindsay and Ruskin arc supplemented with a wealth of 

detail which originated in what Jauss terms 'the probable', or that which is fic tional yet 

l">clicvablc. thus mediating the di!Tcrcncc between '~~· and ·res factac·. 9-t 

,\ central contention of Jauss' work is that the presence of the ficti,·e in rustoricaltexts 

has a very defmite communicative funct ion; its inclusion allows the historian to open 

up the experience of the past. This increase in accessibility was especially necessary in 

histories of early Italian art in England in the 1840s, when such painting was still 

relatively unfamiliar to any kind of \\ider public. The poor reputation given to it by the 

Q) llans Robcrt Jauss. 'The Use of Fiction in the Perception and Representation of 
ll istory' ( 1969), in Question and Answer· forms of Dialogic Understanding. 
ed.Michaclllays. Minneapo lis, University of Minnesota Press, 1989, p.26. 
9-t;h.;.l 

llmL.· p.27. 
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judgements of Rcynolds and others also had to be countered; it was vital to present as 

interesting an account of the 'primitives' as possible. which stressed their distinctive 

and admirable character. The terms used by Jauss in his efforts to establish an 

aesthetics of recept ion arc useful here. All cultural objects introduced into a given 

society, he maintained, are projected onto that society's transsubjcctivc ' horizon of 

expectation'. whose rules are automatically evoked when such a new work is 

encountered. This work can th<!n be judged in tcmlS of 'aesthet ic distance'. or the 

disparity bet\\t:Cn its appearance and the values of the horizon in question. This 

distance determines the artistic character of the work; the ex1ent to which the distance 

dec reases indicates the work's proximity to entertainment, or 'cu linary' an. which 

does not demand any ho rizonal change. 13y means of the challenges posed by works 

\\hich fail to correspond with the horizon. the parameters of that horizon arc gradually 

and constantly expanded: it is in a state of continual evolution, which explain.-; the 

manner in which styles o f an can move from the periphery to the mainstream. only 

later to fall fro m favour once morc.95 The ·aesthetic distance· between early Italian an 

and the 'horizon of expectation· existing for the appreciation of old master painting in 

Victorian England was considerable. The fomlS o f the twelfth. thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries fulfilled few of the established standards of excellence. as the 

opinions of East lake and \Vomum quoted earlier demonstrate. 

The allacks by moral an historians upon the established order of the collector 

connoisseur, and the paintings" hich occupied a central position in the ' horizon of 

expectation· it supported, were made in the light of what Owight Culler temlS a more 

widespread Victorian ' m)1h ofrnedievalism· .96 A central tenet of De la Pocsie 

Chretienoc ruled that a work of art was a potent reflection of the spirit of the age that 

95
1-!ans Robert Jauss. Towards an Aesthetic o f Recept ion, trans.Timothy 13aht ~ 

eds. Wlad Godzich and Jochcn Schulte-Sassc. introduction by Paul de Man. 13righton. 
Harvester Press, 1982 ( 1970), p.23. 
96

A.Dwight Culler, The Victorian Mirror of ll istory. New llaven and London. Yale 
University Press. 1985. p.l52. 
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had produced it. The decline of painting is declared by Rio to have been 'as much the 

result of a general corruption of morals as of the progress of erudition' .97 This notion 

was accepted by R.io · s admirers; Pug in, fo r example, stated in the 1841 edit ion of 

Contrasts that the appearance o f ·pagan' elements in design during the Renaissance 

was evidence of ' the decay of faith and morals at the period of their introduction.'98 

The corollary of this assertion was that the time o f mystic painting's predominance 

was one of dreamlike purity and harmony. Those influenced by the French critic in 

England seized upon this concept, and the results can be seen as a product of what 

Jauss terms the ' need for the perfect' in human culture. The power of the imaginary is 

the means by which this perfect ion is to be allained, he argues. and the experience of 

the perfect must always include a moment of unreality in order to set the imagination 

in motion. A characteristic o f Jauss' notion o f the unreal in images of perfection is its 

ability to invert its urucality, to appear as the act ua l real besides which a more 

problematic reality pales.99 This can certainly be said to be true of Victorian 

medievalism in generaL Recent accounts of the period repeatedly stress the 

self-reflective nature of the phenomenon; Charles Dellheim. for example. states that 

the Middle Ages were presented as 'an exemplar o f spiritual certainty and religious 

piety that was profoundly appealing to those who craved both but ofien possessed 

neither. d 00 Pugin's Contrasts can be regarded as a prin1e example of Victo rian 

medievalisnl its author pining for a lost age o f purity inhabited by "holy men o f old". 

for a tinlC when 'mystical feeling and chaste execut ion· predominated in every field of 

human endeavour. 101 The specific an-based medievalism of moral art history was 

97R.io, Ikla, p. ll 9. 
<l8p . c ugm.ontrasts, (2nd ed.) , p.IJ. 
99Jauss. 'The Communicative Role of the Fictive' ( 1967). in ~~CI. 
pp.l 0-1 1. 
1 00Charles Dellheim. The Face of the Past" The Preservation of the McdiCY.11 
inheritance in Victorian England, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1982, p.4 . 
Another example: Culler, The Victorian Mirror, p.J. 'Their historical consciousness 
was a mode of self-consciousness an awareness o f the self b)' means of the other.' 
101 . ' 

Pug m, Contrasts. (2nd.ed. ). pp. l6- 17. 
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almost identical. with the unassailable and unattainable ideal of the mystic school 

serving as an unpleasant reminder of the imperfection of modem painting and art 

appreciation. 

IV. Lins of the Artists: Moral Art History and Biography 

Nowhere is the ·need for the perfect· made more clear in studies of early Italian art 

than in the creation of its heroes. or their equivalents. The critical discourse inspired by 

De la Pocsie Chrctienne had a pronounced biographical emphasis, distinguishing it 

from the technical emphasis found in the work of Kugkr and his English followers. 

Rio· s volume set the precedent by approaching its subject matter primarily by means 

of artists' biographies, arranged in a roughly chronological order: hoth Lindsay's 

Sketches and Jameson's Memoirs followed this example. and even texts that only used 

examples from the early periods of art in the context of broader arguments, such as 

Jamcson · s Sacred and I e~:cndary Art and Ruskio · s Modern Painters 11 provided a 

measure of biographical comment in their evaluations and comparisons. The hero. or 

·great n1..m·. was a popular concept in the wake of the Romantic era, encouraged by 

the formal considcrat ions of established historians such as Thomas Carlyle. whose 

series of lectures On Heroes Hero Worship and the Heroic in History was delivered in 

1840. Carlyle repeatedly stressed the centrality of heroic endeavour to the history of 

humanity as a whole, declaring that 'the history of the world was the biography of 

great men." 102 The theories he expoundeJ Jemoostratc a kinship with moral art 

history; he believed. for example, that superficial details should not be focused upon, 

and should only represent a means of accessing 'the soul of the history of a man or 

nation' . Such an attitude is analogous with attempts to look beyond the surface 

qualities of ancient art to the emotions underlying it. A vital quality in any hero. 

102Thomas Carlyle. On Heroes llcro Worship and the llcruic in llistoxy Six 
Lro.uru. London, Jarncs Fraser, 184 1, p.21. 
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according to Carlylc, was sincerity, and the inner convictions of a great man were 

rcOcctcd in his works: 

The thought~ they had were the parents of the actions they did; their feelings 
were the parents of their thoughts; it was the unseen spiritual in them that 
determined the outward and aetual.103 

The admirable qualities of a hero are ultimately decreed by Carlyle to be nohlc intent 

and an unshakeable belief in what they did, or wrote. or said: this enabled him to 

expound on the heroic status of figures unlikely to be popular in Victorian England. 

such as Mohammed and Cromwcll. 

The notion that a hero ·s sincerity was demonstrated by his work finds a parallel in the 

thinking of Rio. The logical extension ofhis theory that the onset of decadence in an 

was due to decadence in society was that a man's character and disposition crucially 

infom1ed his religious painting, and were lucidly reOcctcd in it. Of a lithe moral art 

historians. this principle was expressed most succinctly by Lindsay, whose comments 

on Kugler·s Handbook quoted above indicate a recognition of the importance of 

biography to his study; he stated that 'the works of artists arc their mind's mirror; they 

cannot express what they do not fcer. 104 In practice. this meant that the only reliable 

inditattlr or an artist" s character was taken to be the paintings thcmselv.:s: all so urn:s, 

authorities and anecdotes were assessed in terms of their compatibility with the image 

that was believed to be reflected in the art. 

The primary source to be confronted with regards to the biographies of early Italian 

anists was Giorgio Vasari. whose I i\·es of the Painters Sculptors and Architects 

contained accounts of the lives and works of all the figures who were of importance to 

Rio's discourse. Interest in these volumes had risen considerably in England since the 

IO)a,;_. 
lLll.\L' p .4. 

104L' d In say, Sketches. vol.2. p.67. 
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·discovery· of the early and prc-Renaissance, although the first English translation did 

not appear until that of Mrs.Forster in 1851. Nonetheless. many popular texts. such as 

Murray"s Handbook to Northern Italy. recommended it to their readers. Palgrave. 

who. in common with all of the travel books discussed in this chapter, devoted little 

space to artists' biographies. described the L.i.IT.s. as 'entertaining and full of valuable 

information'. but went on to criticise Vasari for being 'unmethodical and uncritical. 

and much prejudiced in favour of the Tuscan schoo1'. 105 This qualified view \vas 

typical among Vasari's Victorian readers. and although his work was read with 

interest. the portraits of certain painters which it presented were regarded as being 

open to revision. 

Se,·cral of the basic concepts of the LiiT.s placed it in opposition to moral art history. 

Foremost among these was the notion of what Patricia Rubin terms the 'cumulative 

tradition': 106 the history of Italian painting is presented by Vasari as a triumphal 

progress from early innovation and emancipation from the fi)7nntinc style. to godlike 

mastery in the fonn of Michclangclo. This evolution is devoid of any hint of Tragedy. 

and as Palgravc mentions above. \·ery little criticism of any artist. Vasari. Rubin states. 

' preferred praise to blame'. and saw his account as partly a matter of paying back a 

debt oflcaming. 107 Virtually every painter had made a legitimate contribution to the 

progress of Italian art, and had provided lessons for a student to benefit from; 

condemnation is rarely encountered in the~. The ultimate aim of art is seen by 

Vasari a'i being the imitation o f nature. and as a painter he did himself belong to a late 

manncri:;t manifestation of the naturalistic schooL which failed even to be included in 

De la Pocsje Chretienne due to the extent of corruption it displayed. 1\ccordingly, Rio 

himself demonstrated a high level of scepticism regarding Vasarian testimony, only 

105Palgrave, Murray's Handbook, introduction p.xviii. 
106Patricia Rubin. Giorgio Vasari and Art History. New Haven and London. Yale 
University Press, 1995, p.l75. 
107;h:.l 

UlllL.. p.231 . 
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rare ly accepting the veracity of assertions found in the~- Victorian moral art 

historians. howc,-cr. display a greater openness to the book's anecdotal materiaL if not 

its facts. in the biographies they produced. Oflen. a talc is taken from Yasari and 

inflected in order to create a more dramatic and contemporary moral resonance. or 

simply to add interest and animation to the critique. The anecdote. according to Kris 

and Kurz.. is linked to the legendary past. in which the image of the art ist originated: it 

·carries a wealth of imaginative material into recorded history· .108 The fict ional 

possibilities of the anecdote allowed for the enhancement of the communicative 

func tion of moral art history. The 'aesthetic distance· of early Italian art from the 

"horizon of expectat ion' of an English audience led several \\Tih:rs carefully to 

manipulate biographical episodes from Yasari and elsewhere. in order to make the 

subject accessible and relevant to the intended readership. 

This manipulation can be observed in the case o fGiotto in part icular: he was among 

the earliest artists to be widely considered, and posed a unique problem for the moral 

art historian. The Vasarian biography of this painter is littered with anecdote. and is 

described by Kris and Kurz as ' highly adorned' . They ident{v the origins. or lack o f 

them. in several of the key episodes and incidents related in the LM:s. Some are 

dec lared to be entirely free of any documentary evidence. such as the pa inter·s early 

life as a shepherd. and his adoption and tuition by Cimabue. which is founded rather in 

'an oral tradit ion that began to take shape in Florence about a century afler the 

mastcr·s demh·.109 Such confabulation is declared to be a utilisation of heroic 

paradigms which find their origin in classical mytho logy: the hero starts his life in a 

poor and menial position, but due to a chance encounter which results in the 

recognition of his pedigree, is ultimately elevated to the highest possible stat ion. The 

lofiy esteem gi,·en to Giutto even by those of the greatest social rank is repeatedly 

108Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz, Legend Myth and Magic in the l n~:~ge of the Artist. 
New llaven and London.. Yale University Press. 1979, p.12. 
J09;h:A . 

l.lli.I.L.. p.9. 
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stressed by Vasari.110 It is also claimed that his work brought him fortune as well as 

fame: the frescoes of the Arena chapel, for example. arc said to have 'gained him much 

honour and profit ' . The rich and renowned artist created in the~ is also descrilx:d 

as excelling in ' pleasant discourse' . 'who had ever some jest on his tongue and some 

\\itty repartee in readiness' . 111 This aspec t o f the portrait conforms with what Kris 

and Kurz describe as the ·superiority of the artist'. which was manifested in his 

personality as well as in his work. 112 Wit was a conunon trait claimed for a painter. as 

it emphasised his ability to place ordinary things in an unexpected light. and signalled 

his mastery of his emironment. Several examples of drollery arc provided by Vasari. 

some of which engage with a conception ofGiotto 's paintcrly abilities. A notable 

example is that of the young Giotto. whilst still in Cirnabuc·s studio, painting a fly on 

the nose of a fig ure the elder painter was working on that was ·so true to nature that 

his master. returning to continue the work. set himself more than once to drive it away 

with his hand. thinking it was reaL before he perceived the mistake.' 113 Stories such as 

this are traced back by Kris and Kurz to classical times, with the story of the rivalry 

between Zeu.xis and the younger painter Parrhasios cited as an early examplc. 114 It has 

since been \\idcly used in descriptions of young artists' precocious mastery over their 

craft . demonstrated in an ability to trick an elder master due to their ability. and the 

painted insect numbers among its variations. The binding of such anecdotes to the 

1 1°For example. Giorgio Va.sari. Lives of the Painters Sculptors and Archit ects. 
trans.Gaston du V ere, ed. David Ekserdjia.n., 2 vols., London, Everyman, 1996 ( I 568). 
vol. I, p.J 07. Giotto is said to have been 'very dear' to the King ofNaplcs, who 
wished to make him the ' first man' of that city. 
Ilia .. :.~ 

l.lll.l.!..., pp. l07-11 2. 
112Kris and Kurz, l&gcnd, p.93. 
113y . I : .. ~~ I asan, ~. vo . I, p. JI7. 
114Kris and Kurz, ~. p.62. According to legend. Zcuxis painted a bunch of 
grapes so realistic that birds flew into his studio to peck at them. l'arrhasios claimed he 
had bettered this achievement, and Zcuxis went to his studio to sec the result. Zeuxis 
saw a curtain, behind which he presumed the work hung. and attempted to draw it 
back. only to discover that the curtain ~ the paint ing. lie therefore had to 
acknowledge the other art ist's superiority. as he bad only fooled birds, yet had been 
foo led himself by the verisimilitude ofParrhasios· work. 
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tigurc of Giotto posed problems fo r the moral art historian, however: as Kris and Kurz 

point out. a fundamental purpose of the tale is ' to emphasise the naturalistic qualities 

L' f artistic achievement.' tt S 

Vasari makes much ofGiotto's role as the founder of naturalism in paint ing. stat ing 

that he ' became so good an imitator o f nature that he banished completely that rude 

Greek manner and revived the modem and good art ofpainting·.tt6 This position in 

the progress of art was also commo nly assigned to him by technical art historians of 

the 1840s. Eastlake, for example. remarks in a note to Kuglcr·s llandbook that Giotto 

was distinguished by: 

the introduction of natural incidents and expressions. by an almost modem 
richness and depth of composition, by the dran1atic interest of his groups, and by 
a general contempt for the fom1al and servile style of his predecessors.tt? 

Such seemingly unavoidable conclusions about the manner ofGiotto 's artistic 

accomplishments and his place in any history of painting caused some difficulty for 

Rio. De la Poesie Chrct ienne contains acknowledgement ofGiotto 's importance. 

characterising him as one \vho had the 'mission of regenerator' . yet Rio engages in an 

open dispute with remarks attributed to V on Rumohr. which name Giotto as the man 

responsible for both the pagan direction art would take. and the predominantly human 

character it would adopt.t t& His art was not to be seen as morally corrupt. Rio asserts. 

but neither could the impulse it provided to naturalism be denied. The emphasis of 

Rio ·s biography is therefo re plr~ccd upon the ' pleasant and joyous' charr~cter of the 

artist. r~nd his 'clear and cr~lm intellect', the latter qualification stressing the plac idity of 

his painting. seen as absent from the naturalism of the centuries to come. Rio's choice 

ofa,·ailablc anecdotes is significant. Although the discovery of Giotto by Cimabuc in 

ttsm. p.6s. 
tt 6y · 1 : .. ~~ 9 asan, .&....J.Y=. vo l. I. p. 7. 
tt 7Kuglcr, llamlliilllk, p.45. 
t t8Rio. l2.e...la. p.49. 
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the countryside around Florence is mentioned. no reference is made to any subsequent 

fame or fortune, or even to well-honed wit. The mature Giotto is presented as a simple 

peripatetic painter. guided across Italy hy an unseen force on his mission to regcr.erate 

art. 1\5 was to become apparent over the course of his volume, modesty of lifestyle 

and humility of mind were essential elcm~:nts of Rio's particular variant of the 

artist-hero. 

The only friendship mentioned is not that with a monarch or pont iff. but the poet 

Dante Alghieri; ment io ned by Vasari. this feature of the artist"s life has also been 

doubted by recent commentators. t 19 It was. nonetheless. cx1remcly popular in 

nineteenth-century literature. and was used by Rio in order to indicate Giotto · s 

personal calibre. as he was deemed a friend by one of the acknowledged masters of 

literature. Not iceable o nly by their absence arc all the talcs relating to displays of 

naturalistic or even general painterly sk ill. including both that of the Oy and the more 

well-known story of Giotto 's '0'. /\5ked by Pope 13enedict IX ofTreviso fo r a 

demonstration of his skill. the painter sent a freehand drawing of a perfect circle: 

although misunderstood by an ignorant papal envoy, the Pope and his court. being 

versed in the arts. inm1ediatcly recognised the immense talent of the artist. Related by 

Vasari as an instance of the acutely originnl mind of the artist. it is interpreted by Kris 

and Kurz as springing lrom a lengthy tradition of talcs of ' \irtuosity' . ultimately 

derived from Pliny"s story of the line of Appellcs, in which the drawing of a perfectly 

straight line is presented as the ultimate display of ability. Anecdotes such as these 

assign the artist an almost superhuman level of dist inction; they suggest that ' the artist 

creates like God, that he is an alter dcus' . The method behind such creat ion is e\·ident 

only to a few learned viewers, who form a virtual priesthood in their appreciation. To 

119Vasari. L.iYcs, vol. I, p.97. Dante is mentioned as 'a contemporary and his very 
great friend '. Rubin. Giorgio Yasari p.306. lt is here po inted out that there is no 
evidence to support claims of a relationship of any kind between Giotto and Dante, 
and that Vasari accepted rather than challenged dubious stories of their intinl.'lcy as 
they suited the purposes of his lnudatory account. 
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an ignorant eye, his abilities are miraculous, or 'magical', literally defying 

comprchcnsion. 120 In Rio' s moral art history, it is not the virtuosity of the artist which 

distinguishes him, but his piety, and what is admirable in art is its holiness rather than 

its ·magic·: the painter is supposed to serve God. not imitate him. 

Certain Victorian writers lacked this rigorous theoretical coherence. however. 

Jamcson and Lindsay, elsewhere earnest adherents to the principles of moral an 

history. display an ambivalence regarding naturalism in their biographies ofGiotto. 

Both also choose to include some of the anecdotes pointedly excluded by Rio. thereby 

creating a somewhat different portrait o f the artist. This can be part ly explained by the 

variations in overall character and intended function in the cases of both Memoirs of 

the Earlv Italian Painters and Sketches of the History of Christian Art. The two texts 

\\ere produced with a primarily educational goal; neither can be said to have had 

pretensions to the status of formal criticism afforded to the work of Kuglcr, fo r 

example. Lindsay's advertisement at the outset of his text announces the pragmatic 

moti,·ation behind his work; it was published, he declares, ·in consequence of the 

interest newly awakened in the subject'. and was addressed to the yo ung artist or 

amateur 'presumed to have recently started for Italy' _12! Although not a travel book 

35 such. it was intended to provide art-loving tourists with info m1ation to direc t and 

enlighten their experience of the paintings themselves. Jarncson·s Memoirs had a 

similarly defined purpose. albeit with regards to a diOcrent social echelon, being a 

compendium of articles written fo r the Penny Magazine between 1843 and 1845. This 

magazine was '"Titten for working people, although it enjoyed a large circulation 

"hich took it beyond the precincts of this intended readcrship.122 Its reputation was 

such that it was singled out for praise in the report of a Government select committee 

I, OK . - ns and Ku..,. r , .. ,~ nrl p.6 1. ,,, . . ...,~. 
,- Lmdsay. Sketches, vo l.l , pp.ix-x. 
22

Patricia Anderson. The PrinJed image and the Transformation of Popular Cu liure. 
~xford , Clarcndon Press, 1991, p.80. During the tin1c of Jameson's articles, a 
CLrculation figure of around 200,000 was typical. 
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appointed in 1836 to investigate the connections bet wecn the arts and the 

manufacturing ind ustries in England: the magazine was commcnded for the role it 

pla~cd in 'public instruction. and consequently public happincss'. 123 Contributors 

were thus aware that they were "'Titing for a largely uninitiated readership, and 

accordingly had to present information in a manner that was educational, yet also 

~ interest ing and imaginatively stimulating, in order to both gratify and improve their 

audience. 
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The in nuence of Rio and his ideals is still detectable in the biographies of Giotto 

produced by Lindsay and Jamcson, despite the fact that some of the views to which 

they subscribe jar with the theo retical basis of De la Pocsie Chretiennc. Lindsay, for 

instanc~:. remarks that the time in which the artist was working was one of ·holy 

purity· and that he himself was ' no less excellent a Christian than a painter. · 12-t 

Jameson ·s account even includes references to the questionable merit of Giotto ·s 

nJturnlistic innovat ion from a Riocsque viewpoint. lie is said to have possessed ·a 

power of imitation, a truth in expression of natural actions and feelings. to which 

painting had never yet ascended or descendcd' .125 Two possible interpretations of 

such a de,·cloprncnt are thus presented; by way of explanation, Jamcson goes on to 

' remind her readers that this leaning towards the actual would later become a subject of 

reproach in art. llowever, this does not prevent her from glori fying Giotto·s 

achien~mcnt in being the first to ' hold the mirror up to nature·: 

1
23-Rcport from the Select Committee on Arts and their Connexion with 

Manufactures; with the minutes of Evidence, Appendix and Index', Reports from 
Commjuecs. 15 vols., London. Ordered by the House of Commons to be Printed, 
\·oJ.9. session 4th February-20th August 1836, report p.vi. The magazine is lauded for 
·conveying intelligence and civilisatio n in so cheap a form to the remotest cottage in 
the kingdom. ' 
124L· . 
p;; mdsay, Sketches, vo l.2, pp.4- 13. 
--Jamcson, Memoirs. vol. I. p.41. 
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No single human being of whom we have read has exercised, in any particular 
department of science or art, a more immediate, wide-ranging and lasting 
inlluence. t 26 

Similar presentations are made in the Sketches. where the artist is described as ·a man 

of vast genius', due to his claim to be 'parent o f the Naturalisti ' .127 This apparent 

contradiction over what was to be perceived as admirable in Giotto 's style was 

matched by a similar confusion regarding other aspects of his life and work. notably 

his faith. Despite the comments quoted above regarding its purity, Lindsay describes 

the Christianity of fourteenth-century Italy elsewhere in his biography as "dim and 

conrupted·.128 and subjects many of its dogmas to a harsh and wry Protestant 

scrutiny. Before Giotto's more allegorical works. denominational diflerence became a 

primary concern for Lindsay, as \\ill be discussed later in the chapter. Jan1cson also 

identilied the forms of belief which the painter's works embodied to be primitive, and 

in her assertion of the greatness of the man, she attempts to divorce his personal 

S)mpatbies fTom them; it is even suggested that the act of painting such scenes. and 

thus engaging in deep contemplation of them, revealed to Giotto their flawed 

theological naturc.129 

Giotto ·s works were extremely distant fTom the concerns of an English audience, both 

in temlS of aesthetics and religion. The argument !a nnulated by Rio to explain the 

worth of mystic works could not be applied to him, due to the complications described 

above. Hence, anecdotes omitted by Rio fo und their way into both Sketches and 

~for the sake of their communicative potential. They served to entertain 

l 1 6a .. :.1 - ~- p.29. 
1'7( . - -mdsay. Sketches, vo l.2, pp.4-7. 
11 8a .. :A 

- lllliL.- p.68. 
129Jamcson, Memoirs. vol. I, p.52. Giotto is said to have been 'singularly tree from the 
suspicious enthusia~m of the times in which he lived. although he lent his powers to 
embodying that very superstition. Perhaps the very circUJmtance of his being 
employed in painting the interiors of chapels and monasteries opened to his ac ute, 
discerning and independent mind reflections, which took away some of the respect for 
the mysteries they concealed.' 
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readers, and also emphasise the features of Giotto which were worthy of admiration. 

Both Jameson and Lindsay also embellished the tales they employed. in order to hone 

their versions of the artist to suit the specific function of their texts. This addition of 

nuance is especially evident in Jameson. Patricia Anderson notes how contributions to 

the Penny Magazine often deliberately ' incorporated one or more interwoven social 

and moral themes', and could be seen as having 'embodied a connotated message and 

served as exemplars for the nineteenth-century reader'. 130 Tills certainly appears to be 

true of Jameson's articles, there being an underlying lesson strongly present in the 

majority of them, the lives ofltalian artists taking on a symbolic dimension and 

representing the more general figure of the productive indi,·idual in society. The 

biography ofGiotto was no exception, and his efficacy as a positive exemplar for the 

readers of the Penny Magazine was fully utilised by Jameson. Her description of the 

marriage of 'extraordinary inventive and poetical genius' and 'sound, practical, 

energetic sense and untiring activity and energy' 131 corresponded closely with the 

educative theory upon which Charles Knight originally founded the magazine. 132 The 

encoded social virtues behind the factual instruction of the story of Giotto are clear, 

with the virtue of hard practical work as the means by which genius, or at least 

originality and invention. is realised being clearly espoused. Regardless of how good 

the idea is, or how refined the mind, it is nothing . Jamcso n's readers an; to ld. without 

simple industry. The achievements ofGiotto may be beyond their reach, but they can 

at least follow his example by working as hard as possible. In order to create a figure 

who would have some appeal to those lower d0\\11 the social hierarchy, Jameson 

depicts Giotto as a rebel of sorts, a man whose painting was a conscious statement 

against all that had preceded him His bold originality broke through the strictures of 

: ~~ Anderson, The Printed Image, pp.54-61. 
J Jarneson. Memoirs vol I p 52 13) . . . ' . . 
-Anderson. The Printed Image, p.54. 
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tradition; he was a hard-working free thinker who had ' little reverence for received 

. . bo t .. hin ' 133 optmons a u any. g . 

This dynamic core was supplemented by several Vasarian anecdotes, related in an 

overtly Romantic manner. Cimabue, for example, is praised for his 'quick perception 

and generous protection of talent in the lowly shepherd boy' at the outset ofGiouo·s 

career; readers were also told of the artist 's friendship with Dante, and his great wit 

and ' universal" celebrity. The story of the Popc"s circle was also told, but Jameson was 

sceptical of this ·magical ' tale, stating that 'we know not how or why' the pontiff was 

convinced ofGiotto ' s ability afler only such a minimal demonstration. D·l Lindsay·s 

Sketches. lacking the utilitarian agenda of the Memoirs, was more concerned with 

making Giotto imaginatively appealing, and there is accordingly a heavy reliance on 

anecdotal material in the text. He includes the story of the painted fly, incidents where 

the artist clashed \\ittily with authority, and a particularly Romantic evocation of the 

friendship with Dante, given in reference to the poet's supposed contribution to the 

conceptual scheme of the frescoes of the Arena Chapel: 

It is not difficult, gazing upon these silent but eloquent walls, to rcpeoplc them 
with the group once, as we know - five hundred years ago - assembled within 
them, - Giotto intent on his work, his wife Ciuta admiring hi~ progrc~s. and 
Dante with abstracted eye, alternately conversing with his fr iend and watching 
the gambols of the children - playing on the grass before the door.135 

This constitutes an example of what Jauss, in 'The Communicative Role of the 

Fictivc', tenns 'secondary fictionalisation' in historical writing, in which invented 

details or statements are used to enhance the vividness of the portrayal. Such practice 

is distinct from ' primary fictionalisation', which is impossible \\ithout a fitting 

description of the accepted historical facts, and is firmly grounded in the ' probable' to 

1

1 ~
3 Jameson, Memoirs. vol. I , p.52. 

J4;1..;.1 

I
' ll.!!IL., pp.29-40. 
J5L· tndsay, Sketches. vol.2, p.27. 
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the extent that its fictional origin often goes unnoticed. tJ6 'Secondary fictionalisation ' 

can be said to have a far greater prominence in the versions ofGiotto supplied by 

Lindsay and Jameson than in that found in De la Pocsje Chretienne. The 

inconsistencies created by the conflict between the position Giotto was seen to occupy 

in art history and the principles of Rio were effectively concealed beneath an anecdotal 

patina of fiction. Also, in their acceptance of many of the talcs gathered by Vasari, 

they had recourse to the classical paradigm of the heroic artist. Ennobled by his 

naturalistic powers in painting, and his distinctive and superior personal qualities, his 

life is presented as, in the words ofLindsay, 'one continued triumph' .137 Regardless of 

the distance involved, aesthetic or otherwise, the age-old status of such a character 

would have made him intelligible to all. 

Tile situation was more straightforward with the treatment of later artists who could 

be identified as belonging exclusively to either the myst ic or the naturalistic school of 

painting. Absolute confonnity between those who can be called moral art historians 

was still rare, however. The case ofPietro Pcrugino is a rcvelatory example of the 

divergence of opinion that sometimes existed between them. Rio openly opposed the 

portrait of this artist given by Vasari, as it failed to correspond ""i th his view of the 

Italian's painting. and therefore his character. The Pcrugino of t he LiYes. is cruel. 

jealous, sarcastic and comically parsimonious, a man whose love of money was 

coupled with a stubborn and irreligious temperament. tJ8 In an accow1t unusual for its 

critical attitude towards its subject, the painter is said to hav;: been driven from both 

Rome and Florence due to patrons and fellow artists alike tiring of his practice of 

repeating figures in successive compositions in order to complete, and thus earn, as 

t36Jauss, 'The Communicative Role', p.48. 
IJ?L· d m say, Sketches, vo1.2, p.65. 
138Yasari, L..iYe.S, vol. I , pp.594-595. For example: 'Pictro was a man of very little 
religion, and he could never be made to believe in the in1mortality of the soul - nay. 
\\i th words in keeping with his head of granite, he rejected most obstinately every 
good suggestion. He placed all his hopes in the goods of fortune, and he would have 
sold his so ul for money. ' 
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much as possible, and finally forced to return to his native Perugia at the end of his 

life. Rio, who regarded Perugino as among the great last lights of the mystic schoo~ 

utterly refuted this version of his life, attributing it to the ' pitiful spite' l39 felt for him 

by Florentine artists in genera~ and the disciples ofMichelangelo in particular, of 

whom Yasari was one. Discounting one partia~ fictionalised account, he replaces it 

with another, initially dismissing the accusations of miserliness with an unattributed 

anecdote relating how Perugino allegedly frescoed an oratory annexed to the 

Confraternita di Santa-Maria dei Blanca and asked only an omelette for his efforts. Rio 

proceeds by retelling the story of the artist 's life, this time casting hin1 as a brave man 

working against the corrupt fashion of his time, producing superior, more spiritual 

paintings which inspired the piety of the people, and attracted the admiration of the 

Pope. When on the brink of the fortune and universal celebrity which formed a vital 

aspect of the inlage of the traditional artist-hero, Rio's Perugino rather relinquished his 

clainl to such eminence in order to retreat to his homeland and devote himself to his 

art , without fear of interruption or contamination by the allure of naturalism and 

paganism. The charges of impiety are dismissed without discussion, his work being 

taken as obvious and incontrovertible testimony to the strength of his faith. Perugino is 

credited \\ith having given 'his degraded contemporaries the example of a courage 

which they had not the resolution to inlitate' .140 a stand which earned him their 

envious rancour. His departure from the artistic centres of Italy for good before 

becoming infected with the degeneracy of the naturalistic school is in a sense 

presented as a corrective to the life of Raphae~ an illustration of what his pupil and 

successor should have done. Rather than the traditional robust and worldly art ist-hero, 

Pcrugino is crafted into a kind of hermetic artist-saint, withdra\\ing from the 

temptation of secular influence and devoting himself to God. 

139Rio n~ • ~ 
140· . '~. p. l66. 

ibid., p.l67. 
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This par1icular assertion of the moral art historical ideal would not go uncha llenged, 

however. Ruskin felt compelled to comment upon this clash of opinion concerning the 

merit ofPerugino in the context of his discussion of purity and personality in art ir. 

Modern Painters 11. He fails to concur with either side, being unconvinced by Rio 's 

identification of the artist as an except ional practitioner of the mystic school, noticing: 

an absence of the full outpouring of the sacred spirit that there is in Angelica; 
traceable, I doubt not, to some deficiencies and avaricious flaws in his heart. 

A direct correlation between character and work is identified, as in Rio, but here the 

theory is used to demonstrate that the mystic painter who fails does so due to some 

fault in himself. Just as Rio sought to discredit Vasari on the basis ofPerugino's art, so 

here Ruskin uses the same art to argue that Rio himself cannot be correct. thus turning 

the French critic's principles against him. Ruskin goes on to describe Vasari"s 

biography of the painter as ' lies', 141 that the author hoped would st ick due to 

evidence of some underlying personal deficiency or venality in Perugino 's work. 13y 

the rigid application of an approach derived from Rio, Ruskin manages to discredit 

both views of the art ist, whilst remaining uncommitted himself. The polemical 

potential of Rio's theories was such that they could evidently be used to undermine the 

conclusions of the man who h<1d formulated them. 

There is a similar, albeit more involved version of this conflict of att itudes towards 

Perugino in Jarneson's Memoirs. She interprets him as being the ult imate example of 

inconsistency, capable of the very best and worst in painting. At his best he is a 

religious painter of supreme ability, ofwhorn she cannot easily accept Vasari's tales of 

irreligion: 

There is such a divine beauty in some of the best pictures of Perugino, such 
exquisite tenderness in his Madonnas, such an expression of enthusiastic fai th 

14IR k. us ·m, Modern Painters I I. p.2 12. 
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a.1d devotion in some of the heads, that it would be painful to believe that there 
was no corresponding feeling in his hcart.142 

·nlike Ruskin. Jameson does seem to consider it possible that an artist could 

dissemble, and produce a picture that was untrue to their so ul, as it would explain the 

enormous qualitative variance she observes within the oeuvre of this painter. Despite 

being capable of the occasional truly glorious painting, Perugino was not 'excited to 

labour by a spirit of piety or the generous ambition to excel, but by a base and 

insatiable thirst for gain', 143 which led to a lamentable and quite unspiritual monotony 

in his work. This supposed defect is given as much importance by her as it was by 

Vas..'lri, Pcrugino again being portrayed as a miser, a ludicrous skinflint so suspicious 

of others that he carried all of his money upon his person at all times. Both Rusk in and 

Jamcson were unconvinced by Rio's alternative version ofPerugino's life and 

character, or at least they chose to be. The figure or the gifted artist whose creations 

were soiled by his ovm avaricious nature was of more use to their volumes than that of 

the perfect artist-saint created by Rio. Perugino 's story is presented by them as a 

negative exemplar to their readers, as a warning against greed for both aspiring artists 

and society at large; the moral art history became rather moralistic in the hands of the 

Victorian critic. 

Moral art history was a discourse defmed by debate, both internally, as demonstrated 

above. and in relation to competing discourses such as the rational, technical one 

championed by East lake and Kugler. 144 It did, however, identify the status of certain 

artists as being above all dispute, and thus the subject of consensus among its 

14) 
-Jan1eson. Memoirs, vol.l , p.20 I. 

143a .. :.-~ 
U!J.IL., p.l98. 

1 4~Kugle r, Handbook. pp. l 56- 164. The contrast between this discourse and that of 
moral art history is ably illustrated by Kugler's t reatme:-~t or Perugino. The artist"s 
style is said to develop from works or 'surpassing beauty' to those or ' the greatest 
unifonnity of design', with no mention made whatsoever of his character or personal 
traits in relation to this technical analysis. 
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adherents. The most notable example of such a painter was Fra Angelica. The most 

significant moment in the history of painting presented in De la Poesje Chretienne is 

that of the fissure between the naturalistic and the mystic schools in the second quarter 

of the fifteenth century. Two artists arc said to represent in their work and lives the 

philosophies of these schools at the time of their initial divergence from one another. 

Fra Angelica is identified as the purest exponent of the mystical school, and Filippo 

Lippi as the depraved originator of the naturalist school, in whom degeneracy first 

took absolute hold; they arc set against each other at the heads of chapters on their 

respective schools in order to illustrate the absolute difference between them. Vasari 

actually offers a version of the life of Fra Angelica that was amenable to the 

philosophy of moral art history, stating that he was 'a man of great simplicity, and 

most holy in his ways', 145 who would pray before commencing a work and considered 

its result to be divinely inspired, a description in perfect harmony with the purity 

perceived in his painting; Rio even comments that Vasari, as a member of a later, 

corrupted school, underv>ent a ' temporary conversion>1 46 when writing about this 

holiest of artists. Vasari's account of the life of Lippi, however, which is in no way 

connected or compared with that of Angelica, reveals where his true sympathies lay. 

Whilst admitting that Lippi was 'a slave' to his 'an1orous- nay, beastly- passion', this 

is considered by Vasari to be more an eccentricity linked to the possession of genius 

than a portentous moral flaw, an clement of his character that could coexist .,..1th his 

mastery of painting. His supposed seduction of the novice Lucrezia Buti whilst she 

posed for the figure of the Virgin in an altarpiece he was painting for the nuns of 

S.Margherita is portrayed more as a romance than a scandaL The impetuous Lippi is 

shown to have fallen madly in love with the 'very beautiful and graceful' girl as he 

painted her, and the pair subsequent ly eloped with litt le thought of the consequences. 

1\!uch is made of Lippi's artistic ability, and the prominent place he can be said to 

145y . . I ;,~-
! asan, ~. vol. I, p.409. 
46Rio n n •~ 146 

·~·P· . 
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, 
occupy in the progress of painting. He is attributed with having introduced 'the 

method of giving grandeur to the manner of our o~n day', and having generally 

incited ' the minds of men to depart from that simplicity which should be called rmher 

old-fashioned than ancient'. Vasari's indulgent interpretation oflippi in the light ofhis 

artistic innovations is presented as the stance taken towards the artist by his 

contemporaries: 

So greatly was he esteemed for his excellent gifts, that many circumstances in his 
life that were worthy of blame were passed over in consideration of the 
eminence of his great talents. 147 

It was also adopted in the 1840s by those art historians whose concerns were more 

generally \\ith the technical side of painting. In a unique moment of involvement with 

artist biography, Kugler mentions the ' sensual feeling' of Lippi's art, and even writes 

of the way his corresponds with the 'external circumstances of his life', and the 

·strongest contrast ' that exists with his peer Angelica. There is a complete absence of 

moral condemnation in his account, however, with the scandalous and unlikely 

episodes of his life explained by the simple conclusion that ' his whole life was a 

romance.' The paintings themselves are highly praised, in that they ' display feeling and 

an impetuous, ardent mind', yet there is still ' grace and delicacy' among the 

sensuality. 148 Lippi's contribution to the progress of Italian art is identified as being 

the introduction of pictorial energy; East lake cites him as a major influence upon 

Raphael during the Florentine period of the 'divine painter•.1 49 

Rio, although agreeing in terms oflippi's influence, vigorously contested this positive 

estimation of it. Using noticeably religious language, he declared that regardless of any 

artistic merit that may be present in Lippi's pictures, it is ' impossible to pardon his 

t4 7y asar. LiYe5. 
148 

t, vol.l, pp.43 7-441. 

149 
Kugler, Handbook, p . ll 0. 
Eastlake, ' Life ofRaphael', p .217. 
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profanations.' Lucrezia is recast as a victim of a sinful deception; her seduction i.; 

depicted as a 'plot against the innocence of this poor girl... so skilfully contrived'. The 

events related by Va.sari are subjected to a stringent moral evaluation, the result being 

the construction of a personality appropriate for one charged with having ·so~n the 

first seeds of decadence in the Florentinc school'. That his soul was so corrupt 

rendered a defence of it on the basis of his genius untenable for moral art history also. 

as the condition of one fatally inhibited the expression of the other: 

With a soul so devoid of refinement and dignity, it was impossible that Lippi 
could raise himself to the level of those religious painters who had given such a 
high position to art.150 

There is an implicit reference to Angelico in this declaration. and in the li~ht of this 

danming oflippi the artist monk is simply ' incomparable', 151 a figure of such purity 

that he almost eludes description altogether. Rio' s account of his life is brief; the only 

anecdote offered being that of his prayers before painting, as also given in Vasari. As 

mentioned above, Rio discussed the two artists in separate chapters, placed in the 

contexts of the schools they respectively consummated and engendered . Jamcson. in 

the M.e.millrs, dedicates a chapter solely to a comparison of the two, using them as 

S)mbols of the two factions that resulted from the 'schism' that rent Italian art apart. 

Within this chapter, she too deals ~ith Lippi ftrst, describing him as a "libertine". 

whose actions concerning Lucrezia and behaviour in general were 'an oOi:nce against 

morals and religion. ' Angelico, on the other hand, was 'as assiduous as he was 

devout ', committed to charitable works and possessing such an 'excess of modesty' 

that he turned down the archbishopric of Florence when it was offered to him by an 

admiring Pope. 152 As Judith Johnston has pointed out, this chapter is a piece of 

careful teleological contrivance, the two artists being discussed in reverse order. the 

l'ORi - o, Ikla, pp.89-90. 
15Iibid... .146 
152 ' p . 

Jameson. Memoirs, vol. I, pp. ll 2-1 18. 
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older Angelica coming after Lip!Ji, or the sinful being criticised before the lauding of 

the pure.153 The same fictive rearrangement is made by Rio, the naturalists" chapter 

coming before that of the mystic school, and this reversal has a deliberate poetic 

ciTect, a reader being sh0\\11 the f::~lsc path and ' threatened' by the licentious behaviour 

oflippi before experiencing the righteousness and purity of Angelica. The archetype 

of the moralistic religious painter is thus hrieny endangered in both texts, before being 

glo riously reafiirmed . 

In Modem Painters 11 , Rusk.in seems to have entirely accepted the characterisation of 

Lippi that was created by Rio and J:Jmcson: although. as mentioned, there is little 

actual engagement with specific anist biographies in the volume as a whole, the 

theories and evaluat ions laid down indicate u shared basis. When theorising upon the 

perception of'typical beauty', for example, Ruskin concludes that it is in part an 

appreciation of its 'moral meaning·. and a faculty that is instinctive. When those in 

\\hom this faculty is manifested arc: 

unfortunately men of impious or unrcnccting spirit, it is very possible that the 
perception of beauty should be by them cultivated on principles merely aesthetic. 
and so lose their hallowing power. 

Artists ''ho do not have a devout mind will thus inevitably produce only superficial 

art. Lippi is clearly considered to be among such ignoble painters. Ruskin consigns 

him to the company of those ·men of dch.1scd mind who used models such as and 

where they ought not', t54 a criticism which echoes Rio's condenmation of the artist's 

' impudence·t S5 in casting his amours as Virgins. and Jameson's naming of him as the 

153 
Judith Johnston, Anna Jameson· Vic torian feminist Woman of Letters, Aldershot. 

Scholar Press, 1997, p.l65. Angelica is believed to have been born in 1387, Lippi in 
1406. Johnston maintains that this was an 'edi torial choice' , made in order to impose 
;~jctori~ mores' upon the lives of her subjects. 
t SS~uskm, Modem Painters 11, p.189. 

o, lkla, p.89. 
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first \\ho ·deseerated>l 56 such subjects by making sacred figures portraits of mortal 

women. An ideal aim of art , Rusk.in wrote elsewhere in his volume, is the 

representation of ' the ideal of the good and perfect soul, as it is seen in the features' . 

In order to do this, the human soul of the artist 'must first know sweetness and 

good ness in itse lf, before it can much desire, or rightly find, the signs of it in 

others·. 157 The painter of saints, in order to lx: truly successful, must be a saint 

hinlSClf. 

As much of the language used in the quotations given above demonstrates, the 

appreciation of early Italian art lx:came for certain commentators an involved 

metaphor for religion, the admiration of art on the basis of its spiritual content leading 

to words such as 'sacred' being employed as terms of approbation, and 'sinfulness· or 

'degeneracy' being the ult imate crime a work or artist could commit. A letter from 

Ruskin to his father from Parma during his Italian trip of 1845. whilst he was 

preparing Modem Painters 11 and was clearly in thrall of Rio, provides an example of 

this phenomenon. During the course of a moral survey of the history of art, Rusk in 

harshly condemns the ' lower body of men' in whom there is either 'marked sensuality 

and impurity' , such as Correggio and Guido, 'coarse types of feature and forrn ' such 

as Rubcns and Titian. or finally, and most despicably. those in whose work there arc 

·defmite signs of evil', who arc ultimately 'feeding upon horror and ugliness, and the 

filthiness of sin', such as Salvator, Caravaggio and the lower Dutch schools. I 58 At the 

opposite ex1reme was Fra Angelico, the champion of the moral art historian, whose 

character and life took on a fantastically pure aspect. Lord Lindsay, for instance, 

relates in the Sketches how: 

1561 . 
1 

__ ameson. Memmrs, vo l. I, p. ll 4. 

1 ~'Ruskin , Modern Painters 11, p. l77. 
-~Cook and \Vedderbum (eds.), The Complete Works, vol.4, Jeuer provided in the 

ednor's introduction, p.:o..--xiv. Letter to his father, Parrna, i Oth July. 
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lo\'e to God and love to man were his so le inspiration as an artist...his every 
picture was a hymn of praise, and all that he gained from his pencil he gave to 
the poor. 159 

Rusk in took this idea to its ultimate conclusion, placing Angelica at the head of a scale 

of painters. the foremost painter oft he foremost class of art, that of ' Pure Religious 

r\rt: the School o f Love' , and declaring that ' he is not an artist, proper!)' so-called, but 

an inspired saint.>l 60 Jauss argues in 'The Communicative Role of the Fictive' that the 

·need fo r the perfect' was at first sat is lied over the course of human history by 

·religious or mystic experience'. or an encounter with divine perfection. However. the 

tigures and signifying structures of ' the perfect ' were progressively appropriated by 

aesthetic experience over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. and art 

slowly became mankind's primary means of attempting to transcend the boundaries of 

its existence. The Victorian response to the Italian ' primitives' in the 1840s seems an 

early example of transcendental perfection being found in art, but this perfection was 

still being conceived of in explicitly religious terms. 

The ligure of the artist-hero, with its roots in the classical era, was thus replaced in 

moral an history by that o f the Christian artist-saint, whose qualities and attributes can 

be seen as a deliberate revision of the more traditional, secular heroic pro!ile. In the 

place of the naturalistic ' magic' performed by men such as Zcttxis, Parrhasios and 

Giollo is an unimpeachable holiness. the purpose of which is the reve lation of 

Christian truth rather than the achievement of visual deception. The arti.st-saint also 

varies from the more general conceptions of the hero found in the works ofHegel and 

Carlyle. 1\ho both stress, in their different ways, the iso lation of the hero in history. 

For Carlyle, this is the iso lation of meritocratic distinction. !le states in On Heroes 

Hero Worship and the Heroic in History that 'they dwell apart. in a kind of royal 

159L· dsa 
160 

m Y, Sketches, vol.2, p.22.t . 
. Cook and Wedderbum (eds.). The Complete Works. vol.4, letter provided in the 

editor's introduction, p.xxxiv. Letter to his father, ParnJa, I Oth July 1845. 
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solitude; none equaL none second to them'. 161 I-legcl' s conception is more negative, 

with the hero in history l:x:ing portrayed as an essent ially Tragic figure. They arc 

characters who seek the change of societal order in line with their private aims and 

ambitions, and the main events ofhistory are seen to t:x: constituted of\\hat White 

tem15 ' the great conflicts l:x:tween an individual will, adequately endowed fo r its task. 

and the received social order' .162 From the perspective of its heroes, who arc confined 

to a single, Tragic historical phase, history therefore takes on the aspect of a Tragic 

drama: 

lfwe cast a look at the fate of world historical personalities, we shall fmd it to 
hm·e been no happy one. They attained no calm enjoyment; their " hole life was 
labour and trouble; their whole nature was nothing but their master passion.163 

There is considerable contrast between the struggle here described and the blissful 

tranquillity of the life of Angelico. This artist, as even his most ardent supporters 

recognised, did not seek to bring abo ut change in art, a fact that was often used 

against him by his Victo rian detractors. 164 His position was an isolated one o f sorts. as 

he was removed from society by both his monastic vows and his piety, but rather than 

being above the people, like Carlyle's hero, or in conflict with them, like Hcge l"s. 

Angclico existed for them, motivated, as Lindsay declared , by ·love for God and love 

for man· . A5 a pure religious painter, he was unconcerned with personal glory or the 

progress of art; his sole aim was to produce works, most ly in fresco, that would 

glorify God and edify the populace. The moral art historians' ideal of the artist-saint 

was therefore a democratic one, which placed the ' hero' not in some inaccessible 

realm of mighty worldly accomplishment, but in the service of the people. and made 

their spiritual enrichment one of his primary concerns. 

161c 
16., ar!yle, On Heroes, p. l 38. 

16;\VIutc, _Mc tahi~t ory, p. ll 0. 

164 Hegel, ] he Ph1losophy of Hismry, p.3 1. 
For example, Kugler, !land book. p.90. Angelico is described as 'the most perfect 

example of bis style, but in him likewise it appears in all it s restrictiveness·. 
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V. Denominational Dh·isions: The Religious History of Art 

A significant obstacle faced the majority of British WTiters who attempted to engender 

an interest in early Italian art in England during the 1840s. Unlike Rio, they had to 

consider not only the 'aesthetic distance' lx:tween their subject and their audience, but 

also the religious difference involved. This problem regarding the appeal o f moral art 

history in England was perceived soon after the publication of De la Poesie 

Chretienne. in a review of the book in the Athenaeum, which remarked upon: 

the light wherein our countrymen view the superstitious tenets, traditions, fom1S 
and practices, of what is called Catholicism. They hold image worship in mixed 
ridicule and horror; a feeling which they generalise from the idolaters to the 
innocuous pictures. Super-sanctification of the Virgin. apocryphal miracles, 
legendary martyrdoms, are condemned by their purer creed and scouted by their 
common sense; yet these figments supply a great portion of its subject matter to 
mystical art, which must therefore lay stronger clain1S to our English antipathies 
than affections.165 

Rio was certainly seeking to reclaim the Catholic heritage that he saw to lx: contained 

within early art, and neglected by the connoisseurial mind; his text is descrilx:d by 

Culler as 'a work of Catholic reaction•.166 As mentioned above. the appreciation o f 

the works of the mystic school was descrilx:d by Rio as being dependent upon the 

exercise of a particular faculty different from that by which works o f art were usually, 

or traditionally, judged; it was necessary ' to associate ourselves by a strong and 

profound sympathy to certain religious ideas' .167 Being a Roman Catholic, he had no 

difficulty in summoning up this sympathy; the pictures which he was examining were 

essentially addressing his O\\TI faith, albeit in a more ancient and rudimentary form. 

165A h . 
166 1 enaeum, No.495, 22nd Apnll837, p.274. 

167 C~ller. Ihe Victorian Mirror, p.161 . 
Rio, DeJa, p. l23. 
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English Catholic authors also found this process of sympathetic assoc iation with 

Christian art straightforward. Pugin and Wiseman both sought to claim the more 

spiritual works of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as part of an exclusively 

Catholic heritage, which was at least partially inaccessible to the Protestant mind. In 

Contrasts. Pugin stressed that Gothic architecture in all its 'wonderful superiority>l68 

issued from the Catholic period of England"s history; the fundamental 'contrast' in his 

book was between the purity of ancient Catholic design, and the degraded nature of 

modem Protestant efforts. The death knell for the age of the mystic artist or architect 

fo r Pugin came no! \\i th the advent of the Italian High Renaissance, but with Henry 

Vl lrs break with Rome, and the establishment of the Church of England. Cruu.rnsts 

pro,ides a detailed and embittered account of both the destruction wreaked upon 

noble Catholic edifices during the centuries between Henry·s reign and the time of 

\\Tiling, and the appalling inadequacies of all new buildings erected in this period. 

Wisernan·s essay 'Christian Art', which appeared in the Dublin Review in 1847, was 

concerned with painting, having been written in response to Liodsay's Sketches. He 

defines his subject in explicitly denominational terms, instructing the student interested 

in Christian art to study 'the great Catholic masters of every country, particularly of 

Italy." 169 This distinction between Catholic and non-Catholic was applied to viewers 

as well as artists. Wiseman states that more people in England than ever before arc 

'alive to that holy, calm and quiet beauty' that pervades Christian art, but goes on to 

remark that : 

it may be said that these observations apply only to Catholics, and afford no 
indication of a similar taste springing up in the country in general. Perhaps not; 
although at the same time we sincere ly believe that symptoms of it are appearing 
among the people in gencraJ. 170 

l68p . ugm, Cont rasts, (2nd cd.), p.l. 
169\Visernao, Essaxs. vol.3, 'Christian Art ' . p.365. This article originally appeared in 
the Dublin Review. June 1847. 
170;1-.: .l 

lli.IIL., p.359. 
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Despite this allowance of the possibility of a Prot:::stant being able to appreciate 

Christian art, the denominational difference is portrayed as an impediment, which 

denied the ease with which a Catholic could fall into raptures before such productions. 

This lack of direct or complete sympathy identified by Wise man, coupled "'ith the 

continued prevalence of anti-Catholic sentiment such as that described above by the 

Athenaeum, proved problematic for the Protestant critics of early Italian art. 

Follo\\ing her utilisation ofRio"s principles in her articles for the Pennv Ma~;:azine, 

religious concerns came to dominate the work of Jameson. As discussed above, she 

saw herself as supplying a deficiency in modem criticism in a similar way to Rio 

himself, but her approach in her later writing, notably in Sacred and Legendary Art. 

was different in some crucial respects. Most striking initially is her arrangement of art 

as it relates to religion, rather than the other way around; chapters are devoted to the 

elucidation of religious events, scenes, and personages, such the section on angels 

quoted earlier. Artistic examples are employed to illustrate the iconographic 

complexities involved, and although her judgements often display the influence of Rio, 

she does not allow herself to be bound by his rulings regarding the unquestionable 

supremacy of the mystic school. Her declaration in her introduction of an intention to 

consider how old master painting was informed by 'the religious spirit of the time' 

suggests a detached agenda that is belied by a number of her other comments and 

e\"aluations. She elsewhere identifies a direct link between the faith of past epochs as 

found in ancient art and that of Victorian England, commenting that the traditions and 

dogmas embodied in it are ' but two or three centuries behind us, and closely 

connected \~ith the faith of our forefathers'. 1?1 This dichotomy between sympathy 

with an earlier religion and a realisation of its connection with modem theology, and a 

keen appreciation of the distance and difference involved, is detectable in much of 

Sacred and I egendary Art. An example is her chapter on the treatment of Judas 

171J ameson, ~. p.l . 
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Jscariot. Jameson identifies him as 'an eternal type of impiety, treachery and 

ingratitude·, a constant figure of unrivalled villainy whose reputation has endured 

throughout the centuries. Even in the nineteenth century, she states, ' we shudder at 

the associations called up by his memory'. l1lis memory, however, is formed entirely 

by reference to the 'sole and unequalled crime recorded of him'; having established the 

fundamental religious urgings that cause all ages to revile Judas, she explains the 

important differences in the form this disgust has taken. In the middle ages, he was 

regarded with horror, and seen as more wicked and malevolent than the Devil since 

Judas, being human, had not the excuse that he was following his infernal nature. His 

life was accordingly made a catalogue of stygian iniquity. embellished with a plethora 

of gruesome talcs relating the incidents of his earlier life, and the details of his suicide 

and descent to Hell. Jameson describes these tales as one of the many instances when 

the people of the middle ages 'filled up the omissions of Scripture after their own 

fancy'; 172 despite her empathy \\ith the underlying devotional impulse behind them, 

she rejects the apocrypha themselves as the improbable contrivances of a less 

de\·eloped society. 

Writing in praise ofLindsay"s Sket<;hes, Ruskin expressed particular admiration for the 

manner in which the author ' is never cont racted in to the bigot. nor enflamed into the 

enthusiast; he never loses his memory of the outside world. never quits nor 

compromises his severe and reflective Protestantism.' 173 This comment raises an issue 

\"it alto the consideration of a religious history of any kind, that of the attitude of the 

\\Titer towards a religious culture that is not their own. Ruskin saw Lindsay as 

balanced, but st ill rooted in a sense of what he was before the Catholic 'other'. The 

role commonly adopted by those \\Tiling on early Italian art was that of interpreter, 

17'a.:.-~ 
-WilL., p.253. 

I73R k. . 
.unn, 'fhc History of Christian Art' ( 1847 review ofLindsay, originally 

pubhshed in the Quarterlv Review). in Cook and Wedderbum (eds.), The Complete 
llillks. vol.12, p.l74. 
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who could translate the symbols and obscure tradit ions of earlier ages into something 

comprehensible to a nineteenth-century audience. The Protestant authors of England 

had to therefore mediate between the concerns oftheir general histo rical system, based 

in the Catholic principles of De la Poesie Chretieone, and an allegiance to their own 

religious denomination wit h it s particular standards and prejudices. This was, of 

course, an impossible task. and Ruskin's approbation is paradoxical; Lindsay could not 

have been continually aware of his own faith and yet give an unbigo ted view of 

Catholic an. His and Jameson's religious histories demonstrate a valiant but doomed 

attempt to relate the significance of early art to Victorian society without detracting 

from either the spiritual value they \\ished to assign their subject, or offending the 

religious sensibilities of their readership. 

These sensibilities were di,·erse, and by the 1840s there was considerable tension 

~tween the various sects and denominations which coexisted at allle\·els of Oritish 

society. The majority were Protestants, but there was little uniformity in thought or 

practice. Anti-Catholic feeling ran high during this period, mostly due to a sense that 

Catholics were insidiously creeping back into Britain and gaining themselves power 

and inOuencc at the expense of the Church of England.t 74 Those entertaining such 

animosities would be unlikely to be sympathetic to artistic productions th;lt were 

present ed as relating unambiguously to any period of the Catholic church. 

Blackwood"s Edinburgh \iagazioe commented in its review of Sacred and Le~ 

An that in 1849 the ' Pro testant mind' has ' an undue contempt of histories of saints 

and mart)TS of the Romish church', which had the dire consequence that ' the treasures 

of art of the best period are rarely understood, and still more rarely felt, in the spirit in 

which they were conceived. •1 75 At the opposite extreme, English Catholics were 

hostile to Protestant denunciation of the iconographic traditions of the ir church; the 

1 ~4 R.J.Helmstad ter and P.T.Phillips (eds.), Religion in Victorian Society. Lanham. 
~~w York. London, University Press of America, 1985, p.309. 

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine. vol.65, !an. -June 1849, p. l75. 
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ns.: in interest in early art inspired pride and a certain territorialism amongst some 

Catholics, as the journalism of Wise man demonstrates. Also, certain Protestant 

sectarian movements, most notably the Oxford Movement or Tractarians. promottd a 

\·i.:w of church history that called attention to these Catholic traditions and the major 

role they had played in the spiritual foundation ofChristianity. 176 Such movements 

enjoyed considerable influence, and would have opened many minds to the potential 

significance of early religious art : they are perhaps one of the 'symptoms' of a taste for 

religious art amongst the wider English public referred to by Wiseman in the above 

quote. Against this background. the denominational stances of the Sketches and 

Sacred and I egcndary Art arc accord ingly complex and contradictory. 

Lindsay's acceptance of many of Rio"s theories has already been discussed; however. 

his attempts to appreciate the religious purity of early Italian art in accordance with the 

rulings of De la Poesie Chrctiennc coexist with the expression of some very modem, 

\·cry Protestant attitudes. which arc certainly 'severe' but hardly ' reflective·. 

Brigstocke states that Lindsay was consumed with anxiety over the question o f 

denomination when writing the Sketches. Lindsay assumed that his readership would 

be entirely Church of England, and bad, as Origstocke puts it, a 'staunch 

determination" 177 not to be taken for a Catholic or Catholic ~mrathi~er as :1 result of 

his choice of subject matter. In the text, this determination occasionally takes the form 

of anger with what Catholic art presents to a viewer. Writing on an allegorical 

representation ofChastitv by Giotto, he remarks that the virtue 'thus recommended 

brands our wives and mothers \Vith a slur', and is a 'fatal and most unscriptural 

restriction', a 'delusion of most ancient date ' - ' May God in his mercies shield us from 

such horrors in England! ' l 78 All attempts at intellectual composure cease abruptly, 

and a moral art historian seems to be voicing the views which the discourse was 

176H 
177 e_lmstadter and Philips ( eds. ). Rclig ion, p. 71. 

178 B~gstocke, ' Lord Lindsay', p.SI. 
Lmdsay, Sketches, vol.2, p.43. 
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conceived to combat. This occurs elsewhere in the text, although the tone changes 

from fury to intense scepticism. Considering a depiction of St Francis Receiving the 

S1i.grruUa, also by Giotto, he wryly comments 'that the wounds actually existed during 

St.francis' lifetime there can be no question, although Catholics and Protestants will 

account for their infliction very differently'. 179 

Notable among Lindsay's efforts to distance himself from the specific religious 

S)mpatbies embodied in early Italian art is his treatment of the iconography of much of 

it as fiction, in much the same way as Jarneson described many talcs of the life of Judas 

lscariot as being the product of the ' fancy' of the Middle Ages. At the very beginning 

ofLindsay's volumes is an iconographical section entit led ' Christian Mytho logy, 

Legends of the Saints', in which a dispassionate histo rical approach is taken to aspects 

of Catholic belief, with the author drawing parallels with the mythologies of ancient 

Greece. This aspect oft he Sketches outraged Wiseman, who proclaimed in the D.uhlin 

~that it was ' blasphemously irreverent', 180 and led to 'serious faults' in the text 

as a whole which made it ' painful to a Catholic reader' .181 Lindsay' s ago nising over 

the best way to mollifY a Protestant readership when writing his book thus resulted in 

it causing grievous offence to English Catholics. 

Wiseman's 'Christian Art' displays an evident awareness of Rio, and has much in 

common with the English moral art historians. 'The Blessed Giovanni, or, as he is 

ofiener called, Angelica da Fiesole' is cited as the foremost painter of the mystic 

school on the basis that the connection ' between perfection in virtue (where abilities 

arc not deficient) and perfection in Christian art' are best exhibited in his life and 

works.182 The 'succession of great artists in Italy' was interrupted, he states, by 'a 

t79;J..:-l 
llllll... p.l3. 

180\Vise 
181 .. man, ~. vo l.3. p.384. 

illlil. p.389. 
t
82l.l.llil, p.367. Elsewhere, on the connection between an artist and his paint ings, 

Wise man remarks on the necessity on the part of the religious artist fo r 'holiness of 
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school of religious naturalists', who thought they could depict saints ' by combining 

natural beauty with studied attitude.' 183 Wiseman even seeks to explain early Italian 

art by referring to its original function, arguing that the formal compositions which 

dominated the productions of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were due to the 

fact that they were painted ' for the people', and thus had to be immediately 

comprehensible in order to serve as effective aids to popular devotion.184 Despite 

these shared ideas, however, Wiscman found the attempts made by Lindsay to 

interpret sacred Catholic history as mythology to be unacceptable, not only because 

they were sacrilegious, but also because they pointed to a contradiction at the heart of 

Lindsay's project. After mentioning with some incredulity Lindsay's comparisons of 

Mariolatry with the worship of Diana or Is is, Wise man marvels that 'the enthusiastic 

admirer of early Christian art can this think of all that inspired it '; he is one who ' looks 

upon it with the irreverent eyes, and speaks of it with the flippant tongue, wherewith 

he might approach the abominations of heathen fable. ' l85 The Cathol.ic critic could not 

reconcile Lindsay's intellectual deconstruction of the creed which gave issue to the 

Italian ' primitives' with his marvelling elsewhere in his volumes at their pure Christian 

spirituality. The effusive admiration in the Sketches for the Virgins and Saints painted 

by the masters of the mystic school, found in the chapters following the savage attack 

on Giotto"s allegorical figure of~ quoted above, is described contemptuously 

by Wiscman as an attempt on the part of the author 'to put forth the lily, after he has 

scorned its whiteness. •186 

life, and the attempt, at least, to realise in himself the character that he wishes to 
depict' (p.366). 
183ibi.d.. 
18-tibi.d.., p.370. Works of Christian art could not 'disturb the habitual train of thought, 
and consequently the devotion of those who came to be edified and to pray before 
them.' 
185:1.: .. 

l.W.IL., p.384. 
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Although it failed to draw a similar riposte from Catholic commentators. Jarncson's 

stance on this issue in her writing was no less contradictory. Much is made in recent 

studies of her of the way she ' maintained a historical distance from the religious art 

about which she Vlfote',t 87 o f the ' historical and objective \iew she took of her 

subject matter'. t&8 Contemporary commentators held the same opinion; the 

Athenaeum declared in its review of Sacred and Legendary Art that the author had 

taken ' the aesthet ical rather than the religious view.' t89 Jarneson herself desc ribes her 

approach as one which was ' critical not credulous', t90 but as with Lindsay her 

commixture of detached intellectualism, and emotional religious enthusiasms inspired 

by her subject matter, creates a somewhat inconsistent end product. She maintained 

that an understanding of the beauty of early re ligious images was an act of imaginative 

reconstruction, since the gulf between the cultures they were produced for and modem 

England prevented any real sympathy. Much of Jarneson' s analysis contradicts this 

principle, however, her engagement with both the art and the sources wruch inspired it 

often depending directly on the response that her clearly strong fait h elicits from her. 

The title of her book, as with that oflindsay's section on 'Christian Mythology' , is 

significant, as it makes the immediate initial distinction between that which is based on 

the Bible anti therefore sacred, and that which is apocryphal, invariably Catholic, and 

consigned to the realm of fict ion or allegory. Writing on subjects that still h3tl religious 

relevance to Victorian soc iety, and obviously to her personally, her piety occasionally 

overcomes her; angels, for example, are described as being: 

gladly placed between their humanity and the awful supremacy of an unseen 
God, the ministering spirits who were the agents of His \\ill, the witnesses of His 
glory, the partakers of His bliss, and who in their preternatural attributes of love 

187
Hilary Fraser, The Victorians and Renaissance Italy, Oxford and Cambridge Mass., 

Blackwell 1992 p 99 
t88 ' ' . . 

Shcnnan and Holcomb (cd.), Women as Interpreters, introduction by the ed itors, 
p.l2. 
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Athenaeum, No. l l 05, 30th December 1848. p.l335. 
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and knowledge filled up that vast space in the created universe, which intervened 
between mortal man and the infinite omnipotent LORD OF ALL.t 9 t 

Although imparting information, the devout, sermonising tone is unmistakable. Neither 

can Jameson resist commenting upon the interpretations of the Bible presented in 

pictures of sacred episodes, evidently having an absolute fait h in scripture and very 

particular ideas about how it was to be visuaUy portrayed in art. When discussing 

representations of the Agony in the Garden, for example, she takes issue with the 

artistic convention of actually depicting an angel presenting the cup of bitterness to 

Christ; the reference to the cup in the pages of the Bible is metapho rical, she opines, 

and the angel is sent to comfort Him, not 'announce to Him the decree I le knew full 

well '. It is still less appropriate to introduce the instruments of the passion. ·as in so 

many pictures' .192 Having established the great difference between modem and early 

religion as basically that between refined reason and credulous (though imaginative) 

simplicity, she then criticises paintings for bearing evidence of less sophisticated Bible 

interpretation. 

A measure of resolution to these inner conflicts was achieved, however, through the 

elevation of early Italian art and the religious doctrines from which it drew its 

iconography to an ethereal level where denominational discord was irrelc\·:1111. Such 

painting was presented as belonging to a purer realm, which was beyond the divisions 

and complexities of the modem age. Jameson, v.'Titing on the Virgin Patronesses in 

Sacred and I cgeodary Art, stresses that they are not to be seen as lud icrous 

cmbodiments of a superstition which makes a mockery of profound and serious 

Christian belief, but rather as ' lovely allegories to which the world listened in its 

dreamy childhood. ' 193 The unreality of the 'perfect' is again evoked in the idyllic 

simplicity of the ' myth of the medieval' . The art of this era is significantly presented by 

t9t ibj-1 
IL., p.41. 

t9Ja .. :.~ 
- UlliL., p. 72. 

t93:1 .. : .~ 
UlliL., vol2, pp.465-466. 
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Lindsay as being beyond the concerns of creed, in a clear attempt to establish some 

kind of internal consistency; he argued that mystic painting, and in particular that of 

Angelico. was 'so unlike anything else' that 'no exclusive partisan, neither Catholic or 

Protestant in the absolute sense of the terms, can fairly appreciate Fra Angelico' .194 

Both here draw upon a conception popular amongst Victorian medievalists, that of the 

·church Eternal'. lt was asserted that before the Refom1ation the Church had enjoyed 

a utopian period of unity; the schism that was to come caused both sides to suffer. and 

caused the death of profound religious art. 195 The history of the pre-Refom1ation thus 

became a region of purity which Protestants as well as Catholics could lay claim to; in 

a time of unity, the fundamental binary opposition of modem denominational 

diflerence was nonsensical. Pugin was a significant early exponent of this notion, 

arguing in his Contrasts that the Refom1ation had both unleashed the destructive 

fo rces of Protestantism. and sent Catholicism on a lamentable path to decadence and 

corruption. 196 Wiseman, perhaps due to his more fom1al connections with the Roman 

Catholic church. did not subscribe either to the concept ofthe 'Church Eternal' , which 

is noticeably absent from his writing, or Pugin's low opinion of modem Catholicism. 

He zealously defended his church from the criticisms ofTroUope in 'Superficial 

Travellers', charging her with a basic ignorance and prejudice towards that which she 

mocks and deprccates.197 With regards to the 'Church Eternal'. Wiseman was clearly 

not prepared to allow Protestants any claim to what he considered exclusively Catholic 

1941.· d m say, Sketches, p.245. 
195Culler, The Victorian Mirror p.l70. 
196 . , 

Pug1n. Gmlras.ts, (2nd ed.), p.51. He wrote of ' the most lamentable contrast 
between the ancient spirit and modem practices of Catholicism, setting forth at one 
'iew the summit of excellence, and the lowest depth of degradation.' 
t
97

Typical ofTrollope's approach is her comment that the Christmas Mass in 
St.Peters, although a nlllgnificent spectacle, is 'essentially ludicrous' (Trollopc, !1 
Y.isi.L, vol.2, p.364). Wiseman's response was to state that her tone was ' light and 
s~percilious', and that she spoke of Catholicism 'at once with ignorance and with 
~ppancy' , passing judgement on a religious system 'which she certainly never 
mvestigated' (Wise man, ~. vo1.3, pp.451 -454). Dickens' Pictures of Ita!x also 
contained numerous anti-Catholic observations: see chapter 4, section V, p.336, note 
165. 
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heritage; his views on the fundamental incompatibility of Protestantism and Christian 

art of any era will be discussed at greater length below. 

VI. Hopes of Regeneration: The Denial of Rio's Tragedy 

The evocation of the 'Church Eternal' in Sacred and l.egendarv__Arl prompted a 

longing for the past in Blackwood"s; the magazine' s reviewer v.Totc of the legends of 

the Patron Saints of Christendom that 'we read these now with some regret at our 

abated faith '. The commonality of the supposedly alien, despite it s crude form, is 

accepted also. with the journalist dec laring that ' the memory of Christian heroism 

should never be lost sight of in a Christian country' .198 The expression of such 

sentiments in the press could well be one ofthe ' symptoms· of a new receptiveness to 

religious art an10ng the general public mentioned by Wiscman. llowever, periodical 

re,·icws also reveal that the emphasis placed by Jarncson on the non-literal or unreal 

nature of medieval legend led to readers being unable to consider it seriously at all. Of 

the legend ofSt.George ofCappadocia, the Spectator remarked that ' to us it reads 

marvellously like some of the sanctimonious swindlings recorded by the earlier Italian 

novelists'. 199 Despite this reservation concerning some of the material, the magazine 

was full of praise for the tex1 as a whole; the central point r~hout the neglect of the 

moral significance o f ancient art is recognised as valid. and Jamcson herse lf is lauded 

as the popular force behind a new era of criticism. Sacred and Legendary Art garnered 

many positive reviews; Lindsay's Sketches was not so fortunate . The criticisms of the 

Athenaeum and the Spectator focus upon the same perceived aspects of the book; the 

former comments that ' the fervid z.eaJ of our author induces him to indulge in the 

pulpit style·, the latter attributes the very existence of the book to ' ardent feeling. 

more akin to love or devotion than to enthusiasm'. The result is a volume which is 

l98llia . 
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·dreamy and mysterious', 200 or ' hazy and transcendental', which needs to be 'bound 

do\m by the tangible in order to be clear' .20 1 The text is here identified so closely with 

its subject that it appears to take on mystic qualities itself, as does its author; these 

judgen...:nts arc difficult to rationalise given the angry and sceptical Protestant 

inte~ections present in the Sketches, and stand in complete contrast to Wiscman's 

harsh criticism oflindsay's excessive intellectualism regarding his subject. The 

dichotomous nature of the text is thus revealed through various reviewers' attacks on 

its conflicting parts; Protestants found the praise of the mystic school it contained to 

be too ,·ague and spiritual, whereas Catholics thought that its occasionally 

interrogative tone was both dispassionate and irreverent. 

The offence of the Sketches was seen by Protestant critics to be essentially one of 

limitation in scope and judgement, which was held to confound any historical purpose 

the book may have aspired to. Lindsay's investigation, the Spectator maintained, was 

basically myopic: 

Lord Lindsay holds that Giotto, not Cimabue, was the true founder of modem 
art: though we should rather incline to Leonardo, as exhibiting no traces of the 
trammels of the older school, and even now, after so many centuries and such 
vast changes in manners and opinions. requiring no allowances for his style.202 

The magazine was not attempting to deny the importance of the earlier schools. but 

sought rather to emphasise that they should not be admired at the expense of later 

masters "hose accomplishments could be considered to be greater. This argument 

was, of course, open to retaliation from the standpoint of moral m history, but it 

indicates a current of opinion which was partly responsible for halting the growth of 

Rio's influence at the end of the 1840s.English critics generally display a marked 

unwillingness to accept the peculiar Tragedy of De la Poesie Chretienne. This is 

10Q 
;
01 

Alhenaeum, No. l 0 I 1, I I th March I 84 7, p.290. 

10,~, vol.20. 1847, p.l4. 
- -ibid.... p. I 6. 
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particularly evident with regards to Raphael; Hilary Fraser notes that he was 

commonly regarded as the culminating genius of the Renaissance in mid-Victorian 

England.203 Reactions to those who dared criticise him were vehemently defensive, as 

a hostile review of Modern Painters Il in the A.t.hma~ demonstrates. Ruskin' s 

critical style is said to be characterised by 'extreme irreverence and indiscriminate 

abuse', \\ith the author·s bilious approach even leading him ·to spit foul epithets at 11 

Divino himself. The most striking thing about the volume is claimed to be its blatant 

hypocrisy \\ith Ruskin lecturing on ignorance in art and then demonstrating it in his 

own work; the journal advises him also to 'spare his seraphical discourses about the 

holiness and loveliness of a reverential spirit. until he has imbibed its real essence 

himself, otherwise his writing can resemble nothing but ' those meeting house homilies 

preached through the nose, whilst the lips mutter hatred, malice and 

uncharitableness." 204 That dissent from the ideal of'II Divino· earned such a crushing 

rebuke testifies to the strength of feeling that existed concerning the unquestionable 

nature of the artist's status in England. 

This sentiment regarding the greatness ofRaphael was shared by Jameson; as 

discussed earlier, she deliberately avoided the controversial conclusions regarding the 

latter halfofhis career that were demanded hy absolute adherence to the theo ries of 

Rio in the Memoirs. Raphael seems to have acted as an ultimate ideal for her and 

others, with the character constructed for him combining the worldly sophistication 

and eminence ofth~ artist-hero with the purity of soul ofthe artist-saint, to form a 

figure who was entirely perfect in every conceivable respect. As with the critic from 

the Athenaeum, Jarncson defended this somewhat overburdened composite vigorously 

in the face of disparagement; in the course of the biography of Raphael in the 

Memo.ir.s., she ment ions: 

203 
204

Fraser, Ihc Victorians, p.44. 
Athenaeum, No.978. July 25th 1846, p.766. 
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a n!lgar idea at one time prevalent that Raphael was a man of vicious and 
dissipated habits, and even died a victim to his excesses; this slander has been 
silenced forever by indisputable evidence to the contrary, and now we may 
reflect with pleasure that nothing rests on surer evidence than the admirable 
qualities ofRaphael; that no earthly renown was ever so unsullied by reproach. 
so justified by merit, so confmncd by concurrent opinion, so established by 
time.205 

This ' indisputable evidence' may weU be a letter from Raphael to Fabius of Ravenna 

which alluded, it was claimed, to Raphacl's benevolent care of this old and infirm man; 

it is cited by East lake in his 'Life ofRaphael' as 'a certificate of the great artist 's moral 

,·irtues·.206 Despite the wide variance between both their critical style and general 

historical concerns, East lake and Jameson were in complete concordance in their wish 

to establish the moral purity of Raphael as being beyond doubt. lt could be argued that 

Jamcson sought to craft a simplistic portrait of the artist for the Memoirs, in order not 

tu challenge the limited learning of her intended readership, and present them with an 

image of complete perfection in the visual arts. She was, however. entirely consistent 

in her endorsement of aU the stages ofRaphael's career. continuing to supply 

glowingly positive estimates of him in later, more sophisticated texts such as Sacred 

and I e~;endary Art, and seldom conceding any comparative inferiority on the part of 

the Roman paintings.207 

Another area of later art which even the English moral art historians would not 

rdinquish was that of the sixteenth-<:entury Venetian school. Rio regarded the 

progress of art in Venice as identical to that in the rest of Italy, albeit slightly delayed 

and on a far smaller scale. Giovanni Bellini was held up by him as the supreme 

mystical painter of the city, and is exalted for his ' purity of expression'. Those who 

~05 

2~1ameson, Memoirs, vo1.2, p.85. 

207 East lake, 'Life of Raphael ' , p.255. 
~ameson. ~ p.225. For example, the cartoon ofSt Paul Preaching at Athens is 

praiSed as "the sublimes! ideal of embodied eloquence that was ever expressed in Art .· 
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followed him, such as Giorgione and Titian, arc said to have totally departed from his 

pious example and 'exercised an almost Satanic influence on art '.208 Naturalism and 

sensuality are once more the corrupters, and ultimately destroyers, of true religious 

art. Few English corrunentators. no matter how receptive they were to the ideas of Rio 

elsewhere. could concur with him regarding these artists. Mary Shelley, for instance. 

,,hen before the Titians in the sacristy of Santa Maria della Salute in Venice. declared 

their beauty and power to be such that 'they ought to convert the exclusive admirer of 

the mystic schoo1'.209 This comment , like that of the Spectator regarding Lindsay' s 

determination of the founder of modem art, identifies strictly-observed moral art 

history to be ,,; l(ully confmed in its outlook. thus denying excellence in art for no 

justifiable rcason.2 10 Later exponents ofRioesque thought were similarly defiant in 

their praise of sixteenth-century Yenetians; Rusk in, ironically enough given the \\Tath 

his moral judgement of Raphael incited, was prominent among these. In Millkm 

Painters 11 . in the section entitled ·or Imagination Penetrative', he writes of an 

Entombment by Tintoretto at Parma, 'whose sublimity o f conception and grandeur of 

colour are seen in the highest perf.:ction, by their opposition to the morbid and vulgar 

sentimentalism ofCorreggio.'2 t 1 Although still fommlating notions of beauty 

polemically in elevating one style through the damning of another, the object of his 

admiration here could never be recommended by a strict ndherent to the principles of 

moral art history. 

Of Modem Paintm.Jl, Sketches of the History of Christian Art and Sacred and 

Legendary Art, Jameson's volumes were the most successful, both commercially and 

108Ri 
: o. Ikla, pp.365-395. 
c09Shelley Ram"•-- I 2 95 2t0 . ' lll!Ul, VO • • p. . 

Bngstocke, 'Lord Lindsay', p.50. This was certainly thought by some to apply to 
the discourse's originator; a letter from Anne Lindsay, Alexander' s sister-in-law, is 
here reprinted in which she declares that Rio 's taste 'appears to me incorrect or rather 
50 full of prepossession that he \\ill go into raptures at any daub of the early times and 
~~ fmd ~o beauty in the best pictures painted after a certain date.· 

Ruskm, Modern Painters 11, p.:!62. 
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critically.212 The author and her work became quite celebrated in genteel society; 

Henry Reeve remarked in a letter of December 1848 to Jarneson, who was then in 

Paris, that if she ' had not cut the vanities of London, as you have done, for too long, 

you would hear our admiration in every drawing-room. "213 There appear to have been 

two principal reasons for this universal popularity. One was the intelligibility of her 

style. described as ' never obtrusive, always intelligent and pertinent',214 and 

·fascinating. forcible and gracefur;215 such praise stands in complete contrast to the 

accusations lcvdled at Ruskin and Lindsay, and the deficiencies subsequently identified 

in both. The other reason, I would argue, was the comparative lack of controversy in 

her text. Although she often praised early painting and criticised the efforts of later 

schools in a manner clearly indebted to Rio, Jameson is never drav-m to the exclusive 

admiration of mystic art found in Lindsay, and indeed makes positive and negative 

judgements on a wide range of artists in the course of her exegesis. 216 The worth of 

the early is asserted, but not at the expense of attention to the late. The purposeful 

iconoclasm found in Ruskin is also avoided; despite her attacks on the nature of 

established connoisseurial practice, Jarneson makes few contentious statements 

r.:garding the canon of artists on which this practice was based, seeking to expand 

rather than replace it. It is interesting to note, however, that Wiseman did not subject 

Sacred and I egcndary Art to the same excoriating scnlliny he gave Lindsa~'s 

~. although it featured a similar redefinition of sacred Catholic history as 

legend or allegory. It is possible that Jarneson's gender and humble origins led to her 

l-eing taken less seriously by Wiseman as a threat to the honour of the Roman Catholic 

fai th, and the integrity of its traditions. 2l ? 

2 1 ~Johnsto n, Anna Jarneson, p.l81. Sacred and I egendary Art ran into ten editions. 
and enjoyed enormous popular success ) I' . 
;
1
-'Jarneson, Lcttm, p.238, letter from Henry Reeve, London, 5th Dec.l848. 

- ~~nn-•-•- -
2 1,~. vol.21, 1848, p.ll41. 

2 1 ~ B.lackwood"s. vol.65, Jan.-June 1849, p.l89. 
!arneson, ~. p.229. For example, Murillo's Crucifixion ofSt Andrew is 

~~lSCd at length for its ' power and pathos' . 
-

7
See chapter 4, section Ill, pp.303-5, and section V, p.342. for dismissiveness 
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An important element in the denial of the absolute Tragedy of painting presented in lk 

la p0 esie Chretienne by Victorian critics was the widespread hope that a grand revival 

of English painting was imminent. This enabled a Comic emplotment of art history to 

be made; despite the Tragedy that had befallen religious painting during the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries, its excellencies were to be recaptured by the English school of 

the mid-nineteenth century. Lindsay imagined this process to be a straightforward 

re\ival of the mystic school in modem England. He urged the study of early art, 

stating that it was vital for any improvement to come about in modem painting; 

\\ithout its example English artists 'will not repent, they will not forsake their idols 

and their evil ways - they will not abandon sense for spirit, oils for fresco' .2 18 There is 

perhaps an implicit reference being made here to the modem Gennan school. or 

~azMenes. of whom Lindsay was an enthusiastic admirer. Whilst visiting Germany in 

1839, he had remarked in his journal that the work ofOverbeck was ' quite in the spirit 

of the ecole mystique', and had been amazed by the frescoes of Comelius in 

Munich. 219 These opinions regarding the revival of art, and the glowing example set 

for English painters by the Nazarencs, were shared by Pugin, who referred to 

Owrbeck in the 1841 edition of Contrasts as 'that prince of Christian painters·. whose 

·school of mystical and religious artists' were 'fast putting to shame the natural and 

sensual school of art ' . 220 _Both favoured the idea of a resurrection of Christian art, 

\\ith Pugin stating that it was 'only by communing with the spirit of past ages' that the 

modem age 'can arrive at a just appreciation of the glories we have lost, or adopt the 

necessary means for their recovery. •22 1 

~owards Jameson in the critical community. 
-

18Lindsa Sk ) ! )",etches, p.390. 
-

9
Brigstocke, ' Lord Lindsay' , pp.32-33. From Lindsay's journal, entry dated 20th 

\lay 1839. 
POp . 
)~I - ~gm, Contrasts, (2nd ed .) p.18. 
-- ibid., p.16. 
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\Viseman sought to qualify this assessment in 'Christ ian Art', arguing that modem 

religious painting must not rest upon 'mere reproduction' of the works of previous 

ages, but must rather be creative and inventive, permitted to 'imitate, but not 

transcribe'. 222 His esteem for the Nazarenes was as great, if not greater, than that of 

Lindsay and Pugin; the 'older Italian and modem German masters' are described as 

constituting the first rank of Christian art, with Over beck being placed on an equal 

footing with the ' Blessed Angelico'. They were considered by Wiseman to have the 

,·ita!, and Rioesque, quality of devout sincerity. He declared that : 

no-one can know them without seeing at once that they believe in all they 
express. that their hearts go with their hands in their work, that they arc 
impressed with the feeling that what they are doing is a holy thing. 223 

This approbation did no t, however, rest upon a perception of the Nazarenes as a 

reincarnation ofthe myst ical school of fourtee nth and fi fteenth-century Italy. \Viscman 

felt that the German painters had reinvented the notion of Christian art to suit the 

di!Tcrent context for which it was produced. Despite his defence of the historical status 

of all elements of Catholic iconography, and the formal compositionaltypes of early 

Italian art, he praises the Nazarenes, and Overbcck in particular, for making their 

pictures direct, untrammelled by any complexit ies of subject or arrangement which 

could detract from the religious potency of the end product. To bind modem Christ ian 

art to the representational conventions of the past, wou ld be, \Viseman opines, a 

'groundless t)Tanny'. 224 

Like Lindsay and Pugin, Wiseman was an ardent supporter of the idea of a modem 

English religious schoo l. He even regarded the primary significance of the new taste 

for the Italian 'primit ives' in England to be that it marked a ' first step· towards the 

222 w· 
123 .. 'scman, fusaxs, vol.3 , p.364. 
J-' iliid.., p.366. 
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creation of such a schoo l.225 Both Pugin and Wiscman defined the qualities of the 

religious art they championed against those of another creed, which was effectively 

designated the enemy or antithesis of their particular conceptions of mysticism. In 

Pugin's case this enemy was Paganism; in the course ofContra5ts he defmes the 

rcvil'al of Christian art as the rallying of artists and crit ics to ·break the chains of 

Paganism·, and shrug off the eonnoisseurship that fo r centuries has proclaimed its 

suprcmacy.226 Wiseman. however, saw Protestantism as embodying the opposite 

values to those which he sought to encourage and support in order to instigate an 

English school of Christian art. Although Pugin was unequivocal in his identificat ion 

of Protestant crimes against the cause of religious art in England, his book contains an 

implic it argument for an inclusive revival of art and architecture. The evocation of the 

·church Eternal' in Contrasts suggests that the author wished for unity among 

Christians. in order to vanquish the common foe of Paganism. 

\Viscman could countenance no such denominational inclusivity, and sought rather to 

claim Christian art from all eras for Catholicism alo ne. He states that: 

without presumpt ion it may really be said, that the blessing of genius for 
Christian art is not o ne which it has pleased the Almighty to give out o f the 
Catholic church. 

The fact that every Catholic country had managed to produce a school of religious art, 

whereas the Protestant countries had all conspicuously failed to, is taken by him to 

indicate that some sort of divine preference is in action. Protestantism is described as 

'barren' in artistic terms, ru1d the reasons for this are considered by Wiseman to be 

given ample il lustration in the Sketches. Lindsay's hopes for the birth of an English 

mystic school are dismissed with a flourish, in the light of his treatment ofCatholie 

history as m)1hology. Wisem3Jl incredulously remarks: 

125;1.:-1 
~16 Uli\L.. p.355 . 
.. Pugin, Cuntrasts. (2nd ed.), p.J6. 
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Imagine the possibility of a school of art springing up among a sect, who, while 
they pretend to copy or rival old art, consider its materials - a mythologv!227 

A religious school cannot exist without belief, Wiseman declared, and the beliefS on 

which Christian art rested were fundamentally Catholic in nature. Deprived of the rich 

subject matter available to their Catholic counterparts, Protestant artists could not 

hope to aspire to their 'creative vigour'. Wiseman's identification of the issue of 

religious painting and his denomination is so strong that by the conclusion of his essay 

the term 'Christian art' has significantly evolved into 'Catholic art', which is ready to 

'spring into life' at the hands of an unnamed body of young artists who are ' full of 

confidence, because full offaith.'228 There can be little doubt that Wiseman was here 

using religious art as metaphor for Catholicism as a whole, turning an essay on 

painting into an allegory of the Catholic situation in England towards the end of the 

1840s: 'Christian Art' can thus be understood as an attempt to embolden the Catholic 

readership of the Dublin Review in preparation for the actions their church would take 

in the 1850s, which will be discussed later in the thesis.229 

Despite this firm loyalty to the church of Rome, which had a deep influence on 

Wise man's thought, some of his proclamations regarding the practices of modem 

religious artists have much in common with those made by certain Protestant critics. 

Jameson and Ruskin certainly concurred with Wiseman's opinion that modem 

religious artists should not simply transcribe the art of earlier epochs, and bind 

themselves to the 'groundless tyranny' of pictorial and iconographic conventions 

which had little relevance to mid-nineteenth century Britain. All three can be said to 

have entertained more Hegelian notions concerning the creation of an English school 

227w· 
, 28. _ISCman, ~. vol.3, pp.382-384. 
;29 ihi.d., p.388. 

See chapter 3, section VII, pp.271-2. In the preface to his Essays, Wiseman 
describes the Dublin Review as ' the organ and promoter of Catholic progress' (vol. I, 
preface p.ix). 
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of Christian art. Jameson declared in a letter to Lady B)TOn of March 1847 that her 

book, in contradistinction to Lindsay's, was going to be 'against the revival of a style 

of art ' _230 Accordingly, in Sacred and Legendary Art, she stresses the necessity of 

both the study of mystic painting, and the maintenance of a certain distance; it cannot 

be aUowed ' to fetter us', and Victorian society must 'trust in the progressive spirit of 

Christianity to furnish us with nev,r impersonations of the good- new combinations of 

the beautiful. •23 1 Ruskin also regarded the case of early art as a lesson that must be 

learnt. but with some qualification. Its resurrection was simply impossible, he believed, 

commenting in his review of the Sketches that: 

The visions of the cloister must depart with its superst it ious peace- the quick.. 
apprehensive symbolism of early Faith must yield to the abstract teaching of 
disciplined Rcfon11. 232 

In sho rt. these two crit ics argue that art can no sooner return to a mystical state than 

an adult can return to childhood; the period that produced it had an innocence which, 

once lost, cannot be rec laimed. In correspondence with Hcgel's determination o f 

historical emplotmcnt, the revived 'progressive spirit' must learn from the lessons of 

past tragedies, but detennine its own particular manifestation, which will inevitably 

prove to be superior to all that have preceded it. Ruskin appears to be claiming in the 

alxll·e quote that the simple, superstitious representations of the Catholic past must be 

replaced by an iconographic system that can do justice to the complexit ies of modem 

Protestantism. His vision of the change that must occur was thus at complete variance 

\\ith \\rtsernan's favour for the direct, powerful image designed primarily to inspire a 

viewer·s (Catholic) faith. Ruskin's views on the production of Christian art in the mid 

nineteenth century will be discussed al greater length in chapter fo ur, in relation to the 

230 
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debate that raged during the early 1850s over the productions and proclamations of 

the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. 233 

This 'progressive spirit ' was not, of course, limited to the practice of art alone. An 

assumption underlying a lithe texts of moral art history discussed in this chapter is that 

early Italian art, if properly presented and interpreted, has the potential to enhance the 

whole of Victorian society. There was a pronounced political dimension to the 

de,·elopment in taste that occurred during the 1840s; the frescoes towards which the 

allention of England was turned were relics of a time when Italy was free, which were 

now being neglected by her oppressors. As Eraser points out. the love of Italian 

culture encouraged Liberal politics in England, and to campaign, as many did, for the 

preservation and restoration of ancient art was to effectively support the cause of 

Italian independence. 234 Such feelings also applied to the politics of modem Britain; 

the fresco was widely interpreted as a democratic symbol, as it was a truly public form 

of art. This was the reasoning behind the decision made in the early 1840s to decorate 

the Houses of Parliament with frescoes, and an essay by Henry Clarke, published in 

cormection with an exhibition at Westminster Hall that related to the project, made an 

explicit connection between fresco and democracy in the history of Italy. Clarke 

argued that fresco had flourished in ' the Tuscan republics' of the thirteenth and 

foU!1eent h centuries. being used to execute public artworks in municipal buildings, but 

had declined with the establishment of autocracies such as that of the Medici in 

Florence during the sixteenth century.235 The promotion of a love and understanding 

23' 
,. JSee chapter 4, section VI. 
;~~Eraser, Ibe Victorians, p.95. 

JSH.G.Clarke, A Critical Examination of the Cartoons Frescoes and Sculpture 
Exhibited at Westminster Hall to which is added The History and Practice of Fresco 
~. London, H.G.Clarke and Co., 1844, pp.55-56. With the dominance of 
:lorence by the Medici, Clarke states that the concerns of the rich and despotic 
individual came to outweigh those of the populace and 'the fresco, so long supported 
on municipal rights, declined, and a softe r and more luscious style grew, like a 
parasitical plant on a withered stump.' 
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of fresco in mid-nineteenth century Britain effectively signalled a wish among 

commentators to see art, both ancient and modem, given back to the people. The taste 

for the 'primitives' thus became a means of assaulting the extremely undemocratic 

practice of private ownership. 
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Chapter Two 

'Art is No Longer a Plaything': Early Italian Art and 
the Space of the Gallery 

In this chapter the focus o f discussion will be shifted from the crit ical discourse 

formulated to allow the intellcctuaJ !cgitimation of'primitive· painting. to the art 

objects themselves as they were encountered in England during the 1840s and 1850s. 

As critical interest in earlier Italian art rose, both private collectors and public 

galleries becan1e eager to obtain examples of the foremost painters of the era. Works 

from the fifteenth, fou rteenth and even thirteenth centuries became a regular feature at 

public exhibit ions o f o Id masters, a prominent example of which was the armual 

summer display mounted at the Brit ish Institution on Pall Mall. A number of early 

pictures were admitted to the National Ga!!cry, having been either expressly purchased 

by the government, or donated by private individuals. Much of the commentary on 

these occasions provided in magazines and newspapers demonstrates a clear 

awareness of the moral art history developed from Rio's De la Poes je Chretieonc. and 

its principles were regularly employed in order to praise. defend or simply explain 

"Christian· art to their readerships. I will argue, however, that moral art history played 

a more profound role in the evolution of Victorian attitudes towards old master 

paintings, and conceptions of their proper function within society. The polemical 

aspects of the discourse led critics who adopted it to question the traditional modes of • 
control and display dominant in the gallery and exhibition ha!~ and demand change in 

thr established structures erected around the appreciation of ancient art. in a manner 

sin1ilar to writers like Anna Jamcson and Jolm Rusk in. It can be asserted that the direct 

involvement of art objects and the general public lent the invectives of exhibit ion 

reviewers an immediacy lacking in the more gl~neral attacks found in fonnal works of 
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art history. Their subject had more obvious social relevance, as art was being literally 

laid before the people. In the case of the British Institution, this art was largely 

pri,·atel)' owned, the possessions of a privileged few which were being made 

temporarily accessible to a wider audience. This situation was charged with class 

issues, and encouraged commentators to interrogate notions of the practical purpose 

of art exhibitions, and the benefits they were supposed to convey to the visitor, who 

could no longer be assumed to possess a degree of connoisseurial experience. Displays 

were often perceived to have failed due to the shortcomings of the wo rks which 

comprised them, the responsibility for which could be attributed to the poor judgement 

of the collectors involved. Even the shortcomings detected in the po licies and 

purchases of the National Gallery were assigned by many critics to the culture of 

acquisit ion which they regarded as exerting a pernicious dominance over the English 

appreciation of old master painting. 

In 185-1. Gustav Waagen's Treasures of Art in Great Britain was published by John 

Murray. The project o f the three-volume work, as explained in a lengthy introduction, 

was similar to that of the author's Works of Art and Artists in En~: land of 1836. The 

titles of both suggest a broad inclusiveness which neither possessed; Waagen · s 

attention was confined almost exclusively to the cataloguing of private and public 

collections of old master paintings. His justification for producing another book with 

such similar aims to the first was the extent of the development he believed had 

occurred in the English art world during the intervening time. There was, he claimed, 

an 'incomparably greater Catholicism of taste, and a growing conviction of the high 

importance of the arts' in England in the 1850s. Waagen identifies the primary 

manifestation of this 'conviction' to be an abandonment of the lin1ited preferences of 

the prc- Victorian era for an interest in the 'entire development of painting· .1 The proof 

' Gustav \Vaagcn. Iu:asurcs oft\rt in Great Britain. 3 vols .. London. John Murray, 
1854, vol.! , pp.28_33. 
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of this claim is taken to be the sudden rise in the number of early Italian and 

Netherlandish paintings encountered in both private collections and public galleries. 

Public galleries were of far less significance in his volumes, as only a small percentag'! 

of the nation's art reserves were contained within them. The majority offuasurcs was 

devoted to accounts of the pictures hanging in the country mansions and town houses 

of the nobility and gentry; the work of Waagen, as Frartk Hermann states, presented 

England quite unequivocally as ' the land of the private collector'.2 

I. Italian 'Primitives' and the Identity of the Private Collector 

Although the collecting of early art increased marked ly during the 1840s and 1850s, as 

\\'aagcn claims, it was not unknown prior to these decades. William Beck ford is a 

notable example of a wealthy art enthusiast who developed and indulged a taste for 

fifteenth-century Italian paintings over the course o f the first forty years of the 

nineteenth century. From a family oflong-established wealth which could allegedly 

trace its genealogy back to the time of Richard III,3 Beckford's collection included 

paintings attributed to Francia, Masolino, Giovanni Bellini and Marccllo Yenusti at the 

time of his death in 1844.4 Described by Ellis Roberts in his memoir of the poet 

Samuel Rogers as 'a man of sinister reputation' .5 Beck ford himself seems to have been 

regarded with a commixture of fascinatio n and horror by his contemporaries. He had 

secured himself enduring fame as the author of the romantic novel Y.a.lhd. a talc of 

princes, castles and doomed love, which was originally published in 1786: accounts of 

2
Frank Herrnann, The English as Collectors· A Documentary Chrcstomathy, London, 
~hatto and Windus, 1972, p.3. 
J Athenaeum, No.864, 18th May 1844, p.456. It is here claimed that his great-great 
~~le had died at the Battle ofBosworth fighting for the King. 
ibid., No. l 084, 5th August 1848, p. 780. At the Beckford sale four years after his 

death, the lots included a Francia B.aptism, a Masolino Woman Taken in Adultery, a 
;'enus~i Adoration oft he Magi and a Bellini Marriage of St Catharinc. 
R.Eihs Roberts, Samuel Rogers and his Circle, London, Mcthuen and Co., 1910, 

p.I02. 
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his lift: at Foothill Abbey near Bath accordingly attempt to cast the reality of his 

existence in as romantic a Light as possible. Much is made of his reclusive habits. and 

the 276 foot high tower he had built in the Abbey's grounds, which rose from the 

midst of a walled garden. It was in this tower that the picture collection was housed, 

the structure being, in the words of the Athenaeum, 'crowded \\~th the choicest 

productions of the easc1'.6 The official obituary printed in the magazine offered the 

following portrait of Beckford the connoisseur. describing him as: 

a remarkable man, whose taste was cultivated to the highest possible point of 
rcfmcmcnt to which it could be carried by the assistance of great wealth. which 
he seems to have sacrificed y,~ IJingly for the most exquisite sensations that could 
be attained from the elegant enjoyment o f letters and virtu. 

There is a suggestion of degeneracy here, of a morally suspect self-gratification on 

Beckford·s part; the magazine goes on to call his life one of ' luxurious se lfishness' , in 

which art treasures that were of interest to all were locked away in a place 'exclusively 

consecrnted to his own private bcnefit ' .1 A supplement to this obituary which 

app.:ared in the next issue went even further, describing Beckford's tower as a ' temple 

in dedication to grandeur, solitariness and the arts' , alleging that ' here he oflen came 

without attendant, entered the gloomy pillar, and became wrapped in his own 

mcditations·.8 

There is an insinuation in these quotat ions that there was an idolatrous aspec t to 

Beckford·s private intimacy with his pictures in the tower at Fonthill. The obituary 

supplement mentioned that within the tower was a chapel, which was fi lled with 

devotional art. Allusions to a possible clandestine Roman Catholicism in the proprietor 

of Foothill can be found elsewhere. Samuel Rogers recalled that when visiting 

Beckford, he noticed that the lights in one of the galleries were kept burning all night : 

6 

7~ No.864, 18th May 1844, p.455. 

8~ No.863, 11th May 1844, p.430. 
ibid.., l\o.864, 18th May 1844, p.456. 
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·in that gallery was a picture of St.Anthony, to which it was said that Beckford would 

sometimes steal and pay his devotions.· Such unconventional behaviour was 

understood by Rogers to be part of the makeup of a corrupt personality. Taken in 

conjunction \\ith several ofBeckford's unpublished stories, which Rogers found 

·extremely fine, but rendered very objectionable on account of their subjects', the poet 

concluded that the mind of their author was ' to a certain degree diseased' .9 The 

collection of early Italian devotional painting was seen, in the case of Beckford, as an 

impticit part of an arcane and su~rstitious eccentricity, with a further intimation of the 

possibility of heretical belief. 

A complete contrast to this mysterious figure was that of William Wells of Red leaf, 

whose collecting career was contemporary with Ikckford's, but was conducted along 

far more orthodox lines. A country gentleman whose family had made their massive 

fortune in shipbuilding, We Us purchased the productions of many different schools, but 

none from earlier than the sixteenth century. His particular favour had been reserved 

for seventeenth-century Dutch painting. and the Athenaeum. in its report of the sale of 

his pictures held afler his death in 1848, thought it entirely understandable that as one 

who lived 'among his tenantry in the country, he should sympathise rather with the 

records of rural life rather than with the abstractions and speculations of higher art ' . 1 0 

A picture collection was taken to be a reOection of a man's character and experience. 

In the years before the legitimation of earlier Italian art by moral art history, the 

OIIT\ership of such paintings could be construed as somehow suspicious, as it was in 

the case of Beckford, evidence of a perverted spirit as well as an unusual 

connoisseuria] interest. 

9 
A.Dyce (ed.). Reco llections of the Tablc_Ia~. London, Edward 

Moxon. 1856 p 21" 10 . ' . ..... 
~ No. l073, 20th May 1848. p.514. 
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Others besides Beckford did collect 'primitives' in the early nineteenth century and 

managed to escape the characterisation that was grafted onto him: men such as 

\Villiam Roscoe and William Young Ottley amassed considerable numbers of such 

works during these years, whilst remaining eminently respectable. 11 These collectors 

were operating outside the perimeters of accepted taste, however, and tended to adopt 

the status of scholars or specialists in a little-known field. Roscoe, for example, was a 

prominent historian of the Medici family in fifteenth-century Florence, and Ottley had 

spent over ten years living in Italy, during which time he reputedly acquired enormous 

first-hand knowledge of the art of the quattrocento and earlier, 12 as well as a clutch of 

earlier paintings, including Botticelli's Mystic Nativity.13 However, in the early 

nineteenth century, the absence of any explicatory texts on ' primitive' painting, or 

examples in the major galleries and collections of England, made it seem inaccessibly 

esoteric and alien to the majority of connoisseurs. This sense of 'othemess' was 

entirely dispelled over the course of the 1840s and 1850s. The texts discussed in 

chapter one prompted a surge in interest and acquisition, and the paintings of the 

earlier epochs of Italian painting were entirely normalised for a Victorian audience. 

They still provoked debate and disagreement, but the ownership of examples came to 

signify intellectual awareness and modem thinking on the part of collectors, rather 

than the sybaritic idolatry assigned to Beckford, or a recondite knowledge which was 

possessed only by a small body of experts. 

11
_See Michael Compton, 'William Roscoe and Early Collectors of Italian Primitives', 

ln:erpooJ Bulletin, Liverpoo~ Liverpool Corporation, vol.9, 1960-61, pp.27-48. 
Rosc_o_e had a collection of over 200 pictures in 1816, 32 of which were Italian 
Pnrn111ves. 
12 . 

D}:e (ed.), Recollections, p.l 58. Rogers, who was acquainted with Ottley, 
1;scnbed his knowledge of Italian fifteenth-century painting as 'astonishing'. 

1 
Compton, 'William Roscoe', p.42. Another notable work purchased by Ottley in 

. taly was a Last Supper attributed to Masaccio; Compton notes that it has since been 
Id "fi d cntJJe as the work ofErcole da Fcrrara. 
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The coUectors of early Italian art who were active prior to the advent of moral art 

history were fairly uniform in terms of background and status. Even Beckford, despite 

the more colourful behavioural traits reported of him, was untitled yet wealthy, with :1 

pronounced scholarly disposition. The Victorian coiJectors of ' primitives', however, 

were remarkable for their social diversity; their only unifying feature was sufficient 

financial means to pursue a costly interest. Of those identified by Waagen in Treasures 

as ha,ing a pronounced interest in the earlier schools, some were of the highest rank 

and social distinction, such as Lord Ward and Lord Elcho. Ward in particular is 

presented as one of a new generation of collectors who eagerly seek examples of the 

painting recently exalted by Rio and his foiJowers. Waagen demonstrates a clear belief 

that Ward's taste was founded in the principles expounded in this criticism. His 

collection is described as: 

an important acquisition to England, containing a number of pictures of the 
Italian school, chiefly of sacred subjects, ofthat intensity of feeling, and that 
exclusively earnest and enthusiastic character, which afford the highest 
enjoyment to those connoisseurs with whom the moral significance of a work of 
art constitutes the essential merit.l4 

Waagen's own dissent from this critical approach is here implied, the reader being left 

in little doubt that he is talking of the taste of others, rather than himself; he goes on to 

note approvingly that despite the preponderance of early works in his coUection, Ward 

has also acquired specimens from 'the most perfect period of art, the first forty years 

of the sixteenth century'. Lord Ward is characterised by Waagen as a youthful 

connoisseur, whose collection is incipient rather than complete. He needs, Waagen 

states, to exercise 'perseverance and discrimination' in order to make his assembly of 

i pictures one of the nation' s greatest; the Gennan critic perceived deficiency in the 

I 
I 

~~w 
aagen, Ireasures, vol.2, p.229. Notable examples from Ward's collection were a 

~attributed to Giotto, a Last Judgement and a Virgin and Child Enthroned 

~t~ to Fra Angclico, a ;:=~hild attributed to Ghirlandaio, a Virgin and 
. \\1\h Joseph and St Joh h is attributed to BotticeUi, a Crucifi.x.ioo 

attnbuted to Perugino, and an early Crucifixion attributed to Raphael. 
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examples of later art the nobleman had thus far acquired. 15 This was not a criticism he 

would make of other collections amassed by untitled purchasers which demonstrated a 

preference for the 'primitives', and indicates certain positive preconceptions on 

\Vaagen's part concerning the motives behind the accwnulation of paintings by 

aristocratic connoisseurs. 

Others who became known as owners o f'primitives' were men of leisure and 

erudition, similar in many ways to earlier collecto rs such as Roscoe and Ott ley. Samuel 

Rogers and Robert Holford can be taken as examples of this group. Rogers perhaps 

properly belongs amongst the likes ofOttley and Beck ford , who were his 

contemporaries, 16 but his longevity meant that his collection remained intact well into 

the reign of Victoria, and continued to attrac t attention throughout this time. As with 

Roscoe and Beckford, early art formed only a proportion of his acquisitions: works 

attributed to Giotto and Fra Angelica hung alongside canvases by Titian, Poussin, 

Rubens and Rembrandt. 17 Rogers saw an extreme minority interest shared by hinlSCif 

and a handful of others move considerably closer to the mainstream of taste in the fma l 

two decades of his life, and there is evidence to suggest that he attempted to keep 

abreast of critical deve lopments; his library at the time of his death in 1856 contained 

both Ruskin's ~and Lindsay"s Sketches of the History of Christian 

lu1. 18 The co llection of Robcrt Holford, described s ince as ' his life's work ', 19 was 

15ilii.d.., p.236. Waagen remarks, for example, that in his efforts to acquire exan1plcs of 
the Caracci school Ward ' has not been very fortunate'. 
16

L.Stcphen and S.Lee (eds.), Dictionary of Nat ional Bio~raphy, Oxford, Oxford 
University Press, 1973, vol.xvii, p.139. Rogers inherited his share in the family 
banking fortune in 1793, when he was thirty years old. This provided an annual 
income of over £5000 per annum, which enabled him to devote himself to matters of 
high society and the arts for the rest of his life. 
17

Waagen, Treasures, vo1.2, pp.74-80. Waagcn remarked that in the co llection 'the 
visitor is at a loss whether to most admire the diversity or the purity of his taste·. 
18

Saks Catalo~ue · Christic and Manson The Collection ofSam.u.el Ro~crs. London. f
9
hristies, Mon. 28th April 1856, pp. l57- 168. 
R.H.Benson (ed.), The llolford Collection. Oxford, Oxford University Press. 1927. 

p.xvi (editor's introduction) . 
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similar in makeup to that ofRogers, despite having been formed in a later era. A man 

ofinunense wealth due to his family's majority share in the New River Company, 

which dated back to the seventeenth century, Holford began collecting in the 1840s, 

installing his collection in Dorchester House in 1849. The presence of early Italian art 

in his collection, however, is best described as token, with only a small number of 

pieces by later filleenth-century painters such as Perugino and Bellini gaining 

admission, which were vastly outnumbered by the productions of later schools.20 The 

level of erudition that lay behind Holford's desire to collect pictures in general and the 

works of earlier Italian masters in particular, was openly denigrated by some. In 184 I, 

at the outset of his collecting career, he attempted to acquire a Virgin and Child with 

SLlclm by Perugino, and the Portrait of Doge Loredan by Bellini, which were offered 

for sale by Beckford. A strong preference was expressed by Beckford in a letter to his 

friend Edmund English that the paintings go anywhere but to 'some upstart or 

refurbished mansion ofMr.Holdfooh' . He continues: 

That poor rich man has lllllhing in him but money - Nature has not endowed him 
with ta.ili:.- and as he most resolutely chooses to be his own teacher he "ill 
never acquire knowledge - it is mortifYing such a shallow-paled, half-\\i llcd. but 
thoroughly conceited, false connoisseur should be admitted even to the sight of a 
picture he is far too prosaic to comprehend or value.21 

Beckford's acerbic comments contain views that would b...-come increasingly common 

amongst ans commentators over the course of the following two decades. He 

demonstrates a belief in the importance of study in order to develop one's appreciation 

of old master painting, and characterises Holford's alleged refusal to recognise this as 

an example of his arrogant stupidity. A problem with private collecting that would 

2ow 
aagen, Treasures, vol.2, pp.l93-199. The only early pictures mentioned by 

Waagen are a Perugino Virgin and Child and a Bellini Portrait of a Boy, in a collectio n 
otherwise dominated by the sixteenth-century Vcnetian and Bologncse, and 
~vent~enth-ccntury Dutch schools. 

~~kford, Letter to Edmund English, May 1841, National Gallery Picture 
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gi,·e rise to frequent complaints from critics in the years to come is also identified; 

Ueckford 's remarks are based in an awareness that ownership was dependent upon 

economic rather than cultural capita~ as collectors did not have to demonstrate any 

knowledge or sophistication in order to buy. He assumes that pictures bought up by 

·false connoisseurs' would vanish into their galleries and effectively be lost to the 

discerning art lovers o f England. subsequently being seen by only a few. and properly 

appreciated by no-one. These paintings did not ultimately enter the Holford collection. 

howen:r. with both going to the National Gallery instead: the Perugino was purchased 

by the Trustees that year, the BeUini three years later.21 

Perhaps the most striking development in the overall progress of English private 

coU<·cting in the years between Waagen's ~and his Treasures was the emergence 

of collections which were devoted to the epoch of true 'Christian' painting in Italy, as 

it had been designated by Rio and those influenced by him. to the exclusion of all later 

art. These collections tended to be non-aristocratic, and formed by politicians, 

members of the clergy and businessmen, who had risen to professional distinction from 

a pri\ileged background. The prominent Whig politician Henry Labouchere23 was one 

of those singled out by Waagen in the introduct ion to Treasures whose purchasing 

choices represented the new direction in English taste. His collection featured works 

attributed to Fra 1\ngelico, Gentile da Fabriano, Ghirlandaio and Perugino; only a 

small number of sixteenth and seventeenth-century works appear, thus inverting the 

proponions in which the schools of painting were more typically found in English 

22
Martin Davies, National Gallery Ca)alogues· l1x: Earlier Italian Schools, London, 

National Gallery Publications, 1986 (195 1), p.401 , cat.no. 181 (Perugino). For details 
~~the lJlnrait of Do~.:e I oredan, see section II, ps.l 05. I 08. 

Stephen and Lee (eds.), Dictioruu:y of National Bio~.:raphv. vol.XI, p.368. 
Labouchere was President of the Board of Trade in Melbourne's second ministry 
(!&3_9-41 ); Chief Secietary to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland ( 1846-7), and then 
President of the Doard ofirade in R~ll's ftrSt ministry (1847-52); then Secretary of 
State for the Colonies under Palmcrston ( 1855-58). He was from a wealthy fami ly; his 
mother, Dorothy Elizabeth, was the third daughter ofFrancis Baring. 
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houscs.24 Others do not even appear to have made this minor concession to more 

traditional tastes; according to the notices of Waagen, the collections of the Reverend 

John Fulh:r-Russell, William Davenport-Bromley and William Fuller-Maitland all 

excluded paintings dating from after 1500 altogether. All were also prepared to extend 

their interest in the ' primitives' further into the past than many of the collectors 

discussed so far. Unlike Holford and even Labouchcre, they bought and displayed 

works from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, as well as from the fifteenth. 25 

Modem texts have repeatedly identified the 1840s as the decade in which the 

middle-dass nouveaux riches emerged as a significant presence in the world of art 

collecting. Hennann, for example, states that after 1840 it was a new generation of 

merchants and industrialists who had the ready capital available to purchase works of 

art .26 More recently, Diane Macleod has traced the role which the acquisition of 

artworks played in the 'emerging identity' of the middle class, and how such activity 

enabled them to 'clarify their place in the social order' .27 Although her argument 

chiefly applies to Victorian art, the same can be said of the smaller number of those 

who applied their freshly obtained fortunes to assembling a collection of old masters. 

Some sought simply to consolidate their new-found status as members of England's 

rich elite with a collection which was almost indistinguishable from a typical 

aristocratic collection. Wynne Ellis was a conspicuous example of such a person. He 

was trained as a haberdasher, hosier and mercer, yet went on to create over the course 

of his professional life the largest silk business in London; IUs company went from 

24w aagen, Treasures, vol.2, pp.417-21. Labouchere also o .... ned, for example, 
landscapes by Titian and Claude. 
~5ibid.. vol.J, p.461 . Fuller-Russell's works included examples by Ugolino da Siena 
and Duccio; (vol.3, pp.l -6} Fuller-Maitland owned works from the Byzantine school 
thought to pre-date Cimabue, as well as pictures by Taddco Gaddi and Giotto; (vol.3, 
~p.371-73) Davenport-Bromley possessed Giottos and Orcagnas. 
6He D . 27 . rmann, Je Engltsb. p.40. 
Dlane Macleod, Arl.Jmd the Victorian Middle Class: Money and the Making of 
~. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp.44-5. 
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retail to wholesale in 1831. The financial freedom this brought enabled him to pursue a 

low-key political career and amass an enonnous gallery ofpictures.28 The vast 

majority of these were from the Dutch, Spanish and English schools of the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries; Waagen described him as one who had adhered largely to 

·the taste of the preceding period ' .29 Much as he had faulted the lack of later 

specimens in the collection of Lord Ward, he here criticised Ell is for failing, in the 

course of his many purchases, to acquire any decent examples of the Italian school. 

Waagen·s belief was that in order to be of any great value, a collection should present 

a ,;ewer with a complete historiography of painting. He arranged and embellished the 

Berlin Gallery, of which he was director, in accordance \\ith this principle, which was 

to prove extremely influential in debates concerning the organisation of public displays 

of art in England during this period, as will be discussed later in the chapter. The 

suggestion that it should also be adopted by private collectors demonstrates an 

optimism concerning their priorities on Waagen's part that was not shared by many 

English commentators. 

Alexander Barker, although not quite the entirely self-made man Wynne Ellis was, had 

also risen through the social hierarchy over the course of his life by a rapid increase in 

financial fortune. From a family of shoemakers, he was able to retire from this business 

and devote himself to the collection of art;30 unlike Ell is, he confined his purchases 

solely to the 'primitive' schoots.31 Rather than emulate the tastes of the aristocracy, 

Barker chose to proclaim membership of a more recent and select collecting group 

through his choice of paintings. The concentration upon earlier art, and exclusion cf all 

2ss 
lephen and Lee (eds.), Dictionary of National Bi~phy, vo1.6, p.7 16. Ellis was 

~~ectcd M.P. for Leicester in 1831 . 

30 Waagen, Treasures, vol. I, p.36. 
See F.M. Redgrave, Richard Rcd~:rave· A Memoir compiled from his Diary, r1ondon, Paris, Melbourne. Cassell and Company, 1891 , p.l89. 
Waagen, Treasures, vol.2, pp.l25-9. Waagen provides a catalogue entirely 

composed of works from the fifteenth-century Italian schools, including pictures 
attnbuted to Benozzo Gozzoli, Signorclli, Botticclli and Perugino. 
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later productions, associated him with men such as Fuller-Maitland, Fuller-Russell and 

Davenport-Bromley. Although far more conunon than in previous decades, the taste 

for early Italian art was not universal, and still claimed some of the esoteric status it 

had enjoyed when co llected by men like Roscoe and Rogers. Waagen repeatedly 

emphasises its unusual nature over the course of Treasures, remarking that 

Fuller-Maitland, for example, takes 'a leading part among the yet small number of 

those connoisseurs in England whose taste is part icularly directed to the art of the 

foune-enth and fifteenth centuries'.32 Barker's eftorts earn him a similar comment. 

with \\'aagen naming him 'one of those comparatively few Englishmen who possess a 

lively taste for the deep moral enthusiasm which distinguishes the works of art of the 

fifteenth century'.33 It would seem that Barker did not aspire to the condition of the 

aristocracy, but rather to that of a more intellectual cadre. Much as moral art history 

offered an alternative method for the interpretation of old master painting. the 

'primiti,·es' provided middle-class collectors with a viable alternative to more 

traditional purchasing trends. They allowed men like Barker to demonstrate their 

sophistication and refinement through the co llection of ancient art, but in a manner 

that was not beholden to the example of the nobility. This was one of the ways in 

which the taste for early Italian art, and the critical discourse which supported it , 

sem~d to undennine the domination of the old masters in England by the aristocratic 

private collector. 

A common feature of those collections which were especially devoted to early Italian 

an "liS the rapidity with which they grew over the course of the 1840s and 1850s. In 

1857. Waagen published a supplement to Treasures entitled Galleries and Cabinets of 

M in Great Bd.tain, in which he attempted to document the enonnous number of 

additions that had been made to British collections in the intervening time. Barker, 

32;1.:~ 
,um!.. VOJ.3,p.J. 
>3;1.;~ 

UlJ\1.. vo l.2, p.125. 
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Fuller-Russell and Davenport-Bromley all feature prominently in this volume, and 

there is little evidence of deviation from the taste that had made them notable three 

,·ears earlier.J.l Despite .Waagc n' s claim that the pre-Renaissance remained a minority 

interest. early works appear to have been bo th readily available and in considerable 

derrond. The means by which these collectors came by their 'primitives' is worth 

considerat ion. Compton establishes that a number of prominent art dealers, including 

\ lichael Bryan and Samuel Woodbum, maintained a limited trade in such works in the 

earlier years of the century.35 There is, however, little evidence of such act ivity on the 

part of English dealers in the early Victorian era. The favoured mode of acquisition 

was the same as that by which the moral art historians of the 1840s gained their 

knowledge of 'Christian' painting; the collectors who sought to specialise in the earlier 

schools often travelled to Italy in order to purchase works for themselves rather than 

relying on dealers. 

\Ieo such as Ottley served as the precedent for such beha.,iour, which alto·wed a buyer 

to feel as if he were demonstrating his personal expertise not only in the purchase, but 

also the discovery of early works in the remote chapels and warehouses of an 

indifferent modem Italy.36 In his account ofDavenport-Bromlcy's collection in 

~- Waagen informs his readers that it has been formed by the proprietor 

'himsel( during his travcls· ,J7 in order to stress the specialised nature of early Italian 

art as a collecting pursuit. Barker was also renowned for acting as his own agent, 

34
\\'aagen, Galleries and Cabinets of Art in Great Britain London, John Murray, 

1857. (pp. 71-7) Barker had continued to acquire fifteenth-century works at a 
considerable rate, gaining fouricen new paintings and over fifty drawings; (pp. l66-7) 
Da,·enport-13romley had eleven more Italian works, some of which were attributed !o 
Duccio and his school; (pp.284-6) Fuller-Russcll had bought three works from the 
thineenth and founeenth-century Italian schools, as well as four pictures fi-om the 
~fleemh-ccntury Netherlandish school. 
J
5
Compton, ' William Roscoc', p.36. Roscoe bought at least one early picture, a 

~lDr1rdino Preaching by the studio of Vecchietta, fi-om Wood bum. 
}ee chapter 4, sect ion Ill , pp.291-8 for discussion of priv;Jtc collecting in Italy. 
J \\'aagen, Treasures, vol.3, p.37. , p.291. 
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travelling to Florence and acquiring the majority of his works without any additional 

expert assistance.38 The collector of early Italian art, it would seem. was characterised 

by his intellectual self-reliance, and confidence in his own art-historical judgement, in 

contrast to the popular stereot)-pc amongst middle-class critics of the indolent and 

ignorant aristocrat, who merely purchased in accordance with the dictates of fashion. 

and a shallow appreciation of aesthetics. 

11. Early Italian Art, the National Gallery and the Sale-Room 

Waagen adds that Davenport-Bromley had also made some ·fortunate purchases in 

England' ,39 and indeed the other main means by which 'primitives' entered Victorian 

galleries in the 1840s and 1850s was through the sale of existing English collections, 

as well as those from the continent. Treasures in fact reveals that several of the major 

assemblages of earlier art were formed in part by the collections of others. Many of 

Fuller-Maitland's early pictures., for example, had been brought from Italy to hang in 

the collections of Ottley, and William Coningham. a widely esteemed collector active 

in the 1830s and 1840s,40 who sold a number of his paintings in 1848. Labouchere 

also acquired many works at this sale,41 which was one of a number staged over the 

course of the decade where early works were made available to buyers. The Edward 

Solly sale, held at Chrislie's on the 8th May 184 7, was another example; as with the 

Coningharn sale, the array of works up for purchase was largely from the Italian 

38
Michael Levy, ' Botticelli in Nineteenth-Century England', Journal oftbc Warburg 
~ Courtauld Institutes, vol.23. 1960, p.300. 
J \Vaagen, Treasures, vol.3, p.37. 
40

Hugh Brigstocke, Lord Lindsay as a Collector, Manchester, The John Rylands 
University Library of Manchester, 1982, p.292. Coningham is here described as 'one 
of the most acute and selective picture buyers in Britain in the mid nineteenth century.' 
~ 1 

\Vaagen, Treasures, vol.3 , pp.3-7: FuUer-Maitland owned, among others. a I.ippi 
Adoration of the Magi and an early Rapbael Christ on the Mount of Olives from the 
Coningham collection, and a Botticelli ~from the Ottley collection; (vo1.2, 
PP.417-2J) Labouchere's purchases from the Coningham collection included a 
Perugino S1.lobn., a Mantegna Three Maries. a Francia Baptism and a Signorelli 
Man\Jdom ofSt Catharine. 
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schools of the early and pre-Renaissance. This feature earned it lengthy notices in~ 

~and the Athenaeum, both of whom remarked upon the irregularity of such 

collections appearing in the sale-rooms. Paintings attributed to Crivelli and Masolim 

fetched respectable prices,42 but The Times fel t compelled to po int out that the sums 

given were considerably lower than those paid for Flemish., Dutch and Spanish 

pictures on the English market.43 The general veracity of this observat ion can be 

demonstrated by a comparison of the sales of the Wells and Beckford collections, 

''hich were held \\ithin three molllhs of each other in the summer of 1848. At the 

former, a wealth of Dutch and Spanish pictures went for enormous sums; the highest 

price of the day was attained by !vlurillo's St Thomas of Yillanueya Distributing Alms, 

sold to the Marquis of Hertford for £2,992.1 Os, and the final total raised was in excess 

of £30.000.-14 In contrast. many ofBeckford's paintings failed to even reach the £ 100 

mark: a Francia Baptism was sold for £70, and a Bellini Marriage ofSt Catbarine for 

£88.4s. Some of his other ' primitive' pictures fared better, reaching prices similar to 

those paid at the Solly sale, but the largest figure given was for a Virgin in a 

Landscape by Gaspar Poussin. which fetched £750.45 

In its notice of the Solly sale, 1be Times claimed that the situation regarding prices 

was due to ' the limited knowledge ofltalian art of the period [previous to Raphael] 

'' hich exists in this country'. 46 By this reasoning. the exchange value of such art 

could be expected to rise over the course of the fo llowing decade, as familiarity with it 

in English society increased. This does not appear to have been the case, however, 

42
Alhenaeum, No.! 02 1, 22nd May 184 7, p.SS I. An Annunciation given to Crivelli 

sold for 310 guineas; A Passage of the Red Sea given to Masolino so ld for 230 
guineas. 
4JTho T: __ _ 
4-l~. IIth May 1847, p.7. 

45~hmae.um. No. l 073, 20th May 1848, p.514. 
illlii, No. l 084, 5th August 1848, p.780. An Adoration oft he Magi by Marcello 

Venusti was sold for£ 178.1 Os; A Woman Taken in Aduher:y by Masolino was sold fo r 
£1 99. 10s. 
46Tho T:_. 
~- IIth May 1847, p.7. 
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\\ith prices stabilising rather than increasing. At the Rogers sale in 1856, for example, 

the poet's early paintings sold for similar figures to those found at the Sally sale nine 

years previously, and were entirely overshadowed fmancially by Bassano. Rubcns l'nd 

Re)nolds, among others.47 Yet despite these lower prices, competition for ownership 

remained stiff; the publication of several texts devoted to the earlier Italian schools 

over the course of the 1840s can only have increased the demand for spccim<:ns of 

these schools on the art market. Lord Lindsay, who was trying with very limited 

success to obtain ·primitives' for his small collection in the late 1840s. remarked in 

1849 that ' I have been my 0\m enemy in this through my book on Christian Art.'48 

The appearance of specimens of earlier art on the English art market was 

comparatively rare, as illustrated by the reactions to the Solly sale mentioned above. 

Also. although fewer people sought to obtain them, many of these people, such as 

Barker. Fuller-Russc11 and Davenport-13rornley, were devotees who displayed their 

enthusiasm for 'primitive' art through the rate at which they sought to enlarge their 

collections, thus ensuring a competitive atmosphere. 

This atmosphere contributed towards the failure o f the administ ration of the National 

Gallery to make a significant response to the developments in taste which occurred 

during the 1840s, despite urgings from various quarters for it to do so. Assertions of 

the need for the gallery to broaden the scope of its acquisitions began as early a<; 1836, 

\\hen the Government appointed a select committee to investigate connections 

between the arts and manufacturing industries in Britain. Tile National Gallery was 

4h.:.~ 
J.>illl.. 3rd May 1856, p.12. For example, a Portrait ofa Lady by Verrocchio went for 

185 guineas, and a fresco fragmen t att ributed to Giotto depicting Ihc....Yir~ 
Emhrooot went for 310 guineas. Reynolds' Strawberry Girl fetched 2,100 guineas: 
two days later (5th May 1848, p.12) a Bassano Portrait of Don Oahhasar...5Jln..o.f 
Charles IY of Spain was sold fo r I ,2 10 guineas, and Rulx:ns' Triumph oUuliu!i...Cac.sar 
fetched 1050 guineas. 
48

quotcd Brigstocke, Lord Lindsay as a Co llector, p.300. From a feller to hi.s 
father-in- law. James Crawford. 12th April 1849. For discussion of Lindsay's collecting 
career, see chapter -t section Ill . p.293, and section VII, p.362, note 238. 
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t.OOroughly examined by this committee, because of its near unique role as a purveyor 

of high culture to the public at large, from all social backgrounds and classes. The 

r~port which was submitted recognised the need to expand the collection, and 

rc:commcnded that the trustees commence this process as soon as possible, for the 

further b.:ncfit of the British people. In terms of the identification of specific schools or 

rmsters to be collected in order to bring about this enhancement, ultimate favour was 

predictably granted by the committee to works from 'the era ofRaphael'. Following 

~xampl.:s from this period. however, the report ruled that attention should be devoted 

to pictures from ' the times just antecedent to it; such works being of a purer and more 

el.:vatcd style than the eminent works of the Caracci. '49 This judgement appears 

larg.:~· to be based on the evidence given to the committee by Waagen, who stated 

th:J.t although the fmest paintings already in the collection were those by Scbastiano del 

Piombo, Correggio and Titian., 'in order to understand and still better appreciate the 

great masters, you must commence with those who immediately preceded them and 

" ho taught them.' 50 

In apparent obedience to the dictates of this report, several fifteenth-century pictures 

".:re acquired by the trustees from English private collectors during the eight years 

which followed it. In I 841 they hough! a Virgin and Child with St.Anne..and_Sainls 

300 a futa by Francia from E.G. Flint, and a Virgin and Child with St John by 

P.:rugino from Beckford. A further purchase from Beckford was made in 1844, when 

the Portrait ofDoge Loredan by Giovanni Bcllini entered the national collection. 51 

Little, however, was done in the years that immediately followed to build upon this 

foundation. The minutes taken at the trustees' board meetings during the 1840s testify 

~9· Repon from the Select Committee on Arts and their Conncxion with 
~~ufactures' , report p.x. 
~ 1 ihkl_. minutes p. ll, q. no.82. 

Da\,cs, ~ational Gallery Cal.a.lotw:.. p.200, nos. 179 (Francia. .Y.ir.g.i.Q.and Child with 
~and Saints) and 180 (Francia. ~). p.40 I, no. l81 (Perugino, Virgin and 
~). p.55, no. J89 (Bcllini, £.r-rtrait ofDoge Loredan). 
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to their vigilance regarding the various opportunities that arose for the acquisition of 

early Italian paintings; they also reveal the extreme caution. excessive selectivity and 

poor fmancial management which prevented them from succcssfillly procuring any 

further specimens during the remainder of the decade. 

In 1844, the dealer Samuel Woodbum was instructed to attend th~.: Cardinal Fesch sale 

in Rome on their behalf, and was given a very specific list of works to bid for at 

auction, with the maximum price to be paid attached to each one. Top of this list was 

the early Crucifixion by Raphael, and Wood bum was also told, if he had time, to 

deliver opinions on the best pictures in the rest of the collcc tion. 'p:micularly of the 

Italian school' _52 The sale was postponed until the following year. but when it did 

take place the rigidity of the restrictions imposed upon Woodburn meant that he fai led 

to secure any of the pictures on his list. Significantly, English private collectors were 

prominent at the Fesch sale, and were prepared to outbid their government in order to 

obtain early pictures for their galleries. The Raphae! Crucifixion was obtained by Lord 

Ward, who was presumably operating without the monetary constraints which 

inhibited Woodbum. The limitations of the list meant that Woodburn was also 

prevented from directing his efforts towards the other ootablc quattrocento works 

which were up for purchase. Among these were a Laslludgo.:mo.:nt by Fra Angelico, 

which went to the Earl ofDudley, a Death ofthe Virgin by Giotto and a Coronation of 

lhc Virgin by Lorenzo Monaco, both ofwhieh were sold to Oavenport-flromlcy for 

low prices. 53 David Robcrtson attributes the inacti\ity of the trustees at this sale to 

~, . 
·•N.attonal Gallery· Minutes ofBoard Meetings, hand-\Hitten by G. W.Thwaites, 
sub-keeper and secretary, vol. I, 7.2.1828 - 2.12.1847, pp.233-234. At a meeting of 
the 19th February 1844, Woodburn was allotted £2000 for the Rnphael Crucifixion. 
£600 for Christ Preaching by Rembrandt, £I 000 for Jk.Madonna Enlhroned by 
Pordenone, and £250 for some fresco fragments by Seln.<:tiano del Piombo. Woodbum 
"
5
·as told 'the picture which the trustees are most anxious to scc ur~.: is the Raphael.' 
3B . 

ngstocke, Lord I indsay as a Co llector p.291. Davenport-llromlcy bought over 
forty Italian pictures from the fourteenth, fifteenth and early sixteenth century at the 
Fesch sale, at a cost of 5000 scudi. 
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their having made insuft:icient financial allowance for it, following the purchase of 

Smannab and the Elders by Guido Reni earlier that year. 54 Guido, who represented 

for many the artistic antithesis of the 'primitive' schools, was to become a reviled 

figure among those campaigning for the expansion of the historical and stylistic scope 

of the national collection during the 1840s. 

The operations of the trustees with regards to the opportunities which arose in 

England during the decade are even harder to explain. In March 1845, the minutes 

record the receipt of a letter from WiUiam Warner Ottley, offering for sale the 

collection of early Italian pictures purchased in Italy by the late William Young Ottley. 

and therefore sparing them a contest with England's wealthiest collectors. It was 

resoh·ed that Eastlake, then keeper of the gallery, should go and inspect the paintings, 

and •furnish the trustees with a list of such of them as he may deem eligible for this 

gallery.'55 More than a year later, the offer was fmaUy declined, 56 for reasons which 

are not explained; it can only be surmised that the works on offer were not deemed to 

be of a sufficient quality, despite the esteem Young Ottley had enjoyed as a collector 

of art from the early Italian schools, as discussed earlier in the chapter. The following 

year, Wood bum offered the gallery for sale a collection of seventy pictures, all of 

which were 'the works of early Italian masters' .57 The trustees were not interested in 

the bulk of the paintings, and negotiations ensued in which Woodbum attempted to 

sell seven of the most desirable ones to them for £6000. The response from the 

trustees was to offer him £1000 for two works, a pair of scenes ofTroy by 

Pintorricchio.58 Woodbum unsurprisingly rejected this attempt by the gallery to take 

what they considered to be the two best pictures from his collection for a 

disproportionately small fraction of the price he was asking, and took his 'primitives' 

~~Ro~rtson, Eastlake, p.87. The Guido cost the gallery £945. 

5 
Nattonal Gallery Minutes, vol. I, p.291. From a meeting on 2nd March 1845. 

5~~· p.302. The decision was made at a meeting on 5th June 1846. 

58~. p.345. From a meeting on 8th March 1847. 
ihil!., p.346. From a meeting on 12th April 184 7. 
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elsewhere. 59 There is some evidence to suggest that the trustees of the National 

Gallery gained a reputation for parsimony during the 1840s. In 1844. fo r example, 

Beckford, who by then had experience of selling works to the Gallery, sent the 

trustees a terse note regarding the sale of his Portrait of Doge l.oredao by Bcllini. in 

\\hich he insisted upon them paying the 'exact sum' he asked for, and threatened in no 

uncertain tem1S to call ofT the sale completely if they did not comply.60 

The report of the 1836 select committee questioned not only the scope of the national 

collection. but also the qualifications of those charged with embellishing it. The 

trustees. the report judged. were 'chosen rather on account of their elevated rnnk and 

their possession of pictures than for any peculiar professional ability. ·61 Many of the 

trustees were indeed aristocrats .,..'ith large private galleries;62 this was no t. the report 

concluded, sufficient preparation in itself for the task of formulating the National 

Gallcr)'. A distinction is made between the 'comprehensive knowledge required in the 

choice of a national collection·, and the lower levels of expertise needed to form a 

gallery of'cabinct paintings' .63 l1lc report's rulings are based on a recognition of the 

emergence of the arts professional, whose knowledge of old master painting f.1r 

outstripped that of the traditional figure ofthc connoisseur-collector. These were the 

59a..:.l 
lll.liL... p.350. From a meeting on 7th June 184 7. 

60\\-tlliam Beckford, note supplied to the trustees, May 1844, National Galler:y fi le 
~- Beckford states: ' My price is 600 guineas- should the smallest objection arise 
to the prompt payment of that exact sum, I shall most willingly take back this picture, 
ha\ing at length arranged in my own mind a situation in which it can be placed 
advantageously.' National Gallery Minutes, vol. I, p.135. Other pictures sold by 
Beckford to the gallery include a Raphael ( cat,no, 168), a Garoffalo ( cat.no. l70) and a 
Mazzolino (cat.no.169) - it was recorded in the minutes of a meeting on 2nd March 
1&39 that the three works had been purchased from the Beck ford collection for 7000 
guineas. 
6t.R epon from the Select Committee on Arts and their Connexion with 
Manufactures' report p x 62 ' .. 

Robertson, E.ast.lak. p.61. lllcir number included the Duke of Sutherland, the 
~~quis ofLaosdowne, the Earl of Aberdeen, Lord Colboume and Lord Ashburton. 

Report from the Select Committee on Arts and their Conncxion with 
Manufactures' , report p.x. 
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people, it is implicitly argued, who should be deciding where the nation's art funds 

should be invested; they are conspicuous only by their absence among the trustees of 

the 1840s. 

Dissatisfaction with the procuration policies of the national collection's administrators 

grew steadily as the taste for early art in England became more established. This began 

to find expression in books, newspapers and magazines, an early example of which is 

The National Gallery· Its Pictures and their Painters of 1844 by George Foggo, 

secretary of the National Monuments Society. Although ostensibly writ1en to promote 

the Gallery, Foggo's volume included an introductory essay in which he complained 

that ' there are no specimens ofGiotto, Masaccio, Signorelli, Leonardo da Vinci. 

Daniel da Volterra, and other of the greatest Italian masters' in its rooms. In addition 

to this campaigning for the inclusion of art as early as that of Giotto, Foggo 

demonstrates the influence of Rio in both his general criticism of the collection in his 

introduction, and his commentary upon specific works. The majority of the paintings 

of the Gallery, he states, arc merely 'calculated to charm the eye', and several may 

even 'be censured for their vicious tcndency'.64 The connoisseurial arguments which 

support the taste for such art are dismissed as 'a jumble of quackery and nonsense·, 

which make their adherents incapable of fully appreciating the 'deep mental powers' of 

'the great Florcntine paintcrs·.65 As with comments on the National Gallery in the 

report of the 1836 select committee, it is here asserted that old master criticism is 

undergoing an intellectual development, away from decadent amateurism, and towards 

pure and cerebral professionalism. The National Gallery, \\;th its neglect of the earlier 

Italian schools and continued purchase of examples from those of the late sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries, appeared to be allied with the past, the blame for which 

could only be laid with the trustees. Foggo 's impatience with the lack of consistency in 

~George Foggo, The National Gallery· Its Pictures their Painters, London. John 
~ur:ay, 1849 (1844), introduction pp.ii-ili. 

ibid., p.v. 
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the quality of the trustees' purchases can be seen in his denunciation of Lot and His 

Daughters by Guido, their most recent acquisition at his time of writing. The painting 

was, be stated, 'a vulgar subject boldly but coarsely treated', displaying to the viewer 

'a deb:lscment of the pcnciL66 This damning notice stands in complete contrast to his 

intense admiration for Francia's £icla; he directly compares the two paintings, and 

declares the 'simplicity' of the earlier artist's religious figures to be utterly superior to 

·Guido's affectation'.67 

In 18-t? there were a number of open attacks on what was considered to be nothing 

kss th.m an abuse of power. and a neglect of responsibility on the part of the tn1stees. 

The acquisition of the Vision ofa Knight attributed to Raphael in the March of that 

year. described by the Athenaeum as being ' in his Peruginesque style- simple and 

sweet'. served to exacerbate rather than assuage discontent. The magazine went on to 

state the hope that this addition signalled 'enlarged views' on the part of the trustees: 

Surely, we have of llolognese, Flemish and Dutch art enough to depress and 
sensualisc the tastes of both professor and connoisseur; and we rejoice at a 
purchase like the present, which has a tendency to produce a healthy reaction on 
public taste_68 

Several significant points are broached here. Evident is the fi-ustration concerning the 

gallery's recent purchase record, which was shared by many critics . Ruskin, for 

example. \\Tote a lengthy letter to The Times later in the year in which similar 

sentiments were expressed in a more forceful manner. He damned the principles of 

picture selection which were being acted upon, calling them 'as extraordinary as 

unjustifiable'. His wrath was directed towards two recent acquisitions in particular, the 

lot and his Daughters by Guido which had earned Foggo' s opprobrium three years 

earlier. and a Judgement of Paris by Rubens. The latter had cost the nation the 

66;~-.;~ 
6 UlJI4. p.59. 
6;ibid.. p.56. 

Alhenaeum. No.l012, 20th March 1847, p.314. 
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enonnous sum ofSOOO guineas. yet it was in Ruskin'sjudgement both ' coarse and 

~essary'. as it was to be placed in 'a room half filled with Rubens before' in a 

gaUery that had no examples offra Angelica, Ghirlandaio or Verrocchio, to name but 

a few.69It represented the investment of a considerable proportion oflimitcd 

government funds, Ruskin continued, and was therefore particularly galling to the 

serious student of art, as far more deserving works had been passed over in its favour. 

Outstanding among such missed opportunities was a 'mighty and perfect ' Last 

Judgement by Fra Angelica, boug.ht by the Earl ofDudley at the Feseh sale, as 

mentioned above. Like the Atbereeum, Ruskin was not appeased by the earlier works 

the gallery had thus far managed to acquire. He dismis!'Cd the Vision of a Night as 

'1netched'. and asserted that the 'mighty' Bellini was 'poorly represented by a single 

head·JO 

These criticisms were based in a desire properly to defme the role and purpose of the 

National Gallery. Sir Robert Peel who was both a trustee and the Prime Minister. 

ga1e the following explanation in 1844 for the government's failure to go to sufficient 

lengths to secure specimens of early Italian art: 

h seems to me that we should give preference to works of stirling merit that may 

serve as examples to the artists of this country. rather than purchase curiosities 
in painting valuable certainly as illustrating the progress of art, but surely kss 
Y.alu.a.bk than works approaching perfection. 71 

This, it could be argued, was the attitude of a traditional private collector, who sought 

to create a gallery of excellence rather than one of art-historical instruction. In 1853, 

11 hen giving evidence to the sek."Ct committee appointed by the House of Commons to 

mrestigatc the National Gallcl)·. Eastlakc described the opposition of Peel to the 

69c 
ook and Wedderbum (eds.). The Complete Works, vol.l2, pp.403-6. Originally 

~gblished in Ihe Times. 7th January 184 7. 

71Cook and Wedderbum (eds.). The Complete Works, vo1.12, p.405. 
quoted Robcrtson, Eastlake. p.8 1. The painting was priced at £2,625 by Farrcr; the 

trustees offered £2000. 
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purchase of any Italian 'primitives' whatsoever; the influence he wielded among the 

trustees, East lake claimed, inhibited all attempts to acquire such wo rks. Peel's object 

11ith regards to the national collection was identified as being ' to get the finest works 

of art. wit hout reference to history• .72 

Foggo did not subscribe to this approach to structuring the growth of the National 

Gallery. He observed 'a crisis in matters of art' as having occurred in his National 

G.all.i:.o:. the result of which was that the pleasures of pictures could no longer be 

considered ' the exclusive enjoyment of the few'. The fine arts, he ruled, 'must be 

made subservient to general education, to the moral and intellectual instruction and 

recreation of the people'; in practical tenns, this entailed the creation of an exhaustive 

and rigoro usly historical gallery, in which ' the comparative claims o f genius' could be 

fairly asscssed.13 Ruskin vigorously challenged the assumption that contemporary 

painters could only learn from specimens of the later schools in his letter to Iill:. 

:I.ilnc.s. lt was, he believed, a deeply flawed conception., especially as it legitimised the 

surfeit ofBologncse and Flemish works on the walls at Trafalgar Square. He stated 

that: 

If we are to have a Buonaroti or a Titian of our 0 \\TI. we shall with more 
wi~om learn of those of whom Buonaroti and Titian learned, and at whose 
knees they were brought up, and who m to their day of death they ever revered 
and wo rshipped, than of those wretched pupils and partisans who sunk every 
high function of art into a form and a faction., betrayed her trusts, darkened her 
traditions, overthrew her throne, and lefl us where we are now, stumbling 
amongst its fragmcnts.14 

72"National Gallery: Report from the Select Committee on the National Gallery; with 
the Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, Appendix and Index', 
lkPQI:ls from Committees, 32 vols., London, Ordered by the House of Commons to 
be Printed, vol.28, session 4th November 1852 -20th August 1853, p.421, q.no.6028. 
In q.no.6023 East lake stated that 'Sir Robert Peel rather opposed the purchase of 
v.orks by early Italian masters; his expression always was, ' I think we should not 
collect curiosities. · 
~3 Foggo, Iht..National Gallery, introduction., p. viii. 
4
Cook and Wedderbum (eds.), The Complete Works. vol.12, p.404. 
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The ,;sualisation of a dramatic full of painting is heavily inlluenccd by Rio, and the 

re,isionism expressed here, and in the complaints of the Athenaeum quoted above, is 

clearly based in the precepts of moral art history. The later, post-Renaissance schools 

50 favoured by the trustees were seen not merely as a waste of money, but as beacons 

of sensuality and depravity which th1 eatencd to corrupt anyone drawn to them. Earlier 

art was accordingly held to have the opposite effect, both on artists and the public at 

large. Whereas Peel's ideal ' ision of the National GaiJery was one formed by the rich 

connoisseurial elite for the benefit and improvement of painters who were effectively 

in the service of that elite, that of those influenced by moral art history wo uld be fully 

democratic, compiled and arranged by educated experts and designed to exercise a 

·beahhy reaction on public taste' . 

It 1\0uld, however, be some years before anything approaching this ideal was 

achieved. The Athenaeum maintained its campaign against the later Italian and 

nonhem European schools at the National GaiJery in its coverage o f additions made to 

the coUection. An illustrative comparison can be made between notices of the hanging 

oftwo donations to the gallery in 1848. In March, a Coronation of the Yir~; in by 

Guido, which had been bequeathed to the nation by Williarn Wells, was unveiled. The 

magazine was nonplussed; the picture. it stated, 'cannot not be considered a very great 

acquisition', as nwncrous other Guidos already hung in the gallery, some of which 

were superior to this latest example. Its contours were considered ' too florid", its 

ensemble overly ' theatrical and incongruous' , its colours and contrasts ' too obvious 

and exaggerated'; the fina l verdict of the account is that ·for a spiritual subject it has 

loo much of substantiality', 75 a judgement which again reveals critical allegiance to 

moral art history. A gift !Tom the Coningharn coiJection in October of two side panels 

depicting Saints from a larger dismantled altarpiece attributed to Taddeo Gaddi76 

75 
76~naeum, No. l 064, 18th March 1848, p.298. 

Da,1es. Nat ional Gallery Cata lo~;ue, pp.307-308, cat.nos.215 and 216. The panels 
are now attributed to Lorcnzo Monaco. 
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received a quite different response, which was also founded in the principles 

expounded by Rio. The earliest pictures in the national collection by 150 years, they 

were highly praised in the Athenaeum despite the 'hard and dry method of rendering' 

employed, due to their 'strong and impassioned sentiment, undisturbed by mere 

conventions of beauty' .77 As with Rio, Rusk in and Lindsay, aesthetic concerns are 

here judged to be superficia~ and of secondary importance to the spiritual qualities of 

an artwork. 

Other publications had more difficulty explaining the significance of the panels to their 

rcaderships. The llLuslrated London News. for example. recognised their significance. 

and even commissioned an engraving of one of them (figure I); however, the text 

accompanying this image reveals a lack of the critical certainty present in the notice of 

the Athenaeum This can be partly explained by the less specialised nature of the 

fonner paper; whereas the Athenaeum was a literary magazine devoted purely to 

science and the arts, the Illustrated London News also covered news and current 

affairs. Its general tone can also be considered more popular, and the notice printed in 

conjunction with its engraving of the Gaddi panel has more of the explanatory and 

prescriptive register of Jameson·s Memoirs of the Early Italian Painters, than the 

sophisticated critical commentary found in the Alhroa!:..UJD or ~tatru:. The paper 

undcnakes to explain in basic tcnns why early art should be studied, relying on a 

characterisation of them as 'fathers of an heroic race', in whose productions could be 

observed ' the germ of all the light and life and loveliness which was so refulgent under 

Raphael and Titian'. 78 Although they are favourable, the assumptions underpinning 

these comments arc essentially the same as those detected in both the general remarks 

of Peel, and the evidence given by Waagen to the 1836 select committee, in that the 

implied preference is ultimately for the later painters mentioned, to whom early artists 

77;k:.l 

78
1WIL.- No. l 096, 28th October 1848, p.l 081 . 
Illustrated I ondon News, IIth November I 848, p.300. 
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are entirely subordinated by notions of progress. Ruskin was committed to combating 

this manner of conceiving art history, despite the fact that it recognised a measure of 

importance in the early schools, as it ultimately led to the conclusion ' that the works 

ofPcrugino were of no value but as they taught Raphael, that John Bellini is altogether 

absorbed and overmastered by ritian, that Pisano was utterly superseded by Bandinelli 

or Cellin~ and Ghirlandaio sunk in the shadow of Buonaroti' _79 The priority of the 

Illustrated London News was lucidity, and the arguments of moral art history were 

presumably considered too complex and esoteric for a popular exegesis. lt is 

mentioned that the panel chosen for reproduction is 'perhaps the more artistic of the 

two' , and therefore the more acceptable to a broad audience. The notice concludes 

\\ith another comment reminiscent of Peel; the panels are declared to be a ' valuable, if 

not an absolutely necessary, acquisition' to the National Gallery. so The gallery of 

excellence was easier to explain and justify to the uninitiated than the gallery as a 

school of art history. Ironically, this commentary intended for the lower echelons of 

the middle class reinforces the very aesthetic ideology which the democratic would-be 

reformers of the national collection were seeking to dislodge for the benefit of the 

populace. This situation would recur later in the period of this study on other 

occasions when the old masters were brought to the attention of the public at large. 

Coningham's gift earned him a letter of gratitude from the trustees for his 'handsome 

donation·,SI and was praised for its ' liberality' in both the lllustratcd London News 

and the Athenaeum_ A letter from Coningham to the prominent trustee Lord 

Lansdowne suggests that the contribution was made as a pointed reference to the 

sizeable gaps that existed in the National Gallery's display. He wrote that the panels 

might be 'worth the acceptance of the Trustees' as they were 'of a much earlier period 

79c 
80 

ook and Wedderbum (eds.), The Complete Works, vo1.12, p.404. 
&t ~!rated I ondon News, 11th November 1848, p.300. 
~tonal Gallery: Minutes of Doard Meetings, hand-written by G. W. Thwaites, 

sub-keeper and secretary, vo1.2, 11 .12.184 7 - 18. 12. 1854, p.36. From a meeting on 
31st July 1848. 
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than any of the pictures now in the gallery' . 82 13y donating pictures from the early 

fourteenth century to a gallery whose earliest picture was the Pcrugino Virgin and 

Child and St John from the Beckford collection, which was painted in 1500,83 

Coningham effectively created an anomaly upon its walls. This could only be 

nom~aliscd by the acquisition of intermediate Ita lian works, which would essentially 

mean the adoption of the historical co llecting agenda advised by the 1836 select 

committee report, and campaigned for by Ruskin, Foggo and others. Coningham was 

certainly determined that the panels would not be hung in a disadvantageous situation. 

After the paintings had been received at Trafalgar Square. the trustees consulted him 

regarding their placing, mentioning a plan to hang them by the stair-case. 

Unsurprisingly, their fanner owner was not in favour of this proposal, and stated that 

in his view the middle room was 'a far better place' , as ' pictures of that religious 

character are hardly calculated for the gangway into a public bu ilding', pointing out 

that they were ' the wings of an altar'. 84 Their value was enhanced for Coningham, as 

for the practitioners of moral art history, by a consideration oftheir unblemished 

spiritual state, and their devout original purpose; that he feels he must clearly indicate 

this to the trustees perhaps indicates a lack of f..'lith in their ability to properly assess or 

understand 'primitive' works. 

Despite Co ningham"s efforts, however, no further pain t ing.~ from this era were 

purchased until 1854. Eastlake resigned as keeper in 1847. and was completely 

uninvolved in its administration until 1850, during which time nothing was purchased. 

The keeper"s role had been mainly an advisory one, ultimately subservient to the 

trustees and devoid of any executive power, yet East lake was held responsible by the 

gallery's critics for its perceived failings. The most tcnaciou.~ and savage of these was 

82
\\'illiam Coningham, letter to Lord Lansdownc, IIth July I 848, 7 Clifford Street, 

ifndo.n, ~ational Gallery Picture File Nos 215 216. 

84 
Dav1es, ~ational Gallery Catalogue, p.402, cat.no. l81 . 
William Coningham, letter to the trustees o f the National Gallery, 14th October 

1848, Ceddar Hou.se, Glasgow, National Gallery Picture Filc..Nus 2 15 216. 
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the connoisseur and dealer John Morris Moo re, or 'Vera.x' as he often signed himself 

in his letters to The Times. In 1846, for example, he blamed the exhaustion of the 

gowrnmcnt 's funds acquiring Guidos and Rubenses on ' the notorious incapacity of 

~lr.Eastlakc, whose only guides in estimating a picture are "eminent German friends", 

Genron handbooks, Gennan twaddle of every description' . 85 Xenophobia aside, this 

comment identifies East lake as an art historian from the same mould as Kugler, as 

argued in chapter one, which would locate him in a third category in the debate over 

the composition of the National Gallery, occupying the mid-ground between moral art 

historians attempting to revise purchasing priorities, and conservatives insistent on the 

prirrocy of a traditional notion of excellence. 

During Ea.~t lake's fina l year as keeper, the trustees allowed the Solly sale to pass 

"ithout attempting to make a single purchase. When gi\ing evidence to the 1853 

sd.:ct committee, East lake claimed that there were 'periods of inaction from a certain 

in.iisposition in Parliament to sanction the purchase of pictures', which were catalysed 

by poor acquisitions by the trustees; the Soily sale happened to fall during one of 

th!se, as it occurred in the year that followed the disastrous purchase of the 

imuthcntic llolbcin Portrait ofa Man.86 The only painting bought for the National 

Gall.:ry bct,vcen 1847 and 1851 was the Vision of a Knight by Raphael, bought short ly 

h:fore Eastlakc's departure as Keeper, which was permissible due to its solid 

attribution to 'the divine painter'. No risks, such as the earlier pictures at the Solly 

sale. were permitted by Parliament, a restriction which Eastlake criticised in 1853. He 

commented to the select committee that he would have obtained a number of the Solly 

pictures for the gallery, as the acquisition of 'fine pictures is annually becoming more 

diffJCult·, and no opportunity to do so should therefore be m.issed.87 Eastlake 

identified the bureaucratic financial arrangements as being fundamentally responsible 

~~· 3 I st December 1846, p.8. 

87 ~eport from the Select Committee on the National Gallery' , p.422, q.no.6034. 
ibi!L. p.424, q.no.6070. 
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for the missed purchases of the 1840s; Parliament had to vote the required funds to the 

trustees before anything could be bought, a system whose complications resulted in 

many estimable works being lost to private collectors. He proposed an annual fund of 

£10.000 which the trustees could draw upon at any time, which he claimed would 

enormously facilitate the effective embell ishment of the National GaLlery. BB 

Among the other problems confronting the trustees besides the inaccessibility of funds 

was the spirit of competition that prevailed in the art market, which meant that sellers, 

such as Woodbum in 1847, could confident ly reject low offers by the trustees, in the 

certainty of being given their asking price by a private collector. Another example of 

this is \1rs.Bonar, who in 1845 had offered a Holy Family attributed to Ghirlandaio to 

the gaUcry; the trustees would not authorise payment of more than £250 for the 

picture, causing the owner immediately to call off all negotiations. She held onto the 

work for four more years, exluoiting it at the British Inst itution in 1847 in order to 

establish its renown, and then sold it to Henry Labouchere for £525.89 Questioned 

about this decision on the part of the National Gallery when before the select 

committee in 1853, East lake described how he had raised the possibility o f purchase 

again in I 846, but that the trustees had remained adamant in their refusal to provide 

the figure asked for the work by the owner. Another major problem fo r those seeking 

to enlarge the scope of the coLlection is apparent in his explanation of the trustees· 

continued reluctance to act regarding this Holy Family. Eastlake stated that 'Sir 

Martin Shec was decidedly against the purchase of that picture; and the trustees could 

not but be innuenced by his judgement. •90 As with the objections of Peel to the 

acquisition of'curiosit ies', the assertion o f a traditional opinion on the value of 

qUJttrocento painting by a prominent individual who clearly had no sympathy with the 

88;\-: .. 

89
llllll.· p.433 , q.nos.6194-6!95. 

90~obertson, Eastlake, pp.84. 
Repon fro m the Select Committee on the National Gallery' , p.432, q.no.6178. 
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new generation of old master criticism influenced the choice of art purchased (or 

rather not purchased) for the nation. 

In 1857. when reviewing the Art Treasures Exhibition in Manchester to which 

Labouchcrc had loaned the painting, Austcn Layard looked back with astonishment on 

what he judged to be an instance of deplorable lethargy on the part of those charged 

11ith filling the rooms at Trafalgar Square. Writing in the Quarterly Review, to which 

he was a regular contributor in the late 1850s, he told how East lake managed to 

conrince the seller to accept just £300, but of all those at the trustees meeting held to 

discuss the picture. only himself and Rogers (who had been a trustee since 1841) 

roted to buy it, and 'one of the wiseacres on the board declared "that he should feel 

ashamed if any student of the Academy could not draw better"! •91 This IT!Cntion of the 

Royal Academy could even be a reference to Shee himself. who was then its president. 

Layard"s presentation of ignorance and narrow-minded traditionalism in a position of 

authority at the National Gallery during the 1840s is significant. As mentioned above. 

the majority of the trustees wen: from the most privileged strata of society, and many 

were aristocratic; Eastlake·s difficulties as keeper in getting them to approve the 

acquisition of earlier works .,.,-as being presented as a struggle between an outdated old 

order and an incipient new one. 

For the first few years of the 1850s, the successes of the gallery's administrators were 

few and far between. No effort was made to obtain an)'1hing at the King ofHolland·s 

sale. and the trustees' attempt to acquire an Immaculate Conception by Murillo at the 

Soult sale in 1852 was remarlcable only in the extent to which they underestimated the 

competitiveness ofpureha.se conditions, and the enormous prices this could entail.92 

91
Austen l.ayard, 'The Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition', Quarterly Review, 

~~l l02. July-October 1857. p. l76. 
Robertson, Eastla.ke, p.l25. The trustees granted Samuel Woodbum, who acted as 

their agent at the sale, the sum of£ I 0,000 to purchase the Murillo and a Ir.ihu.le 
tilimcy by Titian, expecting the Murillo to cost around £4000. After a fierce contest 
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Their perfonnance improved somewhat aft er the 1853 select committee report. There 

is much criticism in the rninutes of evidence of both the apparent apathy of the 

trustees, and the arbitrary manner in which they selected the works they did manage to 

buy. Lord Overstone, fo r example, attacked what he perceived as name-worship 

among the trustees, claiming that little attention was paid by them to 'the real 

character of the work'. He also observed a deeper problem with the collection: it had 

not. in his opinion, been formed 'on any principle whatever', which gave it a chaotic 

aspect.93 Overstone was also one of many who advised the pursuit of examples of 

ear~· Italian art , chiding the trustees for the opportunities missed at the Solly sale, and 

concluding his evidence by stating that the Italian 'primitives' had been 

·orerlooked '.94 Coningham was another, describing the possibil ity of a collect ion of 

early Italian art in the National Gallery as 'highly desirable'_95 The report itself 

concludes that: 

A just appreciation of Italian paint ing can as little be obtained from an exclusive 
study of the works of Raphael, Titian or Correggio, as a crit ical knowledge of 
English poetry from the perusal of a few of its masterpieces. What Chaucer and 
Spenser are to Shakespeare and Milton, Giotto and Masaccio are to the great 
masters of the Florentine school; and a National Gallery would be as defective 
without adequate specimens of both styles of painting, as a National Library 
without specimens of both styles ofpoetry.96 

Early Italian painting dating from as far back as the time ofGiotto was thus identified 

by the 1853 report as a necessary, if not vital, component of the National Gallery. The 

library comparison is significant, as it is an institution founded upon a systematic and 

knowledgeable arrangement of materials, which provides education and instruction for 

between Louis Napoleon and the Czar of Russia it was finally secured for the Loune 
~~~ £24,600, the highest price yet paid for a work at open auction. 

94 
~epon of the Select Comminee on the National Gallery', p.368, q.no.5402. 

ibid.., p.393, q.no.5732. Overstone remarks that the Solly sale was 'very cheap', 
singling out a Botticelli bought by Davenport-Bromley for just £50, and stating that 
'these pictures would now sell for a good deal more than they did at the time' 
~~~-~88-3 89, q.nos.5642-5672). 

96~. p.490, q.no.6947. 
ibid.., report p.xvi. 
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the noviciate, as well as a well-ordered and comprehensive body of reference for the 

expert. This was clearly the condition to which the select committee decided the 

National Gallery should aspire. 

Many of the report ' s recorrunendations were acted upon by the trustees and the 

government in the years which immediately followed it. A Treasury minute from 

~larch 1855 entitled ' Reconstituting the National Gallery' outlined the practical 

measures which would be taken. It was decreed that 'as a general rule, preference 

should be given to good specimens of the Italian schools, including those of the earlier 

masters.'97 The trustees had already acted in accordance with this rule ; at the sale of 

the Marquis Joly de Banuneville in 1854, five early works were bought, two for prices 

under £100. The Spectator expressed satisfaction with the trustees' performance. 

Some good purchases had been missed, but those which had been made signalled a 

welcome expansion of the National Gallery's scope of acquisition: 

Let us be happy to possess works of the noble ages of painting, at a low price, 
instead of what the trustees had hitherto been more partial to, a single work of 
the base ages, at a monstrous outlay of money and bad taste.98 

The influence of moral art history is once more apparent in the polemic against the 

later schools and the traditioml connoisscurial attitudes which promoted an exclusive 

preference for them; it is also clearly visible in the approbation of the most feted of the 

new additions, a Vision ofSt Bemard attributed to Masaccio.99 Upon its hanging in 

August 1854, the magazine marvelled at the ' mystic suspense and solemn thought of 

97
'Reconstituting the National Gallery', Copy of a Treasury Minute, London, Ordered 

~~ the House of Commons to be Printed, 27th March 1855, p.4. 
~· vol.24, 1854, p.682. 

tional Gallery Minutes. vo1.2. p.300. The other works purchased were a fu:nal..or 
by Durer (£147), a Madonna by Pachierotto (£92.8s), a Head of Christ by Niccolo 
Alunno (£55.13s) and a Madonna by Lorcnz.o di San Severino (£393.15s). The 
'Masaccio' was the most expensive, costing £400. 
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things heavenly' which it radiated, and declared that if truly a Masaccio, it was 'an 

invaluable acquisition' for the national collcction_100 

Foremost among the missed opportunities at the Bammeville sale mentioned by the 

~ was Botticclli's Madonna and Child with the Infant St John the Daptis1. 

The trustees set a limit on their agent of £500, only to be outbid by Barker, who gave 

£5~6 for the painting_ lOt This is another instance of the National Gallery losing a 

picture due to the limits which continued to be set on its representatives, preventing 

any adaptation to the specific climate of a sale-room. Such restrictions did not, of 

course, apply to private colk:ctors like Barker; their independence. combined in many 

cases with seemingly unlimited funds, made them far more effective at public auctions 

than the government. Maclcod states that in their pursuit of contemporary works, 

middle-class collectors were aided by their backgrounds, which enabled them to 

conduct transactions and deals in a cool and essentially businesslike manner.1°2 Many 

of those whose interests lay instead with old master painting, and especially those who 

concentrated upon the Italian 'primitives', would have benefited from similar 

professionally-based skills, which could be easily applied to the arts marketplace. Titis 

panly explairts the intensification of competitive conditions in the English art world 

that seems to have occurred during this time. 

lt was an arena in which the trustees were ill-equipped to succeed, due to the 

continued restrictiveness of their buying procedure into the mid- I 850s. There was. 

however, increasing pressure upon them from the press to produce results. At the 

commencement o f the King ofllolland's sale, The Times remarked that there were 

100~. vol.24, I 854, p.863. Davics. National Galle[)' Catalogue, p.292, 
~~~- no.248. The painting is now attributed to Filippo Lippi . 

. Robcrtson, Eastlake, p.137. 13rigstockc, Lord I indsay as a Collector. p.303. Also 
mtsscd was a Crucifixion by Duccio, which was bought by Davenport-Brornley for 
£278.Ss. 
101 

· Maclcod, An, p.40. 
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among the lots, which totalled in excess of200 paintings, some fifteen o r twenty 'of 

such rarity and excellence that the opportunity may never again occur of procuring 

such examples' : fo r the trustees to let such an opportunity pass would be a 'perpetual 

disgrace· to England. 103 As mentioned above, no action was taken at this sale by the 

government, and it was left to representatives o f immensely wealthy private collectors 

such as the Marquis of Hertford, operating without any inhibiting financial limitations, 

to represent indirectly the English interest at the event. 1 0-1 The Rogers sale inspired 

similar sentiments, v.1th the Spectator declaring that 'it is a duty of the National 

Gallery authorities to bid, and bid high, for some of the lots'. 105 The collection was 

identified as especially significant for the early works it contained, and Rogcrs himself 

was praised as a pioneer, who was prepared to invest in works which would, as the 

S.alurday Review put it , 'until twenty or thirty years ago have been looked at with 

derisive wonder'. 106 Both these journals offered advice to the trustees regarding the 

purchase choices that should be made, but approached the topic in opposite ways. The 

~recommended that bids be made for the early pictures on offer, in particular 

the works atlributed to Giotto, Angelica, C irnabue, Lorenzo di Credi and Pollaiuolo; 

the Saturday Review instead listed names whose works they should avoid, mentioning 

Rembrandt, C laude, Rubens and even Raphael as masters who should be a llowed to 

go elsewhere due to the existence o f representative examples in the gallery already. 

Th: 'duty' of the trustees was conceived as being not only to buy, but to buy 

responsibly, to think of the collection as a whole in its historiographical aspect rather 

than the individual glories of a work or name in isolation. Their performance at the 

sale was a qualified success, demonstrating the development in the gallery's approach 

IOJihe r l().l1mes, 17th August 1850, p.6. 
Alhenaeum. No.ll91, 17th August 1850, p. 902. The magazine reported that ' the 

English government was not represented at this spirited contest; but the Marquis of 
H~ford took its place for England, -and wrung many lots from the Cz.ar at any 
pnce·. The sale raised £108,000 in total, o f which Hertford 's purchases accounted for 
£15,500. 
I05c;:~._. __ 

106~. vol.29, 1856, p.490. 
Saturday Review, voi.J , 1856, p.5 19. 
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to acquisition which had been catalysed by the 1853 select committee report. The 

triumph of the sale for the trustees was the acquisition of a fresco fragment depicting 

Iwo Haloed MQUIDlli, which was attributed to Giotto, for a very reasonable price. 

The Saturday Review stated that 'nothing in the far-famed Arena Chapel is of equal 

grandeur and grace', 107 the Spectator that of a ll the works available it was 'peculiarly 

eligible for purchase'. 108 Several other less desirable pictures accompanied it, 

however, including a Good Samaritan by Bassano and a copy ofMantegna·s Triumph 

ofJuljus Caesar by Rubens, for which much higher sums were paid.109 The Spectator 

considered these 'well worth having', but thought Bassano to be 'already better 

represented in our gallery than some of his betters', and the value of the Rubens to be 

lessened by the fact that there was 'almost a glut' of his works at Trafalgar Square. I tO 

~.:edless to say, the early works which the trustees failed to purchase had no difficulty 

fmding buyers, and many resurfaced in the specialised collections discussed above. Ill 

In his letter to The Times of 1847, Ruskin asks in the name of'the earnest students of 

England' that the funds of the National Gallery 'may no longer be played with like 

pebbles in London auction-roorns•. ll2 His request, echoed by journals and papers in 

the years to follow, was basically for a new scholarly seriousness to be brought to the 

goYernance oft he national collection. The rise in the taste for early Italian art 

catalysed a more general reappraisal of the function of old master painting in Victorian 

society, and the gradual deposition of the o ld administrative order in public galleries, 

in favour of one which was fully aware of its responsibility to both a newly 

107ihk1. 

108<:~·-· - -
I()Q ~. vol.29, 1856, p.512. 

Robenson, Eastlake., p. l56. The 'Giotto' cost £78.15s, the Bassano £241 .1 Os, and 
the Rubens £I, I 02.1 Os. Davies, National Galle.ry Catalogue, p.499, cat.no.276. The 
~nt depicting the Two Haloed Mourners has since been reattributed to Spinello 
Aretino. 
110<:~·-·--
111~' vol.~9, p.512. 

\\aagen, Galle.ne.s, p. 167. Davenport-Bromley, for example, bought a £.mfi.k 
tfnrait ofa Woman by Pollaiuolo at the Rogers sale. 

2cook and Wedderbum (eds.), The Complete. Works, vo1.12, p.406. 
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reconceived art history, and the populace it was supposed to benefit. This evolution 

can be observed in conunentary on other public displays of ancient art, of which the 

most notable was the annual Summer Exhibition at the British Inst itution on Pall Mall. 

Ill. The Faltering of a New Era: The Fai lure of the 'Primitives' at the British 

Institution 

The loan exhibitions mounted at the British Institution can be regarded as 

representing, in many ways, the old connoisseurial order which those inspired by moral 

art history sought to combat. Ann Pullan states that by the time of its closure in 1867 

the Institution had not ' featured prominently in British cultural and artistic life for 

many decades, perhaps since the foundation of the National Gallery in 1824 '. I would 

argue that its significance did not necessarily decline, but rather underwent an 

alteration. There was a wealth of coverage, corrunent and debate centred upon the 

Institution in the 1840s and 1850s, the greater part of which sought to question the 

ideological structures and assumptions on which the British Institution was founded; 

its prominence was due to the negat ive exemplar it was seen to constitute, as a 

supposedly public display which was subject to the quite different priorities of private 

interest. Pullan describes how. in the first two decades of the century, the Institution's 

~xhibitions ' functioned as visible and symbo lic reminders of patrician and royal 

authority', and how, aficr idealist ic initial declarations of intent on the part of the 

administrators, they came to serve the vested interests of the largely aristocratic 

contributors through the protection of the value of their property. 113 Much of the 

hostile commentary of the Victorian era is based in an awareness of this; even in the 

late 1830s. however, several of the publicat ions which would become the lnstitution·s 

113 
Ann Pullan, 'Public Goods or Private Interest? The British Institution in the Early 

ineteenth Century', in Andrcw Hemingway and William Vaughan (eds.), Ar1..i.n 
Bourgeois Society 1790-1850 Can1bridgc, Cambridge University Press, 1998, 
pp.27-34. 
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bitterest critics were expressing strong support fo r its Summer Exhibition of old 

master paintings. In 183 7, for example, the Spectator declared it to be 'the last and 

greatest exhibition oft he season- the grand climax of picture sights' , going on to 

descnbe the paint ings of private collectors as ' trophies of the conquests achieved by 

veterans in the splendid and peaceful field of art'. 114 Such men are conceived as 

national representatives, waging their 'war' for the benefit of the country at large. 

Similar patriotic sentiment was expressed in other periodicals; Blackwood"s Ed inburgh 

~called the summer display of 1839 ' the best exhibition in London', praising 

its variety, which was made possible by the richness of the English private 

collection.1 15 Just over a decade later. in 1850, The Tilllks' reviewer found himself 

incapable of such unalloyed enthusiasm. Whilst recognising the ' zeal' of the directors, 

and the ' liberality' of the owners, he noticed 'a considerable falling off in the character 

and class oft he works exhibited'. The problem, he maintained, lay with the transferral 

of works from: 

the dignified seclusion of a country mansion. and the admiration of a few 
indulgent guests, to face the sharp eyes and unsparing judgement of a London 
exhibition room. 116 

The conditions and standards of the modem critical world. and those of the traditional 

private collection, are presented as fundamentally opposed, and what is acceptable to 

the lauer is entirely unsatisfactory to the fanner; the compilation of an exhibition 

which would be admired by the metropolitan art expert from such corrupted reserves 

is regarded as being impossible. I will argue that, much as it inflected responses to the 

acquisitions of the National Gallery, moral art history proved a significant factor in this 

1145 
1

pectat0[, vol.l 0, I 837, p.522. 
15

Blackwood's, , vo1.46, July-December 1839, p.472. The singulari ty of the English 
art world in this respect was acknowledged elsewhere. Waagen, ~.vol. I, p.l58. 
Waagen concludes a description of the old master exhibition at the Institution by 
remarking that the annual composition of an ent irely different display out of loans 
7om private collections ' can be done nowhere in the world besides England ' . 

1~ Iim~, I Oth June 1850, p.S. 
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development of critical altitudes towards the British Institution and the means by 

which its old master exhibitions were staged. 

During the 1830s, the Summer Exhibitions at the British Institut ion were dominated 

by the tastes of the Georgian era, named the 'Orleans generation' by Franc is llaskell in 

reference to one of the major continental sales of the late eighteenth century at which 

several British collections acquired their core of artworks. 117 The exhibition of 183 1, 

for example, consisted of works from eighteenth-century England, 

seventeenth-century Holland, France and Spain, and sixteenth-century Italy. liS 

Although contemporaries of the mature Raphael such as Fra Bartolomeo and Andrea 

del Sarto, were present at the exhibitions from the beginning, unti.l 1839 the only 

earlier pictures admiued were those auributed to Leonardo da Vinci. ll 9 In that year, 

however, the standard array of paintings was accompanied by a small number of 

'primitives', which included a Virgin and Child anributed to Giotto, which had been 

lent by the MP William Cartv.Tight, and a Coronation of the Virgin given to Gentile da 

Fabriano, from the collection of the clergyman John Sandford.120 From this point, 

early Italian art became an occasional clement of this display, as more collectors came 

into ov.Ticrship of examples, and the genera.! level of interest in such painting rose. 

Notable specialist collectors began to lend their pictures; l..abouchere, for example, 

provided the directors with a Dead Christ by Perugino in 1842. Afler a hiatus 

mid-dct:ade,121 a concerted effort appears to have been made in 184 7, and particularly 

117Francis 1-Iaskell, Rcdiscoycries in Art, New York, Phaidon, 1976, p.96. The sale of 
the Due d'Orleans was held in 1798. See also Reitlinger, The Economics, pp.28-48. 
118

British Institution· Catalogue of Pictures ofltalian Spanish French Dutch and 
English Maste[S, London, William Nichol, 183 1. The display included works 
attributed to Reynolds, Claude. Poussin, Rubens, Raphacl, Titian, Van Dyck, Murillo, 
Teniers and Ruysdael. 
119i.llliL, 1836. Present this year, for example, were Sarto's Portrait ofSignom 
~· and an unnamed Female Portrait attributed to Leonardo. 
20i.llliL, 1839. Stephen and Lee (eds.), Dictionary ofNational Biography, vo1. 17, 
~-765. Sandford was then chaplain ofLongacre; he became Archdeacon of Coventry 
m 1851. 
Jli ;h;.l 
• l.llUL., 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846. No works prior to Raphael were shown in these 
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18~8.to represent the earlier schools on the walls at Pall Mall. The 1847 show 

featured paintings given to Francia, Crivelli, Ghirlandaio and Fra Angelico. all fo r the 

ftrst time; 122 in 1848, however, the large proportion of early works included suggests 

3 deliberate dedication of the exhibition to them. 

The directors· minutes reveal that this was ind .. .-cd the case; at a meeting held on the 

7th June, a note was made of 'a novelty on the present occasion, namely, a series of 

pictures from the time of Giotto and Van Eyck · . 123 This remark was later included as 

an introduction to the official catalogue for that year. Thomas Smith also remarks in 

his retrospective of the Institution, published in 1860, that the display of 18~8 w as 'an 

exception', which he viewed as having 'the highest curiosity and interest· .l::!-1 The 

middle room, the largest of the three available, was entirely given over to the 

'primitives' . and featured more than sixty paintings. Contrary to the directors' 

comment quoted above, this included examples from the full range of early schools. 

and the vast majority were Italian rather than Nethcrlandish. The collections they came 

from were diverse, in keeping ''ith the patterns discussed earlier in the chapter; the 

largest aristocratic galleries submitted works. as did several of the specialist collec1ors. 

Specimens ofFra Angelico belonging to Fullcr-Maitland and Rogers, for example. 

hung on the same walls as Lorenzo di Credis and Verrocchios from the Grosvcnor 

GaUery.125 

Years 

inmid., 1847. The Crivelli, an Annun.c.iatiun. was from Labouchere's collection. 
123

Minutes ofthe British lnst.i.t.ulkm. RC.V. I6, hand-written by Charles Belae, 
secretary of the Institution, 7th June 1848, p. 71. 
124

Thornas Smith, Recollections of the Oritish Institution 1805-59, London. 
West · 
12 ~er. 1860, p.l95. 

5
Bnllsb Institution Catalogue, 1848. Fullcr-Maitland lent an Ascension of the 

Yi®n. Rogers his Salorne before Herod. The Marquis of Westminster lent a .Y.i.r.&in 
a!l!lChild by Verrocchio, and a~ by Lorenzo di Credi. 
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[),:spite the involvement of men of the highest social station and greatest wealth in its 

administration, the British Institution remained a commercial concern throughout its 

exi..<tence. Its costs were met partly by means of subscriptions, but mostly by the 

st31Jdard shilling entrance fee and the sale o f catalogues. Its survival was ultimately 

dependent upon the staging of popular exhibitions which would appeal to a broader 

public. PuUan states that in its early years, the Institution·s success 'depended upon its 

ability to accommodate a range of interest groups and classes' , 126 and the situation 

dO<:S not appear to have changed in its later years. The efforts of the directors in 1848 

can re seen as an attempt to reflect current developments in the criticism and 

appreciation of o ld masters; it was the year in which Jameson's Sacred and Legendary 

An was published, the two panels att ributed to Taddeo Gaddi were donated to the 

National Gallery by Coningharn., and the Arundel Society was formed in order to 

heighten familiarity with the earlier masters in English society. As an exercise in 

im;lro\ing attendance, however, the 1848 Summer Exhibition was something of a 

frulure. with the Institution's takings falling by over £1 50 on the previous year.127 

Such a dramatic decline ensured that the quantit ies of early art were cut back 

considerably the following year, 128 and at all subsequent exhibitions the number of 

·primitives' remained low, always safely outnumbered by the less challenging 

productions of the later schools. 

The changes made year to year in the selection of paintings for the British Institution 

Summer Exhibition were closely monitored by the periodical press, which seized upon 

an opponunity to deliver judgement on the condition of the British private collection 

through a review o f what was, in theory at least, a selection of its finest works. The 

:;~Pu!l~ 'Public Goods', p.37. 
- Bnttsh Institut ion Minutes. RC. V.J6, 28th July 1849, p.80. In 1847, the Summer 
f~b!t!on took £452.7s; in 1848, it took £287.17s. 

BntJsb Institut ion Catalogue, 1849. Only three early works were included, a 
Pollaiuolo S1J.o.bn. a Bellini Virgin and Child and a fresco fragment oftbc Coronation 
cl.tbe Virgin by Taddeo Gaddi. 
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(ll(lst regular and consistent coverage can be found in the Athenaeum and the 

~- The Athenaeum was the most popular weekly paper throughout the 1840s 

and 1850s, with an average circulation of 18,000; its subject matter was eclectic, 

including science, music, literature and art. The Spectator was more news-based, and 

had a far smaller circulation of around 3000, but this readership consisted of, 

according to Alvin Sullivan, 'the influential members of the upper middle class·.129 

Despite the Athenaeum's indisputable dominance of the market, the two can be said to 

have been rivals, competing for their share of the same audience. That this audience 

was growing is testified to by the appearance of several other weeklies with a similarly 

broad cultural agenda over the course of the period here studied, such as the Saturday 

~;13° they too offered notices of the British Institution old master displays, as 

did monthlies like Blackwood's. All these publications were addressed to an educated 

and metropolitan middle-class readership, to people of some prosperity and learning; 

the small circulations these papers enjoyed in comparison y,ith those of more populist 

organs like the Peony Magazine131 illustrate the relatively rarefied readership they 

attracted. In tenns of British Institution reviews, this meant that a certain degree of 

familiarity with the major figures and schools of painting on the part of their readers 

was taken for granted by critics. It was also often assumed that the review was being 

written to be read by someone who would actually be attending the exhibition at some 

point during its run.IJ2 The acerbic attacks launched against the British Institution in 

the pages of these journals can be thus seen as an attempt to instil discontent in its 

audience. which would in turn, it was hoped, lead to change. 

129 
Alvin Sullivan, British Literary Magazines, West port, Connecticut, London, 

~reenwood Press, 1983, p.21 (Athenaeum), p.391 (S~tator). 
JOihid., p.379. The Saturday Review was founded in 1855. Another example is~ 
~ Querit.s. (p.281 ). which was founded in 1849. 

132 See chapter I, section IV, p.48, note 122. 
For example, Athenaeum, No.449, 4th June 1836. The magazine's critic here 

refrains from offering a lengthy description of the oarra: ive elements of M urillo 's 
Return of the Prodigal Son, lent that year from the Sutherland collection, 'because 
every visitor can discover it himseJr. 
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Initial responses in such publications to early art as it began to appear on the walls of 

the British Institution were positive. The correspondent from Blackwood's, 

encountering a scene from the Histozy ofloseph by Francesco Ubcrtini, a pupil of 

Pmgino, in the exhibition of 1839, was surprised by the strength of its appeal: 

At [ust glance one is inclined to tu m from these pictures, as eccentricities of art 
rather than pictures; but they are much more, and contain many exquisite 
beauties of fonn, of expression, and of colour.1 33 

The emphasis is placed upon that which eludes the casual observer, yet becomes 

apparent to one prepared to spend time and effort on their evaluation. This 

introduction of a work ethic to the business of art appreciation extended beyond 

aesthetic issues to questions ofhistoriography, much as it did at the National Gallery. 

Blackwood's went on to state in its account of the Ubertini picture that it was not 

difficult 'to trace the peculiarities which Raphael brought to so great a perfection'. 134 

This seems close to the devaluing of early art through comparison with the 

productions of later schools that was so censured by Rusk in in !84 7; commentary 

from later exhibitions demonstrates a greater sophistication in the expression of this 

concept. At the !848 exhibition, with its unprecedented numbers of ' primitives' from a 

variety of centuries and schools. the~ remarked that. taken in conjunction 

1\ith the later art in the other two rooms. the Instit ution's display of that year: 

presents something like a history of the practice of art in all its successive 
phases .. .The progress ofthe general idea rather than the individual thinker is the 
true subject of philosophical inquiry. 135 

This teleological conception is akin to the Comic emplotrnent of art history made by 

Kugler, Eastlake and Womurn, as discussed in chapter one. The Spectator, in 

JJJ I'llo~I ... . _A rl '~ · · · ' C I ~~. voL46, July-December 1839, p.472. Bnllsh Jnstttutton ata ague, 
:~9: the painting was lent by the Rev.John Sand ford . 

135 ibid.. 
~ No. I076. lOth June 1848, p.608. 
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particular, offers an overview in its account of the 1848 display which is similar to 

Kuglcr's in his Handbook of the llistvry of the Italian Schools of Painting. Angelica 

and his peers are praised for the 'intellectual idea' which lay at the core of their work, 

but arc identified as belonging to 'the crude ages', representing only the ' imperfect 

gem1' of art; they can only he assessed, the magazine states, as forefathers of the 

period of painting's 'full maturity, when the intellectual idea was embodied in perfect 

exccution'.l 36 

The Athenaeum, however, despite its concern with the importance of a 'connected 

view·IJ7 of painting provided by a discursive display of the schools of ancient art, 

expressed admiration for the ' primitives' at the British Institution in tenns which, like 

its criticism of the acquisitions of the National Gallery, reveal the influence of Rio' s 12!:. 

la Pocsie Chretienne. Of an Assumption of the VirGin by Angelica which was lent to 

the exhibit ion by Sand ford in 1848, for example, it exclaimed that: 

The grace in action, beauty in countenance, heavenliness of expression, and 
suavity of colour in.~pircd by the painter' s holiness of purpose are here. The 
moral of the man is visible through his works. 138 

The Athenaeum was the journal which subscribed to the philosophies of moral art 

history in the largest measure. As well as being the only one of all those mentioned to 

feature a review of De la Poesic Chrctienne prior to its translation into English in 

1854, it also serialised the chapters of Jamcson' s Sacred and Legendary Art as they 

were being written. IJ9 Despite the magazine' s animosity towards the moral art 

historical pronouncements ofRuskin, made evident in its rc\iews of Modem Painters 

ll, 140 it seized upon the polemical potential of the discourse, and used its principles as 

: ~~~. vol.2 1, 1848, p.591. See chapter I , section 11, pp.21-2 . 

1 3 8A~henaeum, No. ! 076, I Oth June 1848, p.608. 

1 39~. No.l02S, lOth June 1847, p.649. See chapter I , section IV, p.42. 

140 
ibid. The book was serialised throughout 1845 and 1846. 
See chapter I , section VI. p. 77. 
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much to denounce the later as to laud the earlier schools. In 1841 , a Madonna and 

Child by Rubens was singled out as an example of supposedly religious works which 

present 'travesties of sacred subjects' to a viewer, serving to 'sensualiz.c and degrade' 

that which they ought to glorifY. The Madonnas of the Flemish painter are said to be 

·creaming over at the bosom like Dutch dairymaids', the naturalistic impulse 

corrupting images that should be the product of'inspired, not intoxicated 

enthusiasm'. 141 The use of potently sexualised rustic imagery here strengthens a 

semiotic bond created between naturalistic painting and WlSOphistication; enjoyment of 

such art is effectively presented as an immoral and purely sensual indulgence. To 

partake of this indulgence, it \.\'35 feared , was to partake in the intoxication that had 

produced it, and have one's faculties of judgement similarly impaired. In 1850, the 

journal was dismayed to find the display dominated once more by the Flemish, Dutch 

and si.\1eenth-century Italian schools. As with the Guidos at Trafalgar Square, it was 

thought that such works would somehow infect the tastes of the public, and cause the 

nation's art students to become 'imperfectly excited'. The temptation offered by 

sensual art, like that offered by sex or by other more tangible intoxicants, was easy to 

submit to and difficult to resist; if given no opportunity for improvement, the paper 

warned, the student will turn 'to the lower schools, which tax his thinking powers 

less'.142 Moral art history here appears akin to stringent religious morality, based in 

the denial of earthly pleasure, or naturalistic beauty in art, through devotion to the 

contemplation of the unearthly and spiritual. It is implied that students, both of art and 

art history, and the general public at large, must be guided like a flock by critics and 

gallery administrators, in order to keep them from straying into degeneracy. 

By the 1850s, simi.lar attitudes were being expressed in other journals as the Summer 

Exhibition became steadily more conservative in content. In 1857, for example, the 

141 

142A~henaeurn, No.715, lOth July 1841, p.525. 
ibid.., No. ll 81, 15th June 1850, p.641. 
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SaJmday Review remarked that Rubens' Diana and N>•mphs was 'of course freely 

dr.llln and gorgeously coloured; but there is no kind of decency or moral restraint in 

this coarse licentiousness of desigo'. 143 TI1e Flemish painter is once more identified as 

a moral transgressor by a Victorian critic, tlus time independently of any question of 

the tR'lltmcnt of sacred iconography. Even the Spectator, despite its reluctance to 

confer a Rioesque measure of acclaim onto pre-Reoaissance art, still disolissed the 

plethora oflandscapcs hung in the roolll5 at Pall Mall in 1854 as ' misapplied Dutch 

labour·, in which unimaginative industry 'preponderates over anything worth being 

treated by art' . 144 The staple diet of ancient art served by the British Institution during 

the majority of this decade seelll5 to have been viewed as either spiritually corrupt, or 

de1oid of any spirituality at alL 

From the mid- 1840s, the Athenaeum had been championing early Italian art as an 

antidote to the stagnancy it felt threatened the British Institution, just as it had 

applauded the (albeit slow) arrival of specimens of such painting at the National 

Galkry.lts description of the Virgin and Child with Saints by Francia that was sho\\n 

in 18-H. called it a work in which 'expression and feeling triumph over all the faults of 

mechanism' , and was issued as a defiant challenge to the existing coonoisseurial order, 

indc.:d the English art world as a whole: 

Tell us, ye crit ics and coru1oisseurs, ye picture-makers and picture-mongers, how 
much "brilliant effect"- "fine dash of pencil"- "delicious fle sh tint"- how much 
glaze, varnish and scumble work, ever so adroit, would outweigh the moral and 
inte llectual qualities just rnentioned?145 

The belief among moral art historians that the dominant cri tical discourse oft he early 

1840s was based in a superficial revelling in sensuality is here forcibly expressed. The 

lln1ginary quotations !Tom a typical expert contain in their references to '"delicious 

14' 

1~Saturday Review, vol.4, 1857, p.l57. 

145~. vo l.27, 1854, p.623. 
~ No.8 15, I Oth June 1843, p.550. 
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fksh tint'"' the same implication of sexual deviance as the comments on the bosoms of 

Ru~ns· 'Dutch dairymaid' Madonnas quoted earlier. This approach is presented as 

~ing pitifully shallow, little more than the morally suspect worship of paint, which 

was devoid of any higher mental aspect whatsoever. Art appreciation, the Athenaeum 

rukd. should be a profound, cerebral and chaste pursuit , and the study of the 

·primitives' was the best way to ensure that it became so. Their possible role as a 

corrective to the sinful ways of the English art world, and harbingers of a purer, 

uncorrupted taste was seized upon by the journa~ particularly with regards to the 

British Institution Summer Exhibition. In March I &45, after the display of the previous 

year which had contained no paintings predating 1500. the Athenaeum ran an article 

emitted 'Hints to the Pall Mall Committee ofTaste', in which it complained at the 

100notony of the works that had been put up for show: 'apocryphal Titians, genuine 

~utted "Madonnas" of the Bolognese style, black and green Poussinesque 

landscapes &c., &c.'. The solution to such an uninspiring situation was the admission 

of·one antique picture, one alone' into every annual exhibition. The paper declared: 

Place it anywhere, but somewhere - thrust it into the lumber saloon, among the 
miscellaneous articles, but give it a scrap of wal~ give it a chance, after ages of 
oblivion, to attract the vacant look of a passing visitor, though perhaps not the 
homage of a single votarist.146 

This seems a deliberate exaggeration of the under-representation of early art at the 

British Institution, and the Athenaeum was surely campaigning for a larger showing of 

·primitive' painting than a single work a year. The magazine's somewhat melodramatic 

remarks can be interpreted as a more general plea for the standardised inclusion of 

such pictures in the display; it was a plea the directors endeavoured to answer in the 

years that followed, as discussed above. What could not be guaranteed, though, was 

that the Summer Exhibition's audience would react to it in the correct manner, as the 

~m acknowledges. They may respond with ' homage', and become 'votarists', 

l~a.,;_, 
lli!IL., No.909, 29th March 1&45, p.314. 
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which was regarded as entirely appropriate before true Christian art; the suggestion in 

the extract above, however, is that their state of vacancy will nullify any of the 

ameliorative influence such painting could possibly have upon them. 

rv. The British Institution and the Preservat ion of Privilege 

This att itude towards the crowd which at1ended the old master exhibitions at the 

British Institution was rooted in deeper issues concerning the Institution as a whole, 

and what it was held to represent by the middle-class periodical press. For the 

re\iewers of these papers, an essential aspect of the displays arranged at 53 Pall Mall 

was the source of their components. The quality of the Summer Exhibition was 

relic\'ed to be largely dependent upon the private collecto rs to whom the directors 

appealed for loans. A poor year was often judged to be the responsibility of these 

collectors, and they were frequently the primary focus of grievances. Private interests 

\WC seen to be having an unreasonable impact upon the public's opportunity for study 

and self· improvement by means of a profound experience of old master painting. In 

1840, for example, the Athenaeum stated the opinion that the owners of art were 

becoming 'more jealous and illiberal each year', as if they were consciously trying to 

deprive the populace of'pleasure and profit from private collections'. The Marquis of 

Westminster is crit icised for the minuscule size of his contribution, and the Grosvenor 

gallery likened to a 'miser's hoard' . The magazine's critic saw only two reasonable 

options for the proprietors of such collections: they must either make their personal 

galleries more accessible to any who take an intellectual interest in their contents, or 

they must lend more freely to the British Institution. A riposte is given in anticipation 

to an expected response from these collectors: 

their countercharge of"barbarianism" against the public (is not) a sufficient 
defence, as it should be their business to dcbarbarisc that public by all the means 
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in their power, not the least emcacious of which would prove the one we 
mention. t47 

The responsibility for the art education of the English people at large, and the 

subsequent improvement in national taste, is here laid Y.i th the private collector; it is 

their ·business', just as it was deemed the 'duty' of the trustees of the Nat ional Gallery 

to ensure that the display at Trafalgar Square was as edifying a~ possible. The 

Athenaeum here challenges the undemocratic elitism which it regards as fundamental 

to the mentality of the private collector; effectively, the very right to own artworks is 

reing questioned. A decade later, however, the situation as reported in the press had 

not changed; the Spectator blamed the dismal 1850 show, which it called 'the least 

felicitous' of a li the Summer Exhibitions, on the 'increasing indifference' shown by 

owners of art to the Inst itution's need for high-quality loans. 148 The Times also felt 

compelled to remark in 1850 in one of its infrequent re~iews of the Summer Exhibition 

that the 13ritish Institution should annually host ' the flower of the picture galleries of 

England', but 'this year it certainly has no claims to such a distinction'. The paper 

11ent on to list the major galleries which had failed to contribute, the majority of which 

11ere aristocratic; Westminster's was among them, despite the censure of the 

Athenaeum ten years earlier. Also present was Lord Ward's and Robcrt Holford's, 

indicating that a taste fo r early Italian art did not necessarily signify sympathy for the 

cause of art education amongst collectors, as it seemed to amongst critics. 149 

1t can be argued that the primary role of the private collection was the consolidation of 

its proprietor's identity as a member of the uppermost echelon of society; when under 

the control of the aristocracy and gentry of England, fine paintings were absorbed into 

IHibid... 
1 ~8 · No.649, 13th June 1840, p.48 1. 
~~~· vol.23 , 1850, p.572. 

Itmcs., I Oth June 1850, p.5. The other collections listed were those of Lord 
El~rnere, Lord Lansdowne, Sir Robcrt Peel and the Marquis of llcrtford . The Times 
Pnnted reviews of the British Institution Summer Exhibition seemingly at random: 
accounts are found in 1837. 1838, 1846, 1850, 1854, 1855 and 1859, but in none of 
the intervening years. 
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a discourse of luxury, and were seen as one of a series of signifiers of rank, wealth and 

importance. Contemporary accounts reveal them to have been a component of the 

splendour which defined the experience of the patrician domicile for those fortunate 

enough to he granted access. Waagen obviously experienced many of these spaces, 

and his volumes are full of references to their opulence. For him, artworks were 

something of a centrepiece amidst the more general grandeur of such envirorunents. In 

Stafford House, for example. he comments on the commanding position of the 

~larquis' residence, and the wonderful view its rooms offer ofSt.James' Park and 

Westminster: 

Yet the eye always returns to the interior of the apartments, where it is attracted 
by a variety of objects; for besides the riches and splendour which the hangings, 
curtains and furniture everywhere display, the more noble and refined enjo}ment 
which works of art alone can afford is nowhere failing. ISO 

The ' riches and splendour' of an aristocratic dwelling were, for Waagen, an entirely 

appropriate setting for old master paintings, but in other accounts these paintings were 

forced into the background by gatherings of Victorian high society. During the late 

1840s and early 1850s, Lady Eastlake accompanied her husband to a multitude of 

social engagements held in the foremost houses of London, and the records she made 

of these events in her journals reveal a lesser concern v.1th the art works present. In a 

description of a banquet at Devonshire House on the I Oth of May 1853, they are 

subsumed into a 'perfect fairyland' of unreal magnificence, composed of'marble, 

guilding, mirrors, pictures and nowers'. Paintings were but one in a range of sensual 

attractions on offer, and despite the expert knowledge of art which she demonstrated 

in her journalism, they receive no more than a mention by Lady East lake in her 

account of the evening. Attention is rather devoted to the lavish refreshments, the 

musical performances that took place, and the extravagant dresses of the ladies; she 

tsow 
aagen, Treasures, vol.2, p.57. 
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concludes "'ith the comment that ' there was so much to look at that the hours 

tkd' .151 

E\idence of a wider popular fascination with aristocratic ostentation can be found in 

the pages of the Illustrated London News. In July 1856. for example, an engraving 

(figure 2) and a lengthy account of a royal ball at Grosvenor House were published by 

the paper. The primary purpose of the image is clearly to emphasise the grandeur of 

the occasion. The role played by art in this scene is that of a backdrop, the Marquis' 

collection occupying a shadowed and indistinct area between the lofty brilliance of the 

highly detailed cornice, and the sartorial splendour of the prestigious assembly below. 

It is attendant upon the Lord and his guests, awaiting either their enjoyment or their 

indifference; in terms of the visual representation of the event, it is necessary to 

indicate its presence, but not make any more than the vaguest of attempts at the 

specific depiction of works. The paintings were a subsidiary element of the evening; 

this is also stressed by the fact that, as the paper pointed out, ' the famed picture 

gallery was made the suppcr-room•. l52 This was done in order to accommodate the 

large number of guests, and demonstrates how the private gallery was essentially a 

malleable space, onto which the needs of its proprietor could be projected, and the 

priorities which governed it accordingly adjusted. 

This feature in the IUustrated London News was essentially a royal lifestyle piece. 

intended to provide the middle to lower-middle echelons of society with an insight into 

the life of their monarch. Pains were clearly taken to ensure its magnificent aspect, and 

the inclusion of art as an integral part of this vision of splendour, which was beyond 

151
Charles Eastlake Smith (ed.), The Journals and Correspondence of Lady Eastlake, 

~ondoiL John Murray, 1895, pp.245-6. She marvelled at the music of the 'masterly 
lllStfU!nental pcrfom1ers' , and remarked that the 'many beautiful dress.::s' were 'so 
fantastic that they would have passed for fancy dress a few years ago, being worn very 
much tucked up, and with long flowing ribbons - head dresses with long creepers of 
:l?Jwers interwoven \~ith diamonds hanging as low as the dress behind' . 
--illustrated I ondon News, vol.29, July-December 1856, p.2. 
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t~ experience of the majori ty of readers, was unquestioned. A similar conception of 

art as the province of the super-rich, to which the populace can only gain access with 

t~ express permission of this select body. is found in Waagen. He states that: 

nobody enjoys life in so noble and varied a manner as Englishmen of the higher 
classes of society, who rejoice not only in greater wealth, but in a more general 
intellectual cultivation, than their fellow creatures. 

This is accepted as an immutable situation, with the less privileged able only to 

consider enviously the advantages enjoyed by the wealthy; as Waagen remarks to IUs 

r.:aders, 'you will agree with me that they have not much left to wish for ' .153 The 

ownership of art is preS<!nlcd by Waagen, Lady East lake and the Illustrated I ondon 

~as one of a range of signifiers of an exclusive world, reserved for those of rank 

arKl privilege. This connotation was transferred to the Summer Exhibitions at the 

IJritish Institution, along " 1th the artworks themselves. 

A measure of exclusivity was immediately imposed at the British Institution by the 

shilling entrance fee, the basic outlay of which placed it beyond the means of the 

humble masses of London society. It is likely that less afllucnt members of the middle 

elm who could perhaps nonetheless manage the odd shilling would be put ofT by the 

srmll sdc of the event; in exhibition terms. during the age that produced the Cr: stal 

Palace, the annual British Institution display of between 150 and 200 old masters did 

not constitute value for money. No provision was made for the uninformed, and the 

Institution has been characterised by modem writers as :.illle more than a collectors' 

club, designed to allow 0"-11ers to show their prized, and often only recently acquired, 

possessions to one another in a central metropolitan environment. I 54 However, such a 

characterisation does not allow for the undeniably public nature of the Summer 

hhibition, despite its lack of populist appeaJ. In fact, it could be argued that the 

15Jwaa l5-l gcn, Treasures, vol.2, p. l53. 
· llermann, Die Eng lish, p.227. 
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director's singular failure to make the British Institution generally appealing to the 

population at large explained the favour it found with a select and fashionable few. 

Andrew Hemingway has argued that the fashionable status of the Institution was 

guaranteed from its inception in 1806 by royal patronage, and the substantial number 

ofnobles in its directorate. Along with the Royal Academy, it is said to have had the 

highest social tone of any exluoition in London during the frrst thirty years of the 

nineteenth century, and was renowned for its opulent surroundings. It was 'socially 

mixed·, though; Hemingway states that 'aristocracy, gentry and different ranks of the 

bourgeoisie came together in the crowds'. 155 This limited admission of the middle 

class. which was a feature of the British Inst itution throughout its existence, was due 

to the concern with profitability, as it could not he economically maintained by the 

anendance of the upper echelons alone. The resultant social compound was largely 

composed of those who belonged to the privileged classes, those who aspired to their 

condition. and those who were simply curious to experience their pursuits and an 

aspect of their lifestyle. 

Various social filters were put in place to allow the separation and defmition of these 

groups on certain occasions. Special events were staged over the course of a typical 

run of the Summer Exhibition, the most notable of which were the gaslit evening 

ricws, held only six times per season. Waagcn attended one in 1836, whilst writing 

~, and remarked that it was considered the 'most fashionable time' for viev.1ng 

the gallery. 156 This was due to the difficulty involved in gaining admission, which was 

only granted \vith the presentation of a ticket issued on a personal basis by a governor 

ofthe Institution; Waagen had been given his by the Duke of Sutherland, who was 

then President. Attendance was effectively a declaration of membership of an 'inner 

15
.
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cirde' ofthe British Institution, and of personal intimacy with the esteemed co llectors 

1100 ran the exhibition. The codes of high society were made to apply to the select 

space created at these gasl.it viewings. In 1844, for example, at a directors' meeting, it 

was ru led that evening dress was to be uniformly worn, and a stipulation to this effect 

was accordingly printed on the back of all tickets from then on. 157 Waagen's 

description of the interior stresses the calibre o f those present: 

A very numerous and elegant assemblage of gentlemen and ladies were vie.,..ing 
the pictures, which covered all the walls. The most eminent artists and 
connoisseurs meet here and communicate their observations to one another. I 58 

Th.: audience of the Summer Exhibition is here unified by its interest in art. as well as 

by its social privilege; although the elegant and the intellectual are distinguished from 

one another, their pursuit is the same, allowing a comfortable coexistence within the 

y,aJls of the Institution. 

As mentioned above, the directorate of the Institution reneeted its socially exclusive 

nature. lt perpetuated a formal internal hierarchy which supported the involvement of 

those of wealth and privilege, and enabled degrees of acceptance into the 'inner circle' 

of the Institution to be discerned. This directorate was a body of sixteen to twenty 

men (including a president and vice-president) 1vho effectively ran the Institution. 

maintaining its accounts, properties and employees as well as arranging its exhibitions. 

The directors were elected individually from the Institution' s governors, of which 

there were roughly 120, by the existing directorate, and three were to stand down 

annually by rotation, although they could be re-elected. Becoming a ufe governor was 

dependent on two things; the approval o f an application to the directorate, and the 

pa)rnent of a sizeable subscription fee. It was laid do"'n in 1834 that fifty guineas 

11ould purchase life governorship, as well as personal admission with two guests to the 

157Bri . 
158

ttsb Instit ution Minutes. RC.V.I6, 5th June 1844. p.SO 
Waagen, ~. vol. I, p.l 57. 
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morning exhibition, and two tickets to the evening exhibition. A subscription of I 00 

guineas bought all these privileges, but with four rather than two tickets to the evening 

exlubition; the majority of those present at the gaslit shows would thus be the persanal 

guests of the richest govemors. 159 Several of the notable collectors of early art had 

official connections with the British Institution, and became involved in its 

administ ration.160 Involvement, and especially directorship, was prestigious and 

advantageous, and would have meant a collector could play an active role in the 

sekction of works for the Summer Exhibition. It is likely that the interests and 

51X'Cialist areas ofthe men who made up the board of directors would be reflected to 

an extent in the exhibitions they staged. Directors seem to have been chosen for their 

knowledge of the art world and their connections within it, enabling them to 

recommend certain collections as a source for loans, and even appeal on a personal 

level to their proprietors. 161 Collectors of early art , as well as wishing to champion its 

cause. would also know of who to apply to for the choicest select ion of such works; it 

is surely no coincidence that Rogers sat on the directorial board in 1848, along with 

the Marquis of Westminster and Lord Northwick, two nobles who demonstrated an 

interest in ' primit ive' paint ing through their purchases and loans. 

As 11ith the board of trustees oft he National Gallery, there was a prevalence of the 

titled among the Institut ion's directorate; in 1848, for example, the Duke of 

Sutherland was president, the Earl of Ellesmere vice-president, and an10ngst the 

159B ·.- hI . . n Jsnslt!uuon Catalogue, 1834. 
160

ibid..l848-55. For example, Holford became a life governor in 1852, and then a 
director in 1854; the scholar Beriah Bot field, who lent a Virgin and Child by Perugino 
in 1851, became a governor in 1848 and then a director in 1850; the MP Charles 
To11nely, who had supplied a fresco fragment given to Giotto in 1848, became a 
goremor the following year and then a director in 1855; and Fuller-Maitland was a life 
governor from 1848. 
16 1 B~ti sb Institution Minutes, RC. V. 16, 9th April 1853, p.l 0 I. In 1853, prior to his 
election as a director, Townely was visited by the director C.B.Wal~ with whom he 
\\as acquainted, who came in the company of the keeper John Seguier to convince 
Tol\nely to lend the Institution a work in his possession by Julio Clovio. 
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r.:maining si.x1ccn directors were four Earls. two Marquises, two Lords and a Duke. 

Appointment was until death, and the annual rotation of directors mentioned earlier 

\\a5 an empty ritual. as a dir1:1:tor whose term was up never failed to be irnrnediately 

re-<:lccted by the other members of the board. To gain access even to the body of 

gorcmors seems to have required some effort on the part of coUectors, however, in 

the form of a large or especially significant contribution to the exhibition.162 If 

enormous loans were a means of currying favour among the directors in order to 

msurc election to governorship, some notable attempts went unrewarded. Both 

Barker and Ellis opened their doors to the directors in the late 1850s, yet remained 

outside the Institution's official structures. In 1858, for example, these self-made men 

lent in excess of twenty works apiece. 163 It is possible that they were unwilling to 

recome formally involved in the Institution. but this seems unlikely; the social 

a.:h"antages of holding a position in such a prestigious body would have been 

considerable. I would argue that their absence was rather due to a conscious exclusion 

of men of lowly origin by the dire1:toratc. 

Barker was an enthusiastic member of other cultural societies, particularly the 

Burlington Fine Arts Club. Formed over the course of the 1850s, it is presented in 

recent criticism as the first truly democratic arts organisation, in which the class 

requirement so long attendant on picture collecting, and still strongly felt at the British 

Institution, was removed. Haskell, for example. describes how at its events 

'connoisseurs from all social classes, from hereditary peers to nouveaux-riches, would 

16~Britisb Institution Catalogue, 1851 . In this year, for example, the one prior to his 
appointment as a governor, Holford made a particularly large contribution to the 
exhibition, lending a diverse selection of works which included a Magdalen by 
Domcnichino, a Madonna by Murillo, a Vir~ in and Child by Pcrugino, a Girl with a 
~by Greuze and a Landscape by Ruysdacl. 
6
Jibid., 1858. The selections in either case reflected their collections; Ellis lent mostly 

eighteenth-century English, seventeenth-century Dutch and Spanish, and 
Slxtccnth-century Italian, Barker ftftccnth-ccntury Italian. Barker' s loans included five 
paintings attributed to Crivell~ as well as alleged examples of Botticelli. Piero del la 
Francesca and Filippo Lippi. 
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111<.'Ct to discuss their latest purchases'. t64 Robertson also depicts the club as one 

11 hich placed more emphasis on a new breed of middle-class collector, and contained 

f~11er vestiges of the old aristocratic ordcr. t65 However, an account of a morning 

r!l<Xting of the club held at Barker's house at I 03 Piccadilly on the second of July 

1858 by Richard Redgrave suggests the need for a modification of this view. 

Redgrave·s description of the event is inflected throughout by his awareness of his 

host"s humble origins. Barker is said to have provided: 

everything, indeed, that co uld feast the eye or the palette. All was certainly in the 
best taste, strange to say, though our host was bred a shoemaker. 

Barker·s origins in the more menial provinces of the lower-middle class are 

characterised by one of the gentry as indelible, a part of him that no amount of 

ostensible refmcment can disguise. The reputed quality of Barker' s stable is 

mentioned. and the observation offered that its owner's appearance accordingly ' has a 

touch of the old groom about it· as a result; too all sophistication was thus stripped 

from the figure of the middle-class picture buyer, and he is made the recipient of 

mockery rath.::r than respect. Redgrave also re lates the comments of the collector and 

occasional 13ri tish Institution contributor C.S.Bale, t6? v.·ho remarked that he did not 

think that Barker cared to see him among the guests, as he used to deliver and fi t the 

)Oung 13alc ·s boots aficr his father had fmished making them. The pictures themselves 

are judged to be above any criticism, being of 'rarity and excellence', but the man 

responsible for their accumulation is identified as a socially inferior 'other' . Although 

the middle classes were admitted to the world of private collecting during this period, 

\'Cstigcs of the exclusive patrician-based systems that had structured preceding eras 

l6-l llaskell. Rediscoyeries, p. 73. 
165

Robcrtson, ~. p.184. At the Burlington Fine Arts Club, the in1portant issue 
was not expert knowledge, Robertson states, as anyone could find infonnation on any 
school by the second half of the 1850s: 'The question was, who had the money?' 
166

Rcdgrave, A Memoir, p.l89. 
167

British Institution Catalogue. 1858. He lent a Gozzoli Virgin and Child in tllis year. 
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still exerted a powerful influence at both the Burlington Fine Arts Club and the British 

Institution. 

V. Tbe Iniqu ities of Fashion: Early Ita lian Art and the Self-Definition of the 

Professional C ritic 

.\!any commentators upon the British Institution Summer Exhibitions found the ideal 

1-iew of the proceedings presented by Waagen impossible to subscribe to. The 

M-Journal disputed his claim that artists assembled at Pall Mal l to be creatively 

enriched by the display, and the 'observations' they shared before it; the magazine 

repeatedly asserted that for whatever reason, very few painters actuaJJy attended at aJJ, 

which from a certain point of view made the entire affair a waste oftimc. 168 The 

:\tbenaeum emerged as a consistently harsh critic of almost every aspect of the British 

Institution, not least the disparity between the supposed refinement of its largely 

upper-class contributors and their collections, and the quality of the resulting display. 

In 1845 it declared that the selection on o ffer would have done ' a set of country 

squires great credit to get up, but the aristocracy o f England very Little'. As with its 

comments on Rubcns' Madonnas in 184 1, rusticity is here linked by the magazine to a 

lack of sophist ication, made especially scandalous as it occurs in a place where 

sophistication was particularly required, and its absence would prove injurious. The 

.,,retched outcasts' on the walls arc considered particularly offensive as their poor 

quality goes unremarked and even unnoticed, being 'mental provender choice enough 

to regale the amateurs and the artists of the metropolis who feed their eyes at that 

fashionable manger'. The situation is presented as one where the ignorance of the 

collectors was matched and therefore perpetuated by the ignorance of the crowd. The 

additional factor of fashion and its observance meant that an image of expertise had to 

168fo~ example, Art-Journal, vol.1 2, 1850, p.298. The magazine remarks that 'no 
Pract~cal use· is made of the Summer Exhibiti0n. 
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be maintained on both sides, and no admission of inexperience or unfamiliarity could 

be permitted. That year, the display was dominated by a Virgin and Child by Rapbacl, 

knt by Lady Garvargh. The Athenaeum observed 'some respect paid to our artist 's 

superlative merits, and a vast deal to his name', disdainfully noting the crowds of 

risitors "ho 'slid by the picturc ... grin a sort of semi-intelligence, or express a 

grotesque animation half-mechanical ' , but whose 'engrossing object is the atmosphere 

before them. not what they stare at so vacantly' .169 Their response is judged to be 

partial. as much due to automatic and empty deference to the name of Raphael as any 

personal engagement with great art . This accusation is akin to that levelled at the 

purchase record of Nat ional Gallery trustees by Lord Overstone in the 1853 select 

committee minutes, and is based in a similar desire to see the appreciation of old 

rroster painting treated as an intellectual discipline, rather than as '!11 occasion for 

empty posturing. The once again ' vacant' attempt made to assume the guise o f 

connoisseurs is clearly considered revolt ing, or 'grotesque', an opinion which was only 

strengthened by the belief here voiced that art appreciation, or the mimicry of it, was 

not the true reason for such visitors' attendance. 

Hemingway argues that 'most of those who visited exhibitions approached the display 

11ith an attitude neither reflective nor profound', which concurs with the damning 

110rds of the Athenaeum He also writes of the ' figure of the ignorant visitor·, a 

critical stereotype developed in order to licence th.: function of criticism, and enable 

the mass characterisat ion of the crvwds that fonncd around renov.ned works. 11 hilst 

more deserving art was neglected and misunderstood. !70 The identity o f this ignorant 

risitor was based in fashion. They attended because the uppem1ost classes o f society 

attended; they may even have had some claim to belong to these classes thernseh·cs. 

The British Institut ion was a place in which the modish wished to be seen, and the 

169 

1 70~c?aeurn. No.92 1, 21st June 1845, pp.619-20. 
llemmgway. ·Art Exhibitions' , pp.97- l 02. 
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anendant experience with art was important only insofar as it improved their 

reputations as people oftaste and d~emment. Magazine critics had nothing but 

contempt for this all-too-prevalent kind of visitor; the Athenaeum described the 

!ll3jority of the people attracted to the ' wretched' 1845 exhibition as ' flippant 

sight-seers and gossip-gathers' .171 They were seen to lack the intellectual seriousness 

that came to be regarded by critics as the requisite demeanour in an art exhibition, and 

indn.-d undemlined the opportunities of the exhibition for all present with their 

fiimlity. In 1852, the Spectator remarked disapprovingly upon the 'general tone of 

holiday-making' in the Institution's rooms.172 Although neither periodical here makes 

a direct reference to class origin, it is heavily implied that the disruptive and basically 

"orthkss visitors issue from the lower social echelons represented among the 

audience. Sight-seeing and holiday-making were activities which an educated critic 

from the established ranks of the professional middle class would associate with the 

petite-bourgeoisie. The appropriation of a place that should rightfully be devoted to 

study and cerebral contemplation for the purposes of leisure was thus rendered yet 

more despicable in the view of these journals by the fact that it was the vulgar leisure 

of their social inferiors. 

The faults found \\~th those at the opposite ends of both the social spectrum of the 

British Institution and its organisational processes were fundamentally sin1ilar. !3oth 

were accused in the periodical press of masquerading as people of taste when their real 

motivation was fashion, or the concerns of image. Much as the majority of 

middle-class visitors were seen to be attending in order to be able to claim the identity 

of a sophisticated member of the gentry or nobility capable of art appreciation, the 

contributors (who were often also governors or directors) were often suspected of 

purchasing and lending old master paintings in order to appear a great and active 

171 

172
Alhcnaeum, No.921, 21st June 1845, p.620. 
~. vol.25, 1852, p.567. 
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coUector, rather than because of any genuine fascination with art. The poor 

foundations of this pretence were revealed in the quality of the works they provide-d 

for the display, which largely involve-d questions of attribution. In its review of the 

1850 exhibition The Times commented upon the 'considerable number of paintings of 

ememcly doubtful rank and authenticity' _t?J Eagerness among collectors to own 

examples of the most famous painters seems to have most frequently led them to 

acquire suspect works; allegro pictures by Leonardo da Vinci were questioned on the 

most regular basis by reviewers of the Sununer Exhibition. In 1849, for instance, the 

Athenaeum was singularly unimpresse-d with a Virgin and Child and St Anne from the 

coUection of the Earl ofYarborough which was suppose-dly by da Vinci, naming it an 

example of: 

those indifferent versions made by scholars or bad imitators, which, in a spirit of 
trade, are imported into this country, and bought up by the uninformed - in 
whose possession they perpetuate error, while they offer further incentive to the 
artful and the dishonest. t74 

The ignorant collector of old master paintings was himself taken advantage of in the 

arts marketplace, the magazine believed, and every successful sale by a dishonest 

dealer only provided such personages with reward and encouragement. This 

corruption of the commercial trade in paintings was the lesser concern, however; the 

truly uuurious result was seen to be the presentation of substandard displays to the 

public which bore the names of the most revered figures in art history. Such 

misinformation, the journal declared at the Summer Exlubition two years later, was 

·fatal to the growth of true taste'; t75 it would have appeared particularly malign in an 

environment where unthinking admiration was paid by ignorant visitors attempting to 

seem informed. 

173n,D ,., _ _ _ 

174~. lOth June 1850, p.5. 

175~enaeurn. No.ll30, 23rd June 1849, p.647 
ihid., 14th June 1851, p.638. 
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At the British Institut ion, artwork and owner were closely bound to one another. The 

catalogue listed the owner's nan1c next to his contribution, and his attribution of the 

picture was accepted. These would tend towards the optimistic, as the question of 

fm:mcial value was involved; it was in a collector's economic interests to campaign for 

the authenticity of his possessions in the face of any scholarly scepticism 176 

Blackwood 's complained in 1851 that the element of o~nership was coming to 

omshadow the art itself: 

Few pictures stand on their own merits - they acquire a virtue from the hands or 
houses they have passed through, more than from the hands that worked 
them.177 

Such was the emphasis placed on picture collecting as an accoutrement of the noble 

and rich, it was stated, that the actual appreciation of paintings was secondary. The 

responsibility for this lamentable state of affairs was ultimately assigned to the British 

Institution in reviews of its Summer Exhibitions. Its infrastructure, display conditions 

and loans procedure all served to emphasise that paintings were the province of the 

upper classes. The consequences of this were twofold. Firstly, the display itself 

suffered due to the element of personal interest inhibiting the academic rigour ~ith 

11hich it could be composed and viewed. Secondly, the strength of the connection 

l:etween ancient art and the aristocracy at the gallery on Pall Mall meant that many 

1isitors came as 'sight-seers' rather than potential pupils, hoping for a fleeting glinlpse 

176
Bdtish Institut ion Minutes, RC.V.I7, 22nd May 1867, pp.54-6. The Minutes here 

record a complaint made by the Earl of Charlemont that the attributions of some of his 
pictures had been changed in the official catalogue of tbe British Institution Summer 
Exhibition, from those given in the private cata logue of his collection, notably the 
assigning of Judas Returning the Thirty Pieces of Silver to Leuvens rather than 
Rembrandt. The Earl threatened the directors with legal action, and stated in an 
attached letter that ' though my pictures are not likely to be for sale, they must not be 
depreciated'. The directorate drafted a letter of fomml apology, and it was resolved 
\~t lhe catalogue be withdra~n and reprinted forthwith. 

illackwood 's., vol. 70, Jan-Junc 185 1, p.J II . 
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of a lifestyle of unattainable opulence and glamour, instead of a lesson in the history of 

an. 

As early Italian art became gradually more prevalent in the Summer Exhibitions, it was 

repeatedly identified as an antidote to the abuses which were predominant at the 

British Institution. Confronted "'ith a crowd which appeared largely thoughtless in its 

demeanour, the periodical press continually stressed the importance of work and 

learning in the space of the gallery. The Athenaeum declared in 1841 that the 

preswnption of 'the million' was that 'no training was required for the appreciation of 

painting' , which led only to 'a superficial habit of dogmatising'. This was considered 

entirely inadequate as a basis for art appreciation: the magazine unequivocally declared 

that 'the admiration of him who will not learn is a crude, idealess prejudice•.178 

·Prirniti\'e' art was felt to offer a corrective influence to this indolent tendency, as the 

appreciation of it required a deeper level of concentration and intellectual awareness 

on the part of a viewer. Furthermore, the principles of moral art history provided a 

conceptual means by which an understanding of the perceived value of such 

productions could be arrived at. At the Summer Exhibition of 1852, for example, the 

~was impressed by the five panels by Perugino from the Barker collection 

which were included in the display. Its reviewer marvelled at their 'potent effect, 

b.:tw.:cn the ideal and the s:rmbolic', and stated that: 

they must be looked at fully and with earnestness by him who would penetrate 
beneath that husk of archaism to that inner life they possess, which is not old, or 
young, or local, but eternal and universal. 179 

This praise complements criticism of later schools made in an earlier review, where it 

was declared that all that could be gained from the Dutch was ' a familiarity with 

executive details' , an object 'scarcely worth accomplishing' . 180 Rather than disguise 

178 

179 
Alhenaeum, No. 746, 12th Feb 1842, p. 139. 

180~, vol.25 , 1852, p.567. 
ibid.. vol.14, 1841, p.620. 
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an absence of meaning, or an internal corruption as in the case of Rubens and the 

Italian mannerists, beneath a technically proficient and aestheticaUy alluring exterior, 

earlier art was seen to contain profound and ' universal' truth just beneath its 

unattractive surface. Its presence on the waUs o f the Institution thus bccan1e in places 

a metaphor for the new era in art criticism which these reviewers felt themselves to be 

a part of. The ignorant and the fashionable were inlplicitly equated with later art , in 

that they were gaudy and \\~thout substance, concerned with meretricious beauty 

rather than spiritual or intellectual profundity. In contrast, early painting. and moral art 

historical criticism, were held to be uninterested in appearance, attempting rather to 

communicate a veracious and ameliorative idea to their viewers or readers. The 

~review of the 1852 exhibition demonstrates this in its lauding of a &ptism 

~ Francia belonging to Labouchere on the grounds that it was 'more expressive. less 

impressive'. 181 

Italian paintings from the quattrocento and earlier also required the inlplemcntation of 

specialist knowledge with regards to their original function and iconographic 

significance. In the wake of Jameson's Sacred and Legendary Art, such issues came to 

be v.idely regarded as a major explicatory area for instructive criticism. In its 

comments on the five Barker Peruginos at the Summer Exhibition of 1852, for 

example, I he Spectator expounded a theory that the panels had originally been 

predcllas on a disassembled altarpiece.182 This brandishing of expert status can be 

regarded as an instance of a critic asserting his professional identity as the general 

familiarity with anc ient art of all eras rose in English society, due to the increase in the 

span and frequency of public exhibitions, and availability of art-historical tex1s. A need 

for such demonstration can be observed across the periodical reviews of the British 

Institution Summer Exhibitions, but is especially obvious in accounts of early Italian 

181;1.;.1 
ISJ~' vol.25 , 1852, p.S67. 

-ibid. The subjects of the panels were a~. a Baptism, an Our Saviour and the 
.WOman ofSamaria, a Resurrection and an Agony in the Garden. 
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art. which lent itself to the purpose because of its retention of a certain esoteric status 

throughout the period covered by this thesis. A tactic often resorted to was reference 

10 the extent to which 'primitive' painting was essentially beyond o\\nership, due to its 

m~jor examples having been executed on the walls of Italian churches. In 1848, the 

.:\]benacum approved of the attempt made by the directorate to include the earlier 

schools, but expressed ultimate disappointment with the selection they had procured. 

lt cannot be said that every style has found here its most complete 
representative. The power of fresco, for instance, will not be adequately made 
knO\m to those who have not travelled. 183 

.-\n ~lit ism of social class and background was thus deposed by these critics, and one 

ofknowledge and experience established in its place. The days ofWilliam Roscoe, 

11ilo was considered an authority on early Italian art despite never having left 

England, IS-t were over; by 1848, specialist status could only be claimed by those who 

had not only travelled to Italy, but also toured the country with a rigorous cultural 

agenda. visiting the sites of all the major fresco cycles. It was possible to remove these 

frescos from the walls they adorned and install them in private collections; Rogers 

owned two examples of such fragments, which have already been referred to. These 

were included in the 1848 display, and the Athenaeum stated then to be of interest 'as 

remains oft he art of the end oft he thirteenth or beginning of the fourteenth century' , 

but stressed that 'they must not be considered as offering specimens ofGiotto 's 

powers'. 185 Other articles featured in the magazine made similar efforts to disparage 

any claim to significaJlCC on the part of the 'primitives' encountered in England. An 

article of 1848 entitled 'Foreign Correspondence' , for example, which had been sent 

from a journalist in Florence, argued that generally speaking the frescos showed the 

strengths, and the panel pictures the weaknesses, of the early painters. The Rogcrs 

fragments were an exception rather than the rule in terms of the fonnat of early works 

18' 

1 ~ illhenaeum, No.! 076, I Oth June 1848, p.608. 

185 
Levy, 'Botticelli', p.298. 
Athenaeum. No. l 076, I Oth June 1848, p.608. 
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in England, with the majority having been executed on portable panels, whjch 

pennitted their peripatetic provenances. It was therefore considered 'impossible to 

fonn a correct judgement of the early masters from the few specimens of their easel 

pictures that are to be found in England ' _1 86 

In 1859, the Athenaeum delivered a scaring invective against the British Institution 

and the collecting conventions it was taken to represent in the course of its review of 

the Summer Exhibition. The magazine pronounced that 'art is no longer a plaything', 

going on to criticise the 'dull eclecticism' of the display, and claim that ' the exhibition 

represents the Tory or conservative school in art' .187 This can be regarded as a 

perspicuous declaration of the new seriousness deemed necessary in order for the 

appreciation of ancient art in England to develop. The Institution was not ultimately 

considered to be a viable part of this new critical era, due to the st rength of its 

association with a decadent old order that had to be abolished for any progress to be 

made. This view had been ex-pressed four years earlier by William Michael Rossetti, in 

the context of an art icle on the annual exhibitions of London written for the American 

arts journal the~- The Institution was here described as entirely outdated, 'a 

body altogether less active and prominent than of old', which was ' governed by 

amateur noblemen and gentlemen, the details of whose management excite yearly 

prot.:sL 188 Rossetti·s comments were no doubt provoked in part by the conservatism 

oft he Spring Exhibition of modem paintings, which had failed to include any 

Pre-Raphaelite works. A parallel exists with the content of the Summer Exhibition, as 

the number of 'primitive' paintings displayed decreased significantly during the 1850s. 

It seems likely that the directors' decision regarding the eras and masters they would 

favour for inclusion was influenced not only by the financial failure of the 1848 

186a..: .. 
187~J.~.~M..., No. l 080, 8th July 1848, p.684. 

188 
A.th~naeum, No. l650, 11th June 1859, p. 782. 
Wilbam Michael Rossetti. 'Correspondence: Art News !Tom London', lli)'Qn, 

vol. I ' lan-June 1855, p.328. 
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exhibition, but also by the controversy surrounding the Pre-Raphaclite Brotherhood, 

which involved its relationship with early Italian art: this will be discussed in chapter 

four.t89 

The alignment of the Institution with the Tories by the Athenaeum is significant. As 

l!l<'ntioncd at the conclusion of the previous chapter, Fraser has argued that there was 

a pronounced political dimension to the rise in taste for pre-Renaissance art in 

England, which coincided with a widespread increase in both Chartist agitation and 

rerolutionary activity in Europc. 190 The love of Italian culture is said to have 

encouraged liberal politics in England, as well as fostering support for the cause of 

Italian independence. A number of the figures discussed earlier in the chapter for their 

interest in early Italian art were indeed also prominent Whigs. 191 It could also be 

argued that moral art history was a broadly liberal discourse, which promoted the 

democratic cause of art education, and sought to remove the facto r of social rank, and 

the abuses of fashion which accompanied it, from the exhibition and appreciation of 

the paintings themselves. The exponents of the discourse wished to install an educative 

system whereby all soc iety could be trained in the appreciation of such painting, with 

themselves as teachers and an obedient and compliant public as their pupils. 

There was a fundamental diniculty invo lved with the adoption of early Italian art and 

the critical discourse which supported it as a corrective to the corruptions and 

superficialities of fashion "hich were perceived by the periodical press at the British 

Institution Surruner Exhibition. It was asserted by several commentators that the 

t~s . 
190 

ee chapter 4, section V. pp.321-6. 

19 
Fraser, The Victorians, p.95. 

1 
For example, Ell is Roberts, Samuel Rogers, p. 7. Rogers was a lifelong Whig -

Stephen and Lee (eds.), Dictionary ofNat ional Biographv, voi.XVII, p.765; Sandford 
was also a committed liberal; vo1.2, p.905 - Bot field was the Whig MP for Ludlow 
~tween 1840 and 184 7; vol. XI, p.368 - Labouchere served in a variety of posts in 
four Whig goverruncnts (sec section I, note 23); vo1.6, p. 716- El lis was elected MP 
for Leicester in 183 1. He was an 'advanced Liberal' . 
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appearance of 'primitive' art on the walls at Pall Mall meant that it was thus included 

in the scope of the fashion it was elsewhere taken to contradict. Certain collectors of 

early art were noted for their voracity, and their supposed intellectualism; even 

Redgravc, after his derogatory characterisation of Barker at the meeting of the 

Burlington Fine Arts Club, conceded that 'he must have had much taste and 

judgement, or, however assisted, he would not have chosen so we!~ and collected so 

wisely' .192 There is evidence, however, to suggest that this perceived correlation 

between the acquisition of ' primitives' and connoisseurial sagacity was far from 

uniform As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the notion of the specialist collector who 

purchased independently in ftaly was a romantic ideal to which men aspired, which 

will be discussed further in chapter four. 193 However, the results of their activities 

often revealed a less perfect reality. 

Barker's collection appears to have been relatively free from serious authenticity 

problems, doubtlessly due in part to his tendency to travel personally to Italy, and 

attempt to acquire his artworks from direct descendants of the patrons or artists 

in\'olved in the original commission.' 94 He can be considered exceptional in this 

respect. Compton and Levy both stress the arbitrary nature of the attribution of 

pre-Rcnaissancc pictures in the arts trade during the early nineteenth century, 195 and 

192Redgrave, A Memoir, p.190. 
193See chapter 4, section Ul , pp.291-8. 
1 9~Christie, Manson and Woods, Catalogue of the Renowned Collection of Works of 
An formed by that Distinguished Connoisseur Alexander Barker Esq .. Deceased, 6th 
June and 8th June 1874, pp. 7-19. For example, Barker owned a Virgin and Child with 
Saints by Dellini (no.37) which be bad bought from the Manfrini family, whose 
ancestors had commissioned it; a Madonna in Ecstasy by Crivelli (no.64) which had 
been purchased from the Chapel ofMalatesta in the Church of San Francesco at 
Rimin~ for which it bad been painted; four illustrations to Boccaccio by Bott ice~ 
originally painted for the Casa Puce~ and purchased by Barker from the head of the 
Pucci family; and a~ by Piero della Franccsca, obtained from the Manni 
Franchcsci family, who could trace their lineage back to the artist himself This last 
work was bought by the National Gallery, and the attribution to Piero della Francesca 
~ remained unquestioned. 
9
·Compton. 'William Roscoe' , p.38. Compton remarks that many collections in the 
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the situation was regarded by some commentators as having changed linle by the 

1840s, even as critical knowledge of the period increased dramatically. At the Solly 

sale, for example, the Athenaeum was unimpressed \\ith the array of works available 

for purchase, especially because they had been amassed in their country of origin: 

From the reputation of the late Mr.Edward Solly, who collected them in Italy, 
we expected to have met with better specimens of the different hands. The 
difficulty, however, must be admitted of obtaining any genuine pictures in Italy
even for money.196 

Authenticity questions may explain the massive variation in the prices paid for works 

gi\·en to the earlier masters. This is particularly evident in the case ofBellini; as 

mentioned earlier, Beckford sold the Portrait of Doge I oredan to the National Gallery 

in 1844. the same year in which he died and the remainder of his pictures were .>Old. 

The portrait went for 600 guineas, whereas Beckford's other supposed Bellin~ ~ 

Marriage ofSt Catbarine, was sold for less than £100. 197 Similarly dubious 

authenticity may account for the Perugino sold for thlrty-seven guineas at the Rogers 

Slle,198 whilst the Fra Angclico Last Judgement bought by the Earl of Dudley at the 

Fesch sale, widely considered to be authentic, cost him 1500 guincas.199 

early nineteenth century contained examples of "'Perugino'", "'Bcllini""' , 
···Mamegna···. and especially " ·Masaccio···; ·almost any !illeenth-ccntury Tuscan 
picture was called a Masaccio'. Levy, 'Botticelli', p.296. Levy states that during the 
first three decades of the century ' the name Botticelli might be applied to an)1hing 
really old and odd-looking.' Problems with Botticelli in particular seem to have 
persisted: the sale catalogue of the Barker collection reattributes one of the supposed 
Botticellis, a Yrous (no.89), to Sellaio (p. I6). 
196 

Athenaeum, No. IOI9, 8th May 1847, p.498. 
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Gerald Reitlinger, The Economics of Taste, London, Barrie and Rockliffe, 1961, 
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e 1mes, 3rd May 1856, p.565. 
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Cook and Wedderbum (eds.), The Complete Works, vol.12, p.405 . Ruskin was 
convinced oft he picture' s authenticity. The effect of doubts regarding attribution upon 
the sums given for pictures was noted by the Art-Journal at the sale of Lord 
North.,.,ick's collection in 1859 (vol.5): the magazine remarked that Northwick ' was 
no~ infrequently the victim of the unprincipled seller"(p.258), and that the low prices 
paid for many of his paintings was due to the fact that ' their originality was doubted' 
(p.286). 
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It is curious that in these, and a multitude of other cases, it was considered preferable 

to attach the name of a revered artist, as Perugino surely was by the 1850s, to a work 

d~med unworthy of significant expenditure, rather than attempt reattribution to a 

lesser figure, or the exposure of a forgery. It can be surmised that the priority for many 

more casual collectors was the name rather than the artwork itself Austen Layard 

stated in 1859 that the presence of many risible specimens in English collections which 

1me held up as authent ic examples of the great figures of the early and 

pre-Rcnaissance was due to ·a thoughtless demand for them rising out of the fashion 

oft he day. and our own super-abundant wealth' . He claimed that this had encouraged 

dishonesty among dealers in Italy and elsewhere, to the point where ' much wariness 

and discrimination' had to be employed by anyone seeking a genuine picture from the 

early schooLs.200 lt also meant that despite many pictures attributed to the ' primitives' 

appearing in English private collections and the British Inst itution Summer 

Exhibitions, visitors to Italy found themselves astonished at the gulf in quality between 

\\hat they had previously experienced and the examples, especially in fresco , that 

could be encountered in Italy. Lady East lake, for instance, found herself amazed by a 

Last Supper by Giotto, executed in fresco on the wall of an ancient refectory, which 

she viewed whilst touring Italy in 1858. She remarked in a letter to H.Jane Gifford that 

it was 'a glorious specimen, the ftrst by Giotto I have really admired, probably because 

it is. perhaps. the only true one I have seen; for every horror is called Giotto'.201 

Layard"s accusation of thoughtlessness on the part of those who bought early pictures 

is significant. Like many of the commentators discussed here, he emphasised the more 

esoteric nature of the taste for early Italian pictures, and the critical discourse in which 

200 
Austcn Layard, 'The National Gallery' , Quarterly Review, vol. I 05, January and 

.-\pril l859 p 355 
201 ' . . 

East lake Smith (ed.), lmunals, vo l.2, p. l 03 . From a letter of 7th September 1858. 
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it was founded. but also recognised that it would be subsumed by fashion rather than 

acting as a corrective to the trivialising tendencies assigned to it. He wrote that: 

it requires something more than the eye to appreciate their beauties and to 
imerpret their signification. Few can feel true sympathy, although sympathy may 
be affected. for what are somewhat contemptuously called 'pre-Raphaelite 
pictures' .202 

~!any of those who might ostensibly seem to be devotees of the ' primitives' were thus 

identified as empty vessels who would assume whatever guise necessary in order to 

appear abreast with current thinking on the relative values of the schools of painting. 

Art remained their 'plaything', it was asserted; it was only the nature of the game 

which had changed, with the modish now attempting to feign expertise and faculties of 

spiritual insight. East lake, whose views on the art itself were more qualified than those 

ofl..ayard, was accordingly more sceptical about the mass favour apparently enjoyed 

by earlier art. Whilst under examination by the select committee investigating the 

~ational Gallery in 1853, he spoke of the widespread 'rage for very early works of art' 

in England and on the continent, which: 

as it at present exists, will not endure. I think there is a great deal of fashion in it; 
and a large proportion of those early pictures are full of affectation and grimace; 
and many persons who have, or fancy they have, a taste for those pictures are 
insensible to the essential elements o f painting.203 

Eastlake was particularly suspicious of the sudden nature of the rise in knowledge and 

awareness of the ' primitives', stating to the select corrunittee that the means by which 

it had been achieved had been available to 'English travellers, had they been disposed 

to look for it , any time within the last forty years' .204 For him, this gave the recent 

emergence of a predilection for the 'primitives' in English society the appearance of an 

~02Austen Layard, 'The Publications of the Arundel Society. Fresco Painting', 
~· vol. I 04, July-October 1858, p.JOO. 

Report of the Select Committee on the National Gallery', minutes p.455, 
~:5.6466-64 72. 

il.lliL q.no.64 7 1. 
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e\'anescent vogue, the followers of which had no true appreciation of the artworks 

they professed to fmd so affecting. It should also be noted here that certain modern 

critics, including Haskel~ have interpreted his reservations regarding early Italian rut in 

1853 as part of a stance against the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood; this will be discussed 

further in chapter four.205 Nonetheless, with regards to the purchase of pictures for 

the National Gallery, East lake was in favour of an inclusive approach, in which the 

importance of all schools and eras was recognised, and the best examples of each 

sought out. He agreed that the attentions of a director should be focus upon the 

schools which had been neglected up to that point, of whom the early Italians were 

uni,·ersally considered to be the most prominent example. Despite his misgivings 

concerning the ' rage' for the 'primitives-, Eastlake declared that the collection of their 

works was 'most desirable', but also that it must be done 'with discretion and 

discrimination', rather than with a fervent and ultimately blinkered admiration for 

an~thing which issued from the pre-Renaissance pcriod_206 

F..astlake thus recognised the worth of the earlier schools in a discursive account of art, 

but did not attempt a re-evaluation of what was admirable and excellent in painting as 

a result of his studies, unlike Rio in his De la Pocsje ChrCtienne. There is a hostility in 

his remarks which is directed not so much towards the art itself (although it is 

criticised in passing), but towards the vacuous posturing of its new admirers. An 

essentially libera~ democratic and inteiJectuaJ discourse was thus damaged in terms of 

its influence among the Victorian arts cognoscenti by what they regarded as its 

pretentious adoption by some of the richest and most privileged in society. Although it 

offered the expert unprecedented opportunities to demonstrate specialist knowledge 

and experience, it also allowed the ignorant to pretend to this knowledge through the 

~~~:e chapter 4, section V, p.329, and section VI, pp.357-8. 
ibid.., p.458, q.no.6480. Eastlake states that were he director, he would collect as 

much as possible from the Venetian and Flemish schools (q.no.6476), and describes 
the Work ofRembrandt and Rubens as ' invaluable' (q.no.6468). 
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mimicry of the expert's taste. The expert's position was at once established and 

compromised. Any democratic aspect that was implied in the criticism was effectively 

~ated by the fact that it encouraged the rich to buy, thereby perpetuating the 

uhimatc control of old master painting in England by the private collector, and 

inhibiting the development of art history as an intellectual discipline. 

\"1. Eastlake's Directo~hip of the National Gallery: The Acquisition of 

·Primiti\·es' in Italy and the Issue of Arrangement 

Th: 1853 select committee report made several recommendations regarding the 

aheration of the National Gallery's administration, which the Government 

subsequently acted upon. Hence, before the end of 1855, the Trustees were provided 

with an annual picture budget, obviating the need for them to make an application to 

Parliament every time an opportunity for purchase arosc.207 The number of Trustees 

was gradually reduced, and it was reso lved that they should be, in the words of the 

Treasury minute entit led ' Reconstituting the Establishment of the National Gallery', 

'cultivated lovers ofart '.2°8 Their role was also redefined in the light of the 

appointment of the frrst director of the Gallery, which was perhaps the most significant 

re,ision made to the administrative structure o f the institution as a result of the 1853 

report. This director would take on many of the less menial duties of the old position 

ofkecpcr, but would have greater power, notably with regards to the acq uisition of 

paintings for the collection. 209 The trustees were effectively reduced to a supporting 

207
This move is advised in the report ('Report from the Select Committee on the 

National Gallery', report p.xv), and confirmed in the Treasury minute 'Reconstituting 
the Establishment of the National Gallery' (p.4), where it is ruled that every year 'a 
sum expressly for the purchase of pictures' is to be inserted into the National Gallery 
estimate, which would enable 'greater flexibility', and which would be allowed to 
accumulate 

~08' Recor.s~ituting' , p. l . It is stated here that the number of trustees should never 
~~~-six, but that this rule will only be enforced as positions become vacant. 
~al Gallery· Minutes oCBoard Meetings, vol4, hand-written by Ralph 

\l.'omum, keeper and secretary, 12.11 .1855 - 11 .2. 1871, p. l . From a meeting on 12th 
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rosition, mediating between the Gallery and the Government, offering 'counsel and 

:Khice·210 to the director, but no longer ho lding any real authority. All purchase 

'"''Commendations were to come from the director,211 which they could either sanction 

Clr reject, but rejections would no longer result in a wo rk being turned away; the 

qU<.'Stion of whether the disputed work should be bought would then go before 

Parliament. 212 

The result of these attempts to appo int an arts professional who could run the National 

Gallery in a manner as free as possible from interference or obstruction by the board of 

trustees was the creation of a post of which extremely high expect at ions were held by 

all conuncntators. On the 2nd July, East lake was formally instated as director of the 

~ational Gallery, and he was placed under almost immediate pressure to address the 

tJilings of the collection. The Treasury minute, which appeared just over two months 

~fore his appointment, asserted that 'as a general rule, preference should be given to 

fine pictures for sale abroad ', as it was assumed (perhaps too confidently) that 

artworks already in the country would not ever leave, but the introduction of foreign 

pictures wi ll constitute 'a positive addition to the treasures of art in England'. 21 3 IJy 

the sixth of August, Eastlake had accordingly submitted plans for a lengthy continental 

journey in pursuit of five paintings by Leonardo, Perugino and Ghirlandaio to the 

trustees; he would embark upon such missions in 1855, 1856 and 1857.214 This 

November 1855. The appointment of Ralph Womum as keeper and secretary, on the 
same day East lake was made director, is here recorded. The new keeper was primarily 
concerned with practical questions relating to the GaUery, and acted essentially as a 
custodian. 
210iliid. 

~ 1 1 "Report from the Select Committee on the National Gallery', repo rt p.xv. lt is 
concluded that 'every recommendation for the purchase of a picture should originate 
11ith the director' 
m.Rcconstituting. • p 3 
' IJ· . • . . 
;,~illlil, p.4. 

For complete details of all the art works purchased fo r the Gallery under the 
directorship of East lake during the 1850s, see Returns of all the Pictures Purchased for 
lhtl!a.tional Galler:y during the J\dministration of Sir Charles Eastlake, London, 
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probably signifies an awareness on the part ofEastlake and others involved with the 

Gallery of the success er~oycd by private collectors who ventured abroad in order to 

obtain their ' primitives'. The need for such action had long been recognised by 

conuncntators on the gallery such as Rusk in, who had suggested the sending of agents 

to Italy in his letter to The Times of 1847. All purchases on the first trip were to be 

rrade from£ I 0,000 voted to the Gallery by Parliament, and East lake's reports to the 

uustees attempt to meticulously plan and rationalise his expenditure oflarge sums of 

public money. 215 

L'pon arrival on the continent. East lake discovered that several of the works he had 

intended to invest this public money in were not of the calibre he had anticipated. His 

first slop was in Paris, where he had intended to buy a St Sebast ian by Leonardo da 

\.inci from the Parisian dealer M.Morcau, setting aside £1,500 for that purpose. When 

1:-efore the picture. however, Eastlake recorded in his travelling notebook that it was 

'certainly not by Lconardo',216 and no offer was made. Significantly, similar problems 

were to plague him in Italy, notwithstanding the success private individuals claimed to 

hm had there. The other ·Leonardo' on his List, a Madonna and Child from the 

colkction of Duke Litta at Milan, was also found to be falsely attributed; despite 

claims to authenticity that had induced the new director to prepare an o flc r of £3000, 

h.: reported to the trustees that he was 'now persuaded (it is) not by the hand of that 

rrastcr".217 Problems were also created by the efforts of the ft alian authorities to 

restrict the sale and export of their nation's art treasures. Eastlake had intended to 

Ordered by the House of Commons to be Printed, 1860. This pamphlet lists the tit les, 
prices and dates of purchase for every picture bought between 1844, "'hen East lake 
~~appointed keeper, and 1860. 
-l )Hational Gallery Minutes. vol.3, p.32. From a meeting on 6th August 1855. 
Eastlake's init ial report here details the five works he sought, and neatly divides the 
i ,12.000 between them. 

Charles East lake, Travelling Notebook 1855, 2 vols., hand-written, 1855, vol. I, 
~i;. ~lake hazards a reattnbution to Beltraffio. 

::i.auonal Gallery Minutes. vol.4, p.4. From a meeting on 12th November 1855. The 
quote is from a letter from East lake to the trustees. 
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purchase an altarpiece depicting The Madonna and Child Enthroned by Ghirlandaio 

from the cloister of La Calza in Florence, and was prepared not only to offer £1500 

for the work, but also to buy a less admirable Cmcifixion by Perugino from the same 

place for £500, 'in case the owners will not allow them to be separated.'21 8 This 

measure proved unnecessary, and the monks of La Calza accepted an offer of just 

£1240 for their altarpiece; the Tuscan government intervened, however, and refused to 

allow the exportation of the work, thus preventing Eastlake from securing it fo r the 

Gallery on his first purchasing tour.219 During his second tour the following year, he 

was informed that the Gon~mmeot bad ruJed that the painting was church property 

and could not therefore be removed from the country.220 lt was in the Uffizi by 1857, 

and permanently out of reach for foreign buyers of all kinds. 

The triumphs of Eastlake·s efforts in Florence and elsewhere in Italy and Europe 

during the second half of the 1850s were unplanned and relatively inexpensive 

acquisitions, made in low-key transactions from private individuals, thus ensuring that 

the Italian authorities could not interfere. The majority were from the fitleenth century, 

in response to the criticisms of the 1853 select committee report , and were often by 

masters of lesser reputation than Leonardo, Perugino and Ghirlandaio, as if the 

director was reacting to the accusations of name-worship made by Lord Overstone in 

the evidence he gave to that committee. East lake was not impressed generally with the 

Italian art market , fmding many of the available artwork.s to be either ioauthentic or 

overpriced. or both. In the Villa Capagoa at Rome in I 856, for example, he noted 

218:1.:.1 
, UlJ.IL., vol.3 , p.33. From a meeting on 6th August 1855. 
19a.:.~ 

;
1 
~· vol.4, pp.4-5. From a meeting on I 2th November 1855. 

--
0ihi.d..., p. l 04. From a meeting on 16th November, I 857. The intervention of the 

Italian authorities were to frustrate East lake's purchasing again in 1857, when the 
Government would not allow the exportation of a painting of Saints by Yivarini on the 
grounds that it bad come from the chapel of a confratemity at Pesaro, although the 
work had already been bought from them by an Italian dealer. Eastlake bad offered 
£350 fo r the painting. 
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misanributions to both Fra Angelica and Filippo Lipp~ 22 1 and on his 1857 tour the 

few eligible works encountered were considered by him to be appallingly expensive, 

rcOecting the steep rise in demand for such art that had occurred over the previous 

mo decades.222 However, the new flexibility of the National Gallery's purchase 

system meant that the money saved as a result of disappointments elsewhere could be 

promptly reinvested in any unexpected opportunities which arose. For instance. on the 

first tour in 1855, despite his failure to immediately secure any of the pictures on the 

initial List submitted to the trustees, East lake acquired four quattrocento works for the 

national collection by Botticelli, Benezzo Gozzoli and Cosimo Roselli, for a total of 

just £745.223 

The acquisi tion record of the National Gallery in the 1850s was scarred by 

controversy. This primarily involved two large-scale paint ings by Vcroncse. an 

Adoration of the Magi and The Family ofDarius before Alexander, which were 

purchased fo r the nation in 1855 and 1856 respectively. Upon the appointment of 

Eastlake as director, the Athenaeum ominously remarked that 'mistakes arc henceforth 

211 Eastlake. Travelling Notebook 1856, 2 vo ls., hand-written, 1856, vol.l , pp.15-16. 
Three pictures given to Angclico arc described simply as 'not genuine'; a Madonna 
and Child with Saints is 'called f.Lippi. not equal to him'. 
~22National Gallery Minutes, vo l.4, pp.l 05-109. From a meeting on 16th November 
1857. Eastlake found nothing worthy of the Gallery·s attention in Siena, Cortona, 
Arczzo, Pesaro, Rovigo and Padua. In the Zambeccari collection in Bologna, he found 
the Count himself unwilling to sell the Frau1cia that \\"35 his best work, o ffering instead 
a small Cima for which ' he asks much too high a price' . In Venice, amongst the 
remains of the Maofrioi collection, a St Jerorne by Bellini was found, but its price of 
1800 guineas was considered 'absurd'. The prices of the other pictures avai.lable were 
·equally extravaQant', even though ' not one is of a high class, or unobjectionable'. 
"3 . -- ibid., p.5. From a meeting on 12th November 1855. East lake here reported to the 
trustees that he had bought two Bott icellis for £33 1.13s and £ 160, a Gozzoli for 
fl37.16s, and a Rosselli fo r S 11 4. 17s. Davies, National Gallery Catalogue, p.ll 0, 
cat.nos.226, 275. The Botticellis, now considered studio works, are n.vo tondos, both 
depicting Ibe Virgin and Child with St John. The Rosselli, since reattributcd to 
Francesco Botticini, is an altarpiece depicting St Jerorne in Penitence (p. 11 9, 
tat.no.227). The Gozzoli, which remains the only authentic example of the painter in 
the collection, is an altarpiece depicting I he Virgin and Child Enthroned with Angels 
and_Saint.s. (p.73. cat.no.283). 
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inexcusable'.224 As mentioned above, hopes for the director and the improvements he 

would bring were high. The directorial profile given in the 1853 select committee 

report reveals that expectations were even quite unrealistic. It ruled that the director 

should have: 

not only a complete knowledge of the styles of the various masters and schools 
of art, and of the value, both intrinsic and commercial, of their works, but also 
an enlightened taste in appreciating their several merits, to the exclusion of all 
partiality for particular schools, epochs, or authors.225 

The impossibili ty of ever finding such a person was recognised by several of those 

examined by the committee, including the connoisseur and collector Jamcs 

Dennistoun, who said that he despaired of find ing all of the necessary qualifications ·in 

any one individual'; he recommended instead the format ion of a smal~ salaried 

commillc~.226 East lake himself acknowledged that this figure of ' the perfect 

connoisseur' was unattainable, as ' the knowledge which is required is too vast and 

various'.227 Richard Ford, a respected expert on Spanish art, realised that such a 

figure would carry a heavy burden of scrutiny, responsibility and expectation, and 

concluded that 'whoever becomes the director of a National Gallery of pictures is a 

brave man•.228 

~egative responses to the two Veroncse acquisitions had a focus fer their attacks in 

the fom1 of the new director. These two purchases were held by many to be disastrous 

"mistakes' , for which Eastlake should be cast from office. The Spectator, for example, 

declared that the Adoration ofthe Magi was ' for the purposes of a national gallery, 

m Albcnacum, No. l431 , 31 st March 1855, p.380. A sinularly stem comment was 
rmde by William Rossetti in the~: 'if blunders occur henceforth, one will know 
~~m to look to' (vol. I, Jan-June 1855, p.329). . 
),

6
. ~eport from the Select Committee on the National Gallery', report p.XV!. 

-- ihllL . 
) J

7
. . , mmutes p.395, q.no.5753. 

;;8~. p.45 I, q.no.6411. 
ihld.., p.565, q.no.8008. 
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~·, as, although doubtlessly authentic, it was ' not in any sense a grand or fine 

Vcroncse·. The magazine openly stated that 'Sir Charles Eastlake is not a proper 

person to be the director of the National Gallcry'.229 Neither did old adversaries of the 

director such as Morris Moore and Lord Elcho miss the opportwlity to snipe at the 

gallery's administration, and East lake in particular, in letters to The Times and 

questions put before the House of Commons, especially in reference to the large sum 

paid for the Family of Darius. Such views were far from unanimous, however; critics 

disagreed with one another, hinted at ulterior (usually careerist) motives on the part of 

Eastlake's most prominent detractors, and delivered opposing verdicts on the two 

''orks.23° Against this fractious background. responses to the various productions of 

the earlier Italian schools which were acquired in the same period initially appear to 

haw been relatively harmonious, with some works even attaining a consensus of 

approval. 

One such painting was the portion of an altarpiece by Perugino depicting Ihe 

\fadonna and Child with the Archangels Raphacl and Micbael, purchased from the 

"9 -- Spectator. vol.29, 1856, pp.421-2. 
2j°For example: the 6rt.::lo_umal took issue with Coningham, who wrote a letter to 
The Times attacking the Adoration of the Magi; the magazine stated that the picture 
did not deserve the censure he loaded upon it, and that 'Mr.Coningharn, we fear, will 
never be satisfied with any acquisition the National Gallery receives till be is consulted 
previously to its purchase ... we have far less confidence in his judgement, even were he 
of less querulous disposition, than in that of the Director and the secretary' (vol.2, 
1856, p.l26). Defence of the Family of Darius was Y.1despread; the Illustrated LQlldQn 
~ms dismissed the 'worthless accusations' of the 'pugnacious Mr.Moore' regarding 
it (\·oiJ I, July-Dec. l857, p.65 1 ); the Spectator, despite its denouncement of the 
AdorJlion of the Magi, declared that in a few years the large price paid (£13,650) 
would be forgotten, whereas 'year by year the nation Y.1ll feel more securely, and rate 
more jealously, the value of so eminent a masterpiece of art, and the honour which it 
confers on the gallery' (vo1.30, 1857. p. ll 42). Ruskin \HOle to The Times in defence 
of the picture, in the form of a direct reposte to statements made by Lord Elcho in the 
House of Commons; he wrote that it was worth at least a third more than had been 
paid for it, as it bad been 'simply the best Veronese in Italy, if not in Europe' (Cook 
~ Wcddcrbum (cds.), The Complete Works, vol.lJ, p.88, Letter originally published 
m~. 9th July 1857). 
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Mdzi f.1!11ily at Milan in 1856, after months of negotiations; it was the only work 

which featured on Eastlake's list of 1855 to eventually be included in the National 

Galkry.23 t The Times pointed out that they had obtained it from the Church of 

Certosa near Pavia, ' for which Vasari tells us it was painted',232 clearly revelling in 

the brevity of this provenance and the irrefutable authenticity it was taken to signify. 

The work was universally praised in the periodical press, and satisfied even the most 

demanding critics; Ruskin, for instance, cited it as an especially fme example of'living 

S)mmctry' in his Elements of Drawing of 1857.233 Several publications commented 

upon the distinct change they believed had occurred in the purchasing policy of the 

~ational Gallery in the wake of the 1853 select con1llli ttee report and the appo intment 

ofEastlake. On the occasion of the unveiling of the Perugino panels and several other 

newly acquired early works on the walls at Trafalgar Square, the Spectator remarked 

that it was ' notable change indeed from the days when Caraccis and dubious Guidos 

were ''the thing'', and when the admission of a Francia or a Van Eyck was held to 

threaten converting the gallery into a museum ofcuriosities!•234 The Times suggested 

in 1858 that this development reflected the 'prevailing feeling of the amateurs of our 

day', going on to argue that : 

23
tNational Galler:y Minutes, vol.3, p.32. From a meeting on 6th August 1855. 

Eastlake here allocated £3500 of his budget to the ac~uisition of the Melzi Perugino. 
In November, he reported that after having offered £3200 for the work, he was 'still in 
negotiation' over its purchase (vol.4, p.4). It entered the national collection before 
.~ugust 1856 (Davies, National Gallery Catalogue, p.405, cat.no.288). 
J,Jih r 
;.;e t~. 18th August 1856, p.6. 
_, Cook and Wedderbum (eds.), The Complete Works, vol. 15, The Elements of 
12mring, p.l70. ' In many sacred compositions, living symmetry, the balance of 
harmonious opposites, is one of the profoundest sources of their power; almost any 
works of the early painters, Angelica, Perugino, Giotto etc. will furnish you with 
notable instances of it. The Madonna of Perugino in the National Gallery, with the 
angel Michael on one side and Raphael on the other, is as beautiful an example as you 
can have.' 
1·~ 

_, ~. vo l.29, 1856, p.903. 
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whereas the connoisseur of fanner days regarded with favo ur the latest 
fo llowers of the great masters, the modem collector unhesitatingly prefers the 
precursors of those masters to their imitators.235 

A purchasing preference for the earlier schools is significantly identified as 'modem·; 

in actively seeking early works, and putting them on display in the national collection, 

East lake was regarded as effectively modernising it. Th.is modernisation of content 

prompted an intensification of calls for an according modernisation of arrangement. 

The taste for early Italian art was predicated upon a desire to intellectualise the 

appreciation of the old masters. As Eastlake was attempting to reflect this taste in the 

:\ational Gallery, it was widely felt that he should also strive to apply rigorous 

historiographic principles to the arrangement of the collection he was embellishing. 

Rusk in was a keen advocate of this course of action on the part of the gallery's 

administration. In 1852, he \>oTOtc a second letter to The Times on the subject of the 

collection's failings, in which he argued that: 

Nothing has so much retarded the advance of art as our miserable habit of 
mixing the works of every master and of every century. More would be learned 
by an ordinary intelligent observer in simply passing from a room in which there 
were only T it ians, to another where there were only Caraccis, than by reading a 
volume of lectures on colour. 

Central to this proposal was the idea of an education, of forming a gallery in which 

useful knowledge could be easily, or at least conveniently acquired. The paintings 

would be hung in such a way as to make them instructive rather than, or as well as, 

impressive; the national collection, Ruskin ruled, should represent the history of 

painting in all its epochs, and not be restricted to areas of broadly recognised 

excellence. He stated that the proper system of arrangement for such a collection 

should be 'chronological and ethnological' .236 Similar recommendations had been 

235The r · ~36 tmes, 24th Apnl 1858, p.5. . . 
Cook and \Vedderbum (cds.), Ihe Complete Works, vol.l2, pp.412-3. Ongmally 

published in The Times, 29th December 1852. 
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made as early as 1836, when Wnagen told the select committee on arts and 

manufactures that a 'historical arrangement' was the most desirable method of hanging 

paintings in a public gallery;237 his ovm arrangement of the Berlin Gallery was 

commonly cited by Oritish commentators as being the shining exemplar of such 

practice. Several ofthosc ~ ho gave evidence to the 1853 select committee on the 

~ational Gallery spoke out on this issue. Dennistoun, for instance, corruncnted upon 

·t!Je extreme desirableness of something like an arrangement of the pictures', ideally 'a 

chronological arrangement in schools'.238 Ea.stlake himself went one step further when 

~fore the committee, proposing not only the adoption of a complete chronological 

system, into which every picture in the collection would be incorporated, but also the 

seP'"..ration of the Italian and northern paintings, and the distinct hanging of each Italian 

school, 'so connected as to show its relation to neighbouring schools' .239 However, 

despite the proclamation of these rigorously scholarly schemes by the future director, 

four years later Rusk in told the National Gallery Site Commission of his 'great hope' 

that the collection at Trafalgar Square may yet 'become a perfectly consecutive 

chronological arrangement.'240 Two years after the report of this commission, Layard 

was still characterising the National Gallery as an institution that was considerably 

b.:hind the rest of Europe in terms of the conceptual sophistication of its display. He 

identifies the Berlin Gallery as 'the most valuable in Europe for the illustration of the 

history of art', and marvels at the attention to detail in the hanging. The classification 

of pictures according to time and birthplace of their painter is said to afford ' not only a 

history of the development of art in each country, but even in different cities of the 

237 'Report from the Select Committee on Arts and their Connexion with 
~!anufactures·, minutes p.l l , q.no.86. 
- J

8'Report from the Select Committee on the National Gallery', minutes p.41 0, 
q.no.5892. 
239;h:-J 
240~. p.459, q.no.65 16. 

Report of the National Gallery Site Commission, Together with Minutes, 
E\idcnce, Appendi.x and Index'. Reports from Commissioners, 9 vols., London, 
Presented to both Houses of Parliament by the Command of her Majesty, Printed by 
Harrison and Sons. vo l.9. session 30 April - 28th August 1857, minutes p.93, 
q.no.240 1. 
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same country';241 this system of arrangement is very similar to that envisioned by 

Eastlake six years earlier, and indeed he had singled out Waagen's gallery for praise on 

that occasion. In 1859, however, it was still being presented as a condition to which 

!k organisers of the National Gallery should aspire. 

\!any critics understood the flurry of purchases of early Italian pictures that occurred 

in the mid-1850s to be a campaign on the part of the director to enable the 

chronological arrangement of the National Gallery. [n October 1857, after a brief 

period of closure, the gallery reopened with eight new works incorporated into the 

display. They included one of the Virgin and Child with St John the Bapl.i.s.t tondos 

anributcd to Botticelli (cat.no.226), and the St Jerome attributed to Rosscll i 

(cat.no.227), which East lake had acquired in 1855 whilst on his first purchasing lour 

for the Gallery. Also among the eight were two of the director's more recent Italian 

successes, both secured in Florence during his 1857 tour; they were a Yircin and Child 

11jth Sts Jerome and Dominic by Filippino Lippi, which had been bought from 

Guiscppe Rucellai,242 and a large-sca.le St Sebastian by Pollaiuolo from the Palazzo 

Pucci.243 On show for the first time as well was the divisive Family of Darius Before 

Alexander by Veronese.244 The minutes of the trustees' meetings reveal that some 

thought was put into the arrangement of these works on the walls of the Gallery. It 

11asstatcd that 'advantage was taken of this opportunity in the rchanging to bring the 

works of the earlier painters together'; the four new fifteenth-century works were all 

hung in 'the small room on the south side of the passages', and four other 'primitive' 

pictures were also moved there from the ' large west room•.245 As a result, 'seventeen 

~41 Layard, 'The National Gallery', p.352. 
~42Davies, National Gallery Catalogue, p.286, cat.no.293. 
-UN.ational Gallery Picture File No 292. A receipt in this file states that East lake 
~ught the work from Marquis Robcrto Pucci for 13,500 francs. 
44Ik.Iimes, 26th October 1857, p.9. The others were Christ Driving the 
~Lenders Out of the Temple by Bassano, Portrait of a Man in a Green Hcadress 
IT Van. Eyck, and Portrait of a Lady in a Red Dress by Cranach. 

5
National Gallery Minutes, vol.4, p.ll8. From a meeting on 16th November 1857. 
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r:ar~· Italian pictures are placed together, and give a distinct character to the room, 

illustrating the quattrocento schools of Italy.' Commentators on the Gallery, however, 

were unimpressed by this supposed development in its approach to picture 

JtTallgcment, and some even failed to notice it at all. 

The Athenaeum judged the PoUaiuolo to be the most important of all the 

goYcnunent's purchases that decade, due to its perceived significance in the history of 

perspective in painting, but the magazine's pleasure was tempered by confusion 

regarding the overall management of the collection. Despite the individual successes of 

the various pictures acquired, it expressed the hope that: 

a more systematic arrangement of the pictures on the walls may soon be 
attempted. Even now we cannot help feeling that a favourable opportunity of 
commencement has been lost. Sufficient pictures have by this time been 
ac~umulated so as, at least, to group all the early pictures together.246 

This criticism is remarkable in its apparent failure to notice the efforts that had been 

made by the Gallery's administrators to hang as many of their early Italian works as 

possible in the same room. The precise wording of the statement given by the keeper 

Ralph Womum in the Gallery's minutes offers a possible explanation for the 

magazine's dissatisfaction: the southern room was 'almost exclusively' devoted to the 

li ti~cnth century, and was ·chiefly Italian '. In addition. the Family of Darius before 

Alexander, which might usefully have hung with other Italian pictures, was placed in 

the Flemish room due to lack of space.247 The re hanging was not, in short, entirely 

rigorous, and certainly not rigorous enough to satisfy those seeking the establishment 

of a 'systematic' historical arrangement in the rooms at Trafalgar Square. 

These four were works ascribed to Giotto (cat.no.276), Lorenzo da Sanseverino 
(cat.no.249), Niccolo Alunno (cat.no.247) and the other Botticelli tondo acquired by 
~~~!lake in 1855 ( cat.no.275). 
en ~~naeum, No.l566, 31st October 1857, p.l362. 
~al Gallery Minutes, vol.4, p.ll8. from a meeting on 16th November 1857. 
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The steady stream of early Italian art entering the National Gallery did not ebb during 

the final years of the 1850s. In 1857, a major purchase from the Lombardi-Baldi 

collection in Florence introduced the first examples of Duccio and Uccello to the 

collection.2-l8 Over the foUo\\ing two years, rnany more works from the fifteenth 

ro~tury and earlier were acquired; they included a £k1a by Crivelli, bought by East lake 

[J !858 from the collection ofP.Vallati in Rome, and a Poorait ofa Mao thought to 

re by Masaccio. which had been obtained at the Nooh.,.,ick sale in August I 859.249 

The minutes again attest to some consideration on the part of the Gallery' s 

alministrators of how to arrange these new acquisitions in a manner which would be 

intellectually edifying to a viewer. lt is noted that when hanging the Crivelli and the 

"\lasaccio' in 1859, Womum had been in.-;pired into 'attempting a stricter 

· classification of the schools than has hitheoo been observed '. This took the form of 

mving the Italian works dating from before 1400 to the ' nooh small room' , meaning 

that the 'south small room' was now 'chiefly Italian pictures of the filleenth 

century. '250 These continued efforts suggest an awareness of the deficiencies of the 

~alional Gallery in this area, and the discontent they caused among prominent 

commentators such as Ruskin and Layard. 

It could be argued that the National Gallery was scarcely more progressive in this 

r~p.:ct than the British Institution, which continued to include the art of all eras from 

Ilk: thirteenth century onwards in its Summer Exhibitions, yet repooedly failed to 

cpply any organisational principles to them. In 1859, for example, the north room at 

~48Davies, National Gallery Catalogue, p.l72, cat.no.566. 1lle Duccio was a 
lli<lonna and Child with Saints. the Uccello a scene from the Battle of San Romaoo 
(p.529, cat.no.583). Also among the paintings acquired at this sale were a Virgin and 
Child Enthroned by Mararitone (p.345, cat.no.564}, an Adoration of the Kings 
mnbutcd to Filippino Lippi (p.97, eat.no.592), which has since been rcattributed to 
BotticeUi, and a predella panel depicting the Adoration ofthe Kings by a follower of 
~~~-~ngclico (p.32, no .582). 

ibid.., p.l 55, cat.no.602 (Crivelli), p. 98. cat.no.626 p..1asaccio' , since rcattributcd 
~~ Botticelli). 
-~ional Gallery Minutes, vol.4, p.20 I. From a meeting on 30th November 1859. 
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Pall Mall featured a mixture of Italian and northern European painting fro m the 

fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Works attributed to Bellini, Botticelli 

and Pcrugino hung alongside Titans, Caraccis and Van Dycks.25 1 The Times was 

unimpressed with both the quality of the artworks on display, and the chaot ic variety 

11ith which a visitor was confronted. It advised the directorate to consider del'oting 

exhibitions to specific masters or schools, a suggestion similar to Ruskin's vision of 

rooms in the Nat ional Gallery devoted to Titian or the Caracci; the paper ruled that 

"there is mo re to be kam1 from a succession of such collections than from any number 

of haphazard gatherings of great wo rks from all countries, ages and styles'. 252 This 

advice went unheeded, predictably enough, as the priorities of the Institution cannot 

~said to have been didactic, nor its directorate 'modem' in their thinking. However, 

th.! failure of the National Gallery, one o f the few truly public galleries in Britain at this 

time, to successfully impose a comprehensive system of arrangement upon its walls 

despite the continued contribution, either directly or in the form of comment, of some 

of the foremost Victorian authorities on old master painting, warrants furt her 

discussion in this thesis. 

VII. Excellence versus Education: Conceptions of the Popular Function of the 

Na tional Gallery 

This failure on the part of the National Gallery can be partly explained by space 

restrictions in its rooms, and the gaps in historical sequence which continued to ex.ist 

in the collection itself Its administrators were also hindered, however, by the lack of 

consensus on the subject of arrangement in the English art world. Those who ran the 

25 1
British Institution Catalo~:ue, 1859. J.H.Anderton lent a Virgin and Child and 

Saints attributed to Bellini; Wynne Ellis lent a Crucifixion attributed to Perugino; 
D~venport-Bromley lent two supposed BotticeiJjs, a~ and a Virgin and Child 
IDI_h Angrls_. These paintings were heavily outnumbered by sixteenth-century works by 
~sts su~h as Baroccio, Baglione, Schiadone, Cesari and Carracci. 
, The Imle.S, 6th June 1859, p.l 0. Davenport-Bromley's Botticellis are pronounced 
second-rate'. 
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National Gallery, in the 1850s at least, demonstrated a responsiveness to the advice of 

acknowledged experts, not least through the efforts made by the director to 

supplement the number of early Italian paintings in the collection. In the case of 

picture arrangement, and connected issues involving the wider philosophy on which 

the Gallery should operate, conflicting views among corrunentators prevented any 

clear course of action from becoming apparent. It was a topic of fierce debate between 

traditionalists insistent on a Peelite gallery of excellence, into which only the greatest 

masterpieces should be admitted, and more modem intellectuals and arts professionals 

who favoured a gallery of education. As has been discussed, the latter group spoke up 

repeatedly about the necessity of adopting a chronological system which incorporated 

examples from all periods and schools, in order to provide a viewer with a powerful 

lesson in the history of art. This debate involved the Italian 'primitives' with regards to 

the scope and arrangement of the collection, and also in terms of its accessibility to the 

general public; several experts were of the opinion that the inclusion of such art would 

have an alienating effect upon the uninitiated masses. Fundamentally, however, the 

issue at stake was the role and function of the National Gallery in society at large; 

critics were seeking to dcfme both the nature of the benefits the collection offered to 

the populace, and the means by which these benefits were best imparted to them. 

t\s might be expected, the various conceptions of the Gallery's nature and purpose, 

and the differences between them, can be observed .,..;th particular clarity in the reports 

and minutes of the parlimentary select committees appointed to investigate it. In 1836, 

Edward Solly raised rm objection to the concept of the gallery of education which 

would be restated many times in the decades to come. He declared: 

lfit is to be a complete historical collection, of course it must commence from 
the time ofCirnabue and Giotto; but I should not think it advisable to corrunence 
in that way; I should think the preferable way would be to commence \lo'ith the 
very best masters, those who had brought it to the greatest state of perfection, 
and then go up to the source as well as come down to the present time. I do not 
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think that the public would take that interest if we were to commence with 
Cimabue and Giotto.253 

The educational gallery was thus defmed as being anti-popular, and would repel those 

it was attempting to instruct with its harsh, ungratifying lessons in ' primitive' art . 

Solly"s own interest in and collection of early Italian painting, discussed earlier in the 

chapter, should here be noted; as will also be seen elsewhere, there was no necessary 

correlation between a taste for such art, and a belief in either the need for methodical 

art education, or for the chronological arrangement of public art collections. 

By the time of the 1853 select committee report, att itudes towards early art had been 

transfom1ed, and support fo r the creation of a gallery of education at Trafalgar Square 

had grow11 enormously. The report itself explicitly states that the collection 

enlargement fu nds allocated to the administration should be expended ' with a view, 

not merely of exhibiting to the public beautiful works of art, but of instructing the 

people in the history of that art ',254 thus endorsing the purchase of'primitives', and a 

chronological hanging system. This recommendation, however, was formed in 

contradiction to the evidence of several of those who spoke before the committee; 

their views testifY to the persistence of the notion that the Nat ional Gallery should only 

feature the greatest paintings in its display. For example, Coninghan1 (another 

collector of early Italian paintings) was opposed to what he regarded as the conversion 

oft he Gallery ' into a mere archaeological museum for literary antiquarians' , which 

would be 'quite misapprehending the real object of a gallery of ancient masters'. This 

is essentially the same objection as that raised by Solly seventeen years earlier; 

Coningharn feared that an educational gallery, with its comprehensive and historically 

arranged collection, was, paradoxically, an eli tist concept, only having significance for 

those with considerable prior knowledge. The ' real object' he refers to is the instilling 

1"' 
-)J.Rcport from the Select Committee on Arts and their Conncxion with 
~L~ufac tures', minutes p. l47, q. no. l 838. 

Report from the Select Committee on the Nat ional Gallery' , report p.xvi. 
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of a love for art in the general public, which he believed an 'archaeological museum' 

of painting could not achie\'e. Unlike Solly, Coningham was in favour of the Gallery 

oblaining as many ' primitives' as it could as soon as possible (as mentioned above}, 

001 tempered this enthusiasm by proclaiming that he would not 'concentrate the early 

works so much together', and that he generally thought ' too much has been made of 

chronological arrangement'. Ultimate preference was given by him to the works of 

fnian and Raphael perhaps the most conservative selection possible in mid-nineteenth 

century Britain. 255 

Richard Ford and Morris Moore both also argued against a gallery organised and 

composed in accordance with rigid educational principles. Ford echoed Stirling in his 

expression of a preference for an 'artistical' to an 'archaeological' collection, and, like 

the report itself, used the analogy of a library, but to make an entirely contrary point. 

V. lien compiling a library, he reasoned, 'you would not begin with black-letter books; 

hereafter, when you get very forward, you may, if you are rich enough, have 

curiosities; but you do not begin with them. •256 This is a similar argument to that of 

SoUy, with Ford also talking of the Gallery as if no pictures had yet been bought for it. 

The use oft he tenn 'curiosities' , the same one attributed to Peel by East lake, identifies 

Ford as a traditionalist whose views on the National Gallery were those of an older 

connoisseurial generation. Dy Moo re' s defmition, ' the object of a national gallery is to 

elevate the public taste in art' , which could be done, he seems to argue, with a display 

of works from the 'great Italian schools', due to their 'great superiority to all other 

schools. '257 The pinnacle of pinnacles was, predictably enough, Raphael, and Moo re 

pro\ided the committee v.ith his exhaustive account of the cheap Raphaels the trustees 

!
55ihid., minutes pp.490-491 , q.nos.6943-6959. The paintings of Raphacl and Titian 
~~.d~clared 'works oft he greatest importance and models for the student'. 
;~1~. p.559, q.no.7910. 

ibid., pp.684-685, q.nos.9822-9833. 
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could have acquired, in place of the offensive specimens of Zurbaran, Velazquez and 

others which they had chosen to purchase_258 

:\s already demonstrated above by the Illustrated London News' notice of the 

(oningham donation of 1848, the gallery of excellence was an easier concept to justify 

in terms of public attendance and appreciation. The idea that everything contained 

11ithin a gallery was of the best quality, and represented the highest standards of 

reauty, was supposedly a populist one, in that it meant that only the finest painting 

was laid befo re the people. It certainly simplified the gallery experience, as it 

attempted to preclude dispute or dissent through an incontestable encounter with the 

most emp)Tean realms of genius. La yard, however, openly challenged the idea that the 

histo rical system was anti-popular in the Quarterly Review The gallery of excellence 

is an untenable proposition, be asserted, due to the sheer arbitrariness of excellence 

itself. Layard simply asks 'who are the best masters?', reminding his readers that until 

the 1840s the eclectic school of Bologna was considered to be the greatest, only to fall 

from grace as 'primitive' art gained favour. The gallery of excellence was, in short, 

subject to the flux of fashion; tastes change with astonishing rapidity, he argued, and in 

retrospect could usually be demonstrated to have been founded in some sort of fo lly. 

In La yard's ,;cw, the National Gallery should aspire solely to the condition of a 

museum of art. dedicated to providing ' materials for study and comparison'. This was, 

he believed. in the best interests both o f the general public and the cause of British art. 

1t was often claimed in support of the gallery of excellence that it would offer 

eoormous benefits to painters, who could visit it and be inspired by the pinnacles of 

achievement attained in the past. Ruskin, as discussed earlier, faulted this notion and 

recommended the study of those who the greatest artists of the High Renaissance had 

themselves studied. Layard rejected both views, claiming that to suggest that the 

258ibid.. p.685, q.no .9384. For example, he claimed that since 1843, four high-quali ty 
Raphaels had been sold for a total of£ 1683; this is compared with the purchase of A 
~by Vclazquez by the trustees for £2200. 
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gallery was intended for the direct edification of painters was to miss the point. He 

argued that it was rather meant for the instruction of: 

the people ... to furnish them with the means of forming their taste and 
judgement, upon which, all er all, the true advancement of art and the character 
and quality of the artists' work must depend. 

The historiographic approach to gallery arrangement was thus presented as the truly 

democratic one, as it pennitted the populace to arrive at their 0\\11 conclusions 

concerning the relative merits of the various schools and eras, instead of providing a 

collection of a supposedly uniform quality to which there could only be one legitimate 

response. A careful and systematic array of old master paintings would also make 

them accessible, Layard stated; they could be enjoyed ·by every reflecting visitor to a 

well-arranged gallery'.259 He admired many of the government's recent purchases of 

earlier paintings, including the Perugino panels and Pollaiuolo's St Sebastian, as works 

that could be easily and effectively incorporated into such a scheme, but was careful to 

commend the later pictures obtained as well, such as Veronese's Family of Darius 

Before Alexander.26° In the properly arranged public gallery of ancient art, it was 

maintained, every school and century was of equal importance to the overall object of 

presenting a coherent history ofpai.n ting to the people. 

Ruskin also contributed to the efforts made to dismiss objections to the gallery of 

education made by those who favoured one of excellence. When before the site 

commission of 1857, he stated that under an educational system of collection and 

arrangement in the National Gallery, those who desired to see superlative works of art 

should be gratified by the fact that there would be plenty of them featured in the 

display: 'all that I should beg of them to yield to me would be that they should look at 

159a.:.> 
; U!lll,.. p.354. 
-
60ihid... p.358. The price of the Veronese is said to have been high, but 'not too large 

for a nation to pay for one of the few great masterpieces not shut up in a [foreign] 
public gallery. • 
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Titian only, or Raphacl only, and not "vish to have Titian and Raphacl side by side. •261 

. .\ gallery of education, he argued, was all-inclusive, and those interested in excellence 

only would si;nply have to be selective in their viewing; the gallery of excellence, 

however, sought to exclude the products of entire eras of art history, and would make 

attempts at instruction in the development of painting impossible. Some remained 

uncomwced: Frederick Hurlestone, president of the Society of British Artists, gave 

e\idence to the site commission directly after Ruskin, and spoke of his disapproval of 

the purchase o f ' the works of those early Italians' by the Gallery. His comments 

exhibit almost identical anxieties, and terminology, to those who fa ulted the concept of 

th.: gallery of educat ion before the 1853 select committee. For example. Hurlestone 

expressed the fear that the adoption of such a principle would make the National 

Gallery 'a museum or an archaeo logical collection, and would cause the admission of 

rmny inferior works' .262 

In the second half of the 1850s, an added emphasis was placed upon the experience of 

the public at the National Gallery in certain areas of the press commentary upon it. A 

kttcr published in The Times, for example, praised the Perugino panels as 'a fiist-rale 

work of a great painter', which will be 'a credit to the gallery in the eyes of critics and 

anists, and, what is of infmitely more importance, which will be a source of pure 

delight to thousands and thousands' .263 Debate between the advocates of the gallery 

of education, and that of excellence, was bound up in class issues of a sort that had not 

b..'en encountered at the British Institution. A significant proportion of the public who 

attended the rooms at Trafalgar Square were from the working class, who lacked the 

aspirational impulse shared by even the lowest social echelons who paid for entrance 

to the Summer Exhibition. Both the would-be educators and their opponents sought to 

:
61'Report of the National Gallery Site Commission', minutes p.97, q.no.2494. 

-
62ihi.d.., p.99, q.no.2522. William Rossetti informed the readers of the Cl:a)'Qll in 1855 

that Hurlestone was a lamentably old-fashioned artist 'who has a hankering after the 
;turillo mannerofart' (vol. I, Jan-June 1855, p.328). 
-
63The Times. ll th September 1856, p.9. 
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control this element of the public in their different ways, by means of either 

subjugation to a strict programme of instruction, or bombardment with an 

uninterrupted display of what its supporters imagined would be awe-inspiring be.:tuty. 

Sentiments regarding the populace and the National Gallery during the period covered 

by this thesis were mixed, with conunentary mostly divided between democratic 

feeling relating to the presentation of fine art to the masses, and anxiety concerning the 

possibilit ies of their misbehaviour when before it. In the late 1830s. the emphasis was 

firmly on the former; the 1836 report on the connections between art and the 

manufacturing industries lamented the lack of opportunities for 'our workmen' to 

experience art or receive art instruction in the country at large, despite the fact that 

•there exists among the enterprising and laborious classes of our country an earnest 

desire for information in the Arts. '264 The National Gallery was thus seen as an 

especially valuable and rare opportunity for the working class to satiate its desire for 

high culture. The report accordingly stressed the importance of the considerate 

determination of opening hours, in order to ensure that 'operatives' had time to 

attend, and harshly criticised even the suggestion of entrance fees. At a public meeting 

at the Freemasons Hall the following year, a resolution was carried to ensure the 

continuation of free entry to the Gallery; claims that the working classes were prone to 

injure things were dismissed as ' ill-founded and unjust ' , and support was unanimously 

given to the ' unoffending public' .265 Foggo, who chaired this meeting, demonstrated 

his continued support for its resolutions in his book on the National Gallery seven 

)'ears later, in which he declared that the arts were 'no longer to be considered as the 

2
6-l'Report from the Select Committee on Arts and their Connexion with 

Ylanufactures', report p.iii. 
265

George Foggo (hon.scc.), Report o f the Proceedings at a Public Meeting Held at 
lkfreemasons Hall on the 29th May 1837 to Promote the Admission of the Publ ic 
.wi.lhout Charge to Westminster Abbey St Pauls Cathedral and All Depositories of 
-WDrks of Art of Natural History. and Objects of Historical and Literary Interest in 
IJtblic Edifices., London. Printed by Order of the Committee, 183 7, pp. 7-8. This 
particular motion was raised by Mr. Chambers. 
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exclusive enjoyment ofthe few' , and that ' the entire population of this kingdom is 

interested in their prosperity' .266 

This conclusion was contradicted by others corrunenting on the levels of interest in the 

crowds attending the Gallery in the early 1840s, however. When giving evidence to a 

select committee appointed in 1841 to investigate 'national monuments ru1d works of 

art ', Gcorge Saunders Thwaites, then sub-keeper and secretary of the National 

Gallery, doubted that ' the mass of people who attend, particularly on holidays, take 

any particular interest in the pictures; they come and go without paying very much 

altention to them'. He did then add that even the most indifferent conducted 

themselves 'peaceably and orderly' ,267 and were a harmless presence within the rooms 

at Trafalgar Square. By the time of the first select committee on the National Gallery 

in 1850, this tolerant attitude had been replaced by a less forgiving approach. The 

repor1 submitted by this committee expressed concern that: 

the Gallery is frequently crowded by large masses of people, consisting not 
merely of those who come for the purpose of seeing the pictures. but also of 
persons having ob\·iously for their object the use of the rooms for wholly 
different purposes; either for shelter in case ofbad weather, or as a place where 
children of ail ages may recreate and play, and not infrequently as one where 
food and refreslunents may conveniently be taken.268 

Many of those in the crowds which packed the Gallery were regarded as acting in an 

inlpropcr manner; their behaviour was seen to be at odds .... ~th the space they 

occupied, with the Gallery being used by them as almost everything but a venue in 

266
Foggo, The National Gallery, introduction p.viii. 

267 
·Report from the Select Committee on National Monuments and Works of Art; 

with the Minutes of Evidence and the Appendix', Reports from Committees, 6 vols., 
London, Ordered by the House of Commons to be Printed, vo1.6, session 26th Jan.
i~nd June 184 1, minutes p.l33, q.nos.2584-2585. 

8 
'Report from the Select Committee on the National Gallery; together with the 

Minutes of Evidence, Appendix and lndex', Reports from Committees, 11 vols., 
London. Ordered by the House of Commons to be Printed, vol. 7, session 3 I st Jan -
I 5th August 1850, report p.iv. 
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which to appreciate old master painting. The supposedly pract ical justification for 

objecting to the multitudes in the National Gallery was also given in the 1850 report, 

which stated that the influx of more than 3000 visitors a day was creating a 'film of 

din' over the pictures, which may ' permanently diminish their value·.269 Co lin Trodd 

h.:Js written of the fundamental disparity perceived by Victorian commentators between 

the urban working class and the space of culture represented by the art gallery. 

\\'aagen is quoted as one who characterised the working-class presence as an invasion 

of filth, which endangered the works themselves and created a barrier between the 

more enlightened observer and the experience with art offered by the National Gallery. 

They were regarded, Trodd argues, as unwi lling to engage in the 'proper' employment 

of leisure time within the gallery, or the ' labour of leisure' demanded of them by art; 

their very identity was seen as an insurmountable obstacle to any real understand ing of 

the true value of a collection of o ld master paintings.270 This 'labour" was especially 

pronounced in the historically arranged gallery of instruct ion, but even the gallery of 

excellence required the concentration and cooperation of the 'ordinary intelligent 

observer' cited by Ruskin., or the ' reflecting visitor' imagined by Layard. Trodd 

establishes a contrast between the idealised visions of the gallery conceived by 

pre-Victorian critics such as Hazlitt, and the turbid realities reported by Waagen. who 

thought the national collection had been overrun and degraded by those it had been 

intended to benefit.271 

269ibid. 
270

Cotin Trodd, 'Culture. Class, City: The National Gallery, London and the Spaces 
ofEducation·, Marcia Pointon (ed.), Art Apart, Manchester, Manchester University 
Press, 1994, pp.40-47. The views ofWaagen referred to were given in an article on 
~~National Gallery in the Art-Journal published in 1853. 
-

1 
'Report from the Select Committee on the National Gallery' ( 1850), minutes p.36, 

q:no.533. Waagen here testifies to the 'striking difference' in the condition of the 
PICtures in the National Gallery since he saw them first in 1836, a deterioration he 
attributes to the dust and dirt occasioned by the admittance of ' a great crowd· 
(q.no.586). 
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One of the responses to this alleged threat and the added hazard of London smoke was 

the removal of the collection to a site in South Kensington. Eastlake considered this 

scheme when before the 1850 select committee; it "'as essentially a choice between the 

absolute safety and preservation of the artworks, and the accessibility of the Gallery to 

the populace. The future director concluded that the relative inaccessibility of 

Kensington was 'a serious objection', but also pointed out that Hampton Court, which 

was yet more remote, was inundated with visitors.272 Dennistoun. when speaking to 

the 1853 select committee, had none of this ambivalence; he declared that if removed 

to a more suburban location, public interest in the Gallery would indeed decrease, but 

this would be 'a very great boon to connoisseurs'. A proper analysis of the pictures 

was at present impossible, he continued, which was rendered all the more irritating by 

the fact that 'great numbers of people who now visit the Gallery are mere 

stragglers' .273 Many of those examined by the 1853 committee contested this elitist 

appraisal. Coningham, for example, was vigorously opposed to the proposed 

relocation, due to the impact it have on working-class attendance; he expressed the 

beliefthat the additional distance constituted 'a very great obstacle' to such pcople.274 

This argument proved decisi\•e for the 1857 site commission, which ruled that 

accessibility was the most important issue, and that the Trafalgar Square site was 

·more in the way of all classes, and, from long usage, more familiar to them, than any 

position on the outskirts of the metropolis·.275 

The enthusiasm for the members of the working class to attend the National Gallery, 

which lay behind the democratic convictions expressed above, was itself based in a 

'72;1,.;-1 
- Ullll., p.26, q.nos.370-380. 
273

'Report from the Select Committee on the National Gallery' , minutes p.408, 
q.no.5877. 
274ibid.. p.494, q.no. 711 . The social topography of London is used to further illustrate 
this point: Coningham argues that the move would 'cut off all the east-end of London; 
the very dense population in Finsbury, for instance, if they had to go all the way down 
~~ ~ensington, it would become a matter of impossibility for them to visit the Gallery. ' 

5 
Report of the National Gallery Site Cornnlission' , report p.vi. 
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bdief that such experience would have an improving effect upon them. The 1836 

report stressed that access to the arts enhanced them as a workforce, pointing out that 

·the connexion (sic) of art with manufacture has often developed the genius of the 

greatest masters in dcsign'.276 Similar sentiments were voiced seventeen years later by 

those gi\ing evidence to the select committee investigating the National Gallery, with 

Ford, for instance, arguing that 'you must educate people in art' if design was to 

improve.217 Others saw less directly utilitarian advantages in making the arts available 

to the populace. At the public meeting caUed in 1837 to discuss the issue of access to 

sites of cultural interest, it was resolved that 'a freq uent contemplation' of art works 

11as 'eminent ly conducive to the instruction, refinement and rational amusement of the 

p..'Ople·.278 This notion of'rational amusement' is of key importance; comparisons 

were drawn throughout the meeting between the pursuit of culture, and the other less 

salubrious pastimes of the people. For example, the Member of Parliament N.Ridley 

Colboume stated the belief: 

that the contemplation of works of art and science extends the ideas and 
improves the mind of every man who sees them. In truth also, let me say. it is 
the best species of temperance society.279 

Tllo assertions are here being made. Firstly, that the arts were to be recommended as 

th~:y r~:prcscntcd an al ternative leisure activity to a visi t to a public house or similar 

venue. Secondly, and more profoundly, that they had the effect of making such venues 

and the iniquitous attractions they offered ultimately unappealing to the 'improved' 

member of the working class. Foggo openly declares in the introduction to his IlK 

276
'Rcport from the Select Committee on the Arts and their Connexion with 

~1anufactures' , report p.iii. 
• n.Repon from the Select Committee on the National Gallery' , minutes p.566, 
q.no.&028. Ford stated: 'You send boys to school for every other object of study; but 
)Ou do not send them for the purpose of acquiring a knowledge of art , one of the most 
difiicult. ' 

2

2

7

78
Foggo, Report of the Proceedings at a Public Meeting, p.4. 

9; ~-.:~ 
li.'.I.IL.. p.5. 
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National Gallery that the arts were a too l to be used in ' the moral instruction and 

recreation of the people' ,280 which made the national collection an institution devoted 

to the creation of better citizens, as well as better workers. This opinion was repeated 

by sereral of those who gave evidence to the 1853 select committee, including Foggo 

himsclf.28 1 It may explain the dismay of some at the sight of those who attended the 

Gallery, and yet paid no attention to the pictures; these people were believed to be 

11ilfuUy denying themselves a chance for self-improvement. Peter Bailey has written of 

the efforts made from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards by the bourgeoisie 

to offer opportunities for ' rational recreation' , for the benefit and subsequent 

betterment of the populace. The activities which ' recommended themselves to 

respectable tastes were those with some manifest moral or improving content-;282 the 

National Gallery, \vith its supposed fusion of recreation with instruction, was a prime 

example of 'rational recreation'. 

In his second letter of complaint to The Times in 1852, one ofRuskin' s major points 

of protest was that the gallery was be ing enlarged and hung as if it were a private 

collection. He stated his belief that pictures should be hung to be seen, but bitterly 

reflected that: 

lt is not commonly so understood. Nat ions, like individuals, buy their pictures in 
mere ostentation, and arc content, so that their possessions are acknowledged, 
that they should be hung in any dark or out of the way corners which their 
frames will fit. 

28
°Foggo, The National Gallery, introduction p.viii. 

281
'Rcport from the Select Committee on the National Gallery', minutes p.5 11 , 

q.no.7224. Foggo here states that the Gallery is for ' the instruction and improvement 
of the intellect and moral condition of the people.' Earlier that day, Hurlestone had 
said that the object of the National Gallery was to 'endeavour to afford a more refmed 
description of amusement than the mere sensual amusements of the people in genera~ 
to which, were they denied this, of course they would be compelled to resort' (p.504, 
q.no.7139). 
282

Peter Bailey, Leisure and Class in Victorian Eng land, London, Rout ledge and 
Kegan Paul, I 97 8, p. 71. 
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There was no independent paradigm for the space of the public gallery, just as there 

11as no universally accepted method for its arrangement and interpretation, and this 

11as identified by some as the primary reason for the lack of interest among the 

populace which was reported by the 1850 select committee. Ruskin prefigured the 

1853 select committee report by insisting that the public gallery should be like 'a great 

bbrary, of which the books must be read upon their shelves•,283 a conception which 

accords with his allegiance to notions of the national collection as a place of 

instruction and study. 

However. when before the National Gallery site commission five years later, Rusk in 

made very different recommendations regarding the coding of its space for the benefit 

and, more importantly, control of the working-class visitor. In reference to the 

decoration of the gallery, he pronounced that: 

great care should be taken to give a certain splendour- a certain gorgeous effect 
- so that the spectator may feel himself among splendid things; so that there shall 
be no discomfort or meagreness, or want of respect for the things which arc 
being shown.284 

The most significant response expected by Ruskin here is 'respect'; the working class 

\isitor Y.ill be humbled by the overall splendour of the Gallery. and therefore made 

more receptive to the improving lessons which can be learnt from its display. Similar 

conceptions can be found in Layard' s writing. In his Quarterly Review article on the 

National Gallery, he lamented the disgraceful condition of the interior at Trafalgar 

Square. He proclaimed that with 'its clumsy skylights, its paltry boarded floors, its few 

rickety chairs, its vulgar railings, its shabby fittings, and the ugliest of common paper' , 

the environment was more that of 'an ill-regulated workhouse than a palace dedicated 

to the arts' .285 Waagen, as Trodd argues, thought the working class brought the 

'83 
~ Cook and Weddcrbum (cds.), The Complete Works, vol.l2, p.41 0. 
;~'Report ?fthe National Gallery Site Commission', minutes p.94, q.no.2136. 

Layard, The National Gallery', p.379. 
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industrial feculence of the city into the sacrosanct space of the gallery, and thus 

corrupted it; be wrote in the Art-Journal that 'it is scarcely too much to require, even 

from the working man, that, in entering a sanctuary of art, he should put on such 

decent attire as few are without'.286 The issue of'public decorum' with regards to 

dress was also mentioned by Hurlestone to the 1853 select eommittee.287 This recalls 

the efforts of the directorate of the British Institution to impose a dress code at their 

erening views. In both cases, visitors are expected to conform to the requirements of 

an elevated space; the consequence of nonconformity, it was claimed, was the loss of 

this elevation. In Layard's commentary, the status of victim is shifted fro m the space 

itself to the visitor. Instead of bringing the unrefined, the dirty and the menial in with 

them, the working class are confronted with it upon entrance. They expect a 'palace', 

yet arc given a 'workhouse'; this juxtaposition of luxury and industry, and the 

connotation attached to each, seems dir~t ly to contradict the precepts of the gallery 

ofinstmction. La yard goes on, however, to insist on the presence of opulence in the 

public gallery: 

The common multitude will no t be persuaded that things can be very precious 
which are crowded on bare walls like useless lumber. We feel certain that it 
would no longer be necessary to warn the public that they are not to bring into 
the Gallery baskets with provisions, and to litter the floo r \vith sandwich papers 
and orange peel, if the furnit ure and d~oration of the rooms were such as to 
lead them to believe that they were in a place where they were expected to 
behave with dccency.288 

The populace cannot be blamed for behaving with a lack of elevation in an 

envirorunent that fails to provide them with a sufficiently transcendental experience, 

Layard argued; the 'common multitude' were met ·with 'common paper' at Trafalgar 

Square, and it was therefore to be expected that they would behave as if at a picnic or 

similar non-cerebral event. It can be claimed that despite the opinions he expressed 

~:6quo ted Trodd, 'Culture, Class, City', p.42. 
-

7
'Report from the Select Committee on the National Gallery' , minutes p.503, 

q.no.7 126 
288L d. , 

ayar , The National Gallery', p.380. 
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~garding the vital nature of intellectualism in the fonnation and arrangement of a 

public gallery, La yard was here campaigning for the preservation of a splendour in the 

space of exhibition that has little to distinguish it from that typically found in the 

aristocratic private collection. For a member of the working class, the gallery 

experience would thus involve, in theory at least, an element of deference. and an 

awareness of inferiority which would encourage good behaviour. 

There is a paradox inherent in Layard's article that characterises attempts at popular 

art education within the space of the gallery in the 1850s. The 'common multitude' 

sho!.ild be elevated and enriched by a vis it to the National Gallery, he stated. but also 

subdued and reminded oftheir humble status by the magnificence of the environment 

they found themselves to be in. Bailey describes how 'rational recreation' was 'an 

attempt to forge more effective behavioural constraints in leisure' ;289 similarly, Trodd 

argues that art education "'115 \videly regarded by those who sought to administer it as 

a tool for the dissemination of discipline. Trodd goes on to identifY the administering 

of cultural awareness to the lower classes as 'the process by which the subject is able 

to police himself in the art of citizenship' ; an education in art was thought to rightfully 

lead lo the betterment of the workers, and an improvement of their 'moral 

condition'.290 An important part of this process was a reinforcement of their 

subordinate. menial role "'ithin society through the class signification of the gallery 

itself, v.~th even progressive and professedly democratic commentators such as Layard 

and Ruskin campaigning for a preservation of ostentation in the exhibition space. This 

represents a denial of any point of identification or comfort for the lower echelons 

within the gallery, and seems to suggest that concerns of accessibility were ultimately 

secondary to those of control. 

~89Bailey, Lcisure, p.170. 
-90rrodd, 'Culture, Class, City', p.39. 
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Those who wished to refonnulate the national collection as a gallery of instruction 

were faced with a problematic situation. Their conception of the 'proper' way in which 

to ,;ew art denied the attendance of a casual visitor; the attending public must be both 

assiduous and industrious. For the majority of the members of the populace who 

entered the gallery, however, it constituted a recreational venue visited during leisure 

time, within which they were unwilling to submit to a programme o f educational 

labour. The gallery of excellence, it cou ld be argued, was not only an easier concept to 

explain to the uninitiated, but also a more inuncdiatcly gratifying prospect for them, as 

it presented art as a spectacle that required no intensive personal application. In their 

attempts to impress the inappropriate nature of this ext raction o f entertainment from 

the public gallery of ancient art upon the lower classes, the would-be educators can be 

SJid to have resorted in part to the traditional class-based structures that their 

pedagogic approach was seeking to revise. This confused and contradictory situation 

can be observed with particular saliency at the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 

1857, which was the major public exhibition of old master paintings of the era Here, 

the display was constituted of loans from the private collections of Britain, yet 

designed primarily fo r consumption by the working classes of Lancashire. The 

professional critics and art experts of the upper middle class were thus confronted by 

the abuses of the privilege-based systems of art ownership as encountered at the 

13ritish Institution, and the diflicult ics of guaranteeing response and behaviour involved 

in the attempted instruction of the uninitiated masses, within the space of a single 

venue. 
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